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intensely beautiful shadow with the primer built in.

new intense shadowblast
Rich shadow with a built-in primer for color that lasts —
in 6 intensely beautiful shades.

Tell us what makes you a COVERGIRL @ facebook.com/covergirl

Drew Barrymore shimmers in Inlense Shadow-Blast in Blue Bomb
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COVERGIRL

With over a decade of experience as a professional makeup artist, Sage Maitri has worked for some

of the world's best photographers. Sage is known for her consistent ability to deliver flawless looking skin,

and her up-to-the-minute looks combined with a fearless use of color. Now she shows you how to look

easy breezy beautiful with COVERGIRL's Master Class.



be beautifully bold for date night!
Get ready to turn heads on date night with this beautifully bold look, featuring intense long-lasting

eye color with NEW COVERGIRL Intense ShadowBlast, paired with a soft pout. Follow these

tips from Sage Maitri to master this chic look for fall.

ADVERTISEMENT

For beautifully bold eyes, try NEW COVERGIRL Intense

ShadowBlast in Extreme Green. The formula provides

rich color, and the built-in primer makes the rich color

last. Apply up to the crease, all over eyelid. Concentrate

color at the upper and lower lashlines and blend with

fingertips.

For added intensity and definition, try COVERGIRL
LiquilineBlast Eyeliner in Brown Blaze. You'll get all

the intensity of a liquid with the ease and blendability of a

pencil. Apply on upper and lower lashline. Gently pull up

on the eyelid to ensure color gets in between the lashes.

The built-in smudger tip on LiquilineBlast

Eyeliner lets you customize your intensity.

Use this end for a subtle, smoky look.

After curling lashes, apply COVERGIRL
LashBlast Fusion Mascara in Very

Black to upper and lower lashes, adding a

dramatic blast of both volume and length.

Prep lips by gently exfoliating with the textured side

of a wash cloth. For sheer color and shine of a gloss

with the soft, lightweight feel of SPF 1 5 balm, apply

COVERGIRL NatureLuxe Gloss Balm in Hibiscus

With mango and shea butter, this feel-good formula

leaves your lips feeling decadent and delicious. Enter the
"ti

get a fabulous foundation
for your look!

COVERGIRL's TRUBIend Liquid Makeup has Skin Twin technology

to actually merge with your skin. Watch Seventeen Beauty Smartie

Bianca's step-by-step video by going to facebook.com/17stylepros

and clicking on the video tab for must-have tips on how to get flawless-

looking skin with COVERGIRL's TRUBIend Liquid Makeup.

COVERGIRL provided Bianca with complimentary products to try.

CONTEST!

Think you can master this look? Seventeen invites you to go to

seventeen.com/covergirl and upload a photo of your best

Beautifully Bold look, created by following Sage's tips 1 -5 on this

page. One lucky winner will receive:

• $1,000 Back-to-School Shopping Spree

• Private makeup consultation via webcam or phone with

Seventeen Beauty Smartie Bianca

• All five COVERGIRL products featured on this page so you

can be Beautifully Bold for Back-to-School!

NO PURCHASE OR PAYMENT OF ANY KIND IS NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN.A PURCHASE WILL NOT INCREASE

YOUR CHANCES OF WINNING Master Class Contest. Sponsored by Hearst Communeation. Inc. To Enter Go to

seventeen.conVcovergiri beginning 12:01am EI on 672/11 through 11:59pm ET on S»V12,'ll and submit the entry

form, including uploading a photo ol your best Beautifully Bold Wok following Sage's ops on the COVERGIRl

advertorial spread wilhin the Septembor 201 1 issue of Stvtnuen Magazine. Mutt be female 1
3-21 years of age,

and a legal resident ol 50 United States. Puerto Rico, or District of Columbia a) tare ol entry Void where prohibited

by law Contest subject to complete official rules available at aeventeen.com'comrglrl
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color, sheen and SPF15!
natureluxe gloss balm
luxury touched by nature

Slip into soft color with a light-as-air feel. The fusion of gloss and balm

takes out a heavy synthetic and puts in a light touch of mango butter. Divine!

COVERGIRL Taylor Swift is radiant in NatureLuxe gloss balm in Tulip.

Get Taylor's look @ covergirl.com

easy breezv beautiful CCA'ERORL
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SWEATER VEST $20
DOVE HENLEY $14
BELT $10.99
JEGGING $20
TEE + CAMI $16

PLAID SKIRT $14
BOOTIE$35
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OiNlQil CLINIQUE
acne solutions) acne solutions I

clarifying lotion

CLINIQUE
acne solutions

clearing moisturizer

cleansing foam

oil-free

STEP 3
BENZOYL PEROXItX
ACNE MEDICATION

STEP1 STEP?
SMJCYUC ACID ACNE MEDICATION ICYL,C ACID Ac

_



If it doesn't require a dermatologist,

all you need is Clinique Acne Solutions.
A life without acne? Acne Solutions Clear Skin System helps make it so.

Treat blemishes with highly effective but gentle formulas, and skin returns the

favor. Becomes clearer, calmer, smoother. Free of the dryness and irritation

that can make it cranky.

Everything we learned from the dermatologist went into this system.

Which is why when you just cleanse, exfoliate, and hydrate with

our medicated formulas twice a day, the skin you want is the skin you'll have.

See yourself in clearer skin at clinique.com/acne

CLINIQUE
Allergy Tested. 100% Fragrance Free.



DISCOVER THE NEW
Erin is wearing New Volum' Exp: M Flared™" Mascara m Ven, Black WOlT Mlfcellina LLC.
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The New Fragrance for Women

^
Available at

NORDSTROM
1.800.7beauty | nordstrom.com
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7JT 17 AMAZING OUTFITS FOR BACK-TO-
O3 SCHOOL Find your best look now!

CO NEW YEAR, NEW LOOKS! Mega-hot
JZ trends you'll want to try.

/~9 DIY RUNWAY! No one will ever guess you
DZ created these high-fashion pieces yourself.

C A YOUR ULTIMATE ACCESSORY GUIDE!
Dt- Add a little sparkle to any outfit with these

72

74

cool bags, shoes, and more.

GO BEHIND THE SCENES AT MATERIAL
GIRL! Designer Lola (she's Madonna's
daughter!) shares the inspirations for her hot
fashion line.

GET THE BODY YOU WANT! Your secret

weapons to looking taller, leaner, and curvier.

Q f\
SHOP FOR A STEAL! The most awesome

O \J bargains at the mall this minute.

pO MY FAVE FALL PIECE! Check out our Style

OZ Council's top picks for you.

O O FASHION HAUL! Snap up all these must-have
OO pieces before they sell out!

Q r\ THE BEST NEW SKIRTS! Good Luck Charlie's

^/ \J Bridgit Mendler shows you how to style them!

HELLO, HOT DEALS! Score exclusive coupons
to make shopping easier—and cheaper!92

Q A FIND A NEW JACKET! The right coat adds
C?M" instant cuteness to every outfit.

Qp UPDATE YOUR BASICS! Celebs show you how
^/O to switch up your usuals to get a hot new look.

1 Cp FALL HOT LIST! With these 10 amazing pieces,

I DO you'll be turning heads all season long.

9On WARM UP YOUR STYLE Add soft and cozy
Z\J\J layers for those crisp September days.

beauty
101

BACK-TO-SCHOOL BEAUTY
GUIDE! Fun looks you need to

try immediately.

1 1 A THE BESTIES You voted for your
I 11 favorite beauty products: Stock up

on all the great winners now!

1 9 9 NAIL A PERFECT MANI! You'll

I Z- Z. have the prettiest hands with these
insider tips.

126
ARE YOU WEARING THE RIGHT
COLORS? Probably not! Get the
right shades for your skin tone!

1-79 STANDOUT STYLES! Flirty hair

136

looks that are totally easy to do.

SCENTS OF STYLE Find the
perfect fragrance to match your
fashion vibe.

I p/~ PRETTY NEW FACES Hot TV
IO Ostars model fresh fall makeup.



http://bit.ly/mwywzf •

SHOPNOW
Shop the Back to School

Collection instantly when

you scan this barcode

with your mobile phone.

tntet Wr £
ctence to

wm7//

yOUco
^wint^

283*53?^
"Purchase

30.1 /#S30O2LO_

Tube

LIKE. FOLLOW. WATCH. TEXT
5 WAYS TO SHOP: IN-STORE I ONLINE I MOBILE I CATALOG I ORDER BY PHONE
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p.19
KISSES THAT WILL
BLOW HIS MIND

p. 160 TAYLOR'S
Steal her instant

confidence tricks!

lunches
you'll love!

what are you

to-school
Show us your cutest outfit

at facebook.com/
seventeenmagazine and

you could

win a$500
shopping spree
from Target!

See page 38 lor more inlo and page 212 for rules.

012

health
139

141

142

146

LOOK FIERCE FOR YOUR FIRST DAY! Two
superstar trainers get you toned fast.

BEST LUNCH EVER! With these yummy ideas,

you'll never be bored at lunch again.

NO MORE SHOPPING MELTDOWNSITryingon
clothes can be stressful—make it fun again!

THE TRICKIEST HOOKUP SITUATIONS
Exactly what to say if things get awkward.

love Mite

150

152

153

154

196

READ HIS MIND!
Your guide to

decoding guy lingo.

WHAT DO GUYS V
ABOUT YOU? Take
this quiz to find out!

JUICY QUESTIONS
FOR . . . JASON
DERULO The
hottie tells all!

WHY HE DOESN'T
WANT TO BE
OFFICIALThe
truth about why
your guy is keeping
things casual.

BE A BETTER KISSER!
Sexy moves he can't resist!

What guys really

talk about!

your lite

1 ^£ "BOTH MY BFFS OD 'D ON HEROIN!" Brandi.
I sJ\J once hooked on heroin, is speaking out to help

other girls.

1 RR BIG $$$ FOR COLLEGE! You can save a ton of

160

1 cash for school if you just follow these super-
simple tips!

GET KILLER CONFIDENCE! Taylor Swift
tells you the secrets to feeling unstoppable

—

starting now!

HI FROM ANN! How to make back-to-school
stress-free!

OAfT FLIRTING WITH DANGER When teachers cross
Z-\J\J the line from friendly to flirtatious.

ffilfl...

16
Or\GET ASHLEY'S FLIRTY LOOK With the right

/L v^makeup, it's a cinch!

")O WHO WILL WIN SEVENTEEN'S PRETTY
Z.Z. AMAZING CONTEST? Behind-the-scenes dish!

*JA SEPTEMBER FREEBIES! Score sweet clothes and
£J~T accessories from your favorite stores.

"7 WHAT YOU THINK! Everything that's on your
Z- I mind right this minute!

1 CI "7 GIRLS' NIGHT IN! Find fun ideas for bonding with
I \J »J your besties this weekend.

1p (") ASHLEY BENSON Find out how the funny PLL
IO KJ star keeps guys in line!

Oirj TRAUMARAMA! Just be happy this crazy stuff

£- I \J didn't happen to you.

"y\A SEPTEMBER HOROSCOPES Check out juicy
£- I T" predictions for your sign.

o
i

—



Is your makeup your friend or frenemy?

Neutrog

SkinClearin>
oil-free makeup

MICROCLEAR
technology

Neutrogena SkinClearing Makeup.

It not only gives you a beautiful, flawless look,

but also has a proven blemish-fighting formula

that works undercover to clear breakouts.

In fact, in a clinical test, 100% of women who
tried it had improved skin over time. BFF.

In 12 silky shades.

e2011 Neulrcgena C«p

Neutrogena
Cosmetics
#1 dermatologist recommended





CITY STREETS SKINNY JEANS

HOODIE BUDDIE

WE MAKE STYLE AFFORDABLE

YOU MAKE IT ROCK RETRO INDIE YOURS

• ••• • •••]

• • • I

• . •••

••• ••••
•• ••«•••»•«

... • .
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free app at gettag.mobi to enter your Haul Video

in the jcpenney Haul Nation sweepstakes!

jcp.com/btsV>
NEW LOOK. NEW DAY. WHO KNEW! Vs>



hi from ann

m M | Okay, deep breath. Before you dive into this issue, repeat this mantra to yourself:

§ § % § This is going to be fun! I know that back-to-school can be sort of stressful. You basically

^^Mr f start thinking about your major first-day fashion moment the minute school is out at the

t • beginning ofsummer! There is a lot ofpressure to get your look just right. I always get

™ w
"

that panic before a big event thatmy shoes are all wrong, myjeans are so last year, and my
whole life would totallychange ifonly I had the right accessories—why didn'tIbuy that bracelet when I

had the chance!But there's no sense beating yourselfup. Will freakingout magically make new clothes

and the perfect accessories appear in your closet? Um, no. (I've tried—it only gives you stress zits.)

Consider this issue an official no -pressure zone. You don't have to worry about a thing. There are

sooo many cute fashion and beauty ideas, so all you have to do is flagthe ones you like, take this issue to

the mall, andbam—your first-day look is taken care of! Plus, our brilliant fashion team gives you free

style ideas to make last year's stufflook totally fresh again. (I'm going to rock thejeans trick on p. 98.)

Check out the amazing products that won our Bestie Awards (p. 114)—they make
it impossible for you to make a beauty mistake! These are the hair, skin, and makeup
goodies that girls swear by. (Thirteen million Seventeen readers can't be wrong!)

And when you've got your look down, check out our

new column "Get Killer Confidence!" on p. 160. This

month Taylor Swift shares her secrets for walking

into any room (like homeroom!) and owning it! I love

that Taylor says she always feels confidentwhen she's

wearing red lipstick.

What's the one thing that makes you feel

confident? E-mailme atanntaiseventeen.com and

tell me how you're going to

work it on your first day! m.
shonmng tricks

Stressing won't help, but these smart strategies Willi

splurge on key pieces

TUNElINli

MTVPresents

m

016

Every year I focus on a

I don't mind spending a

little more on special things that I

know will get tons of wear-and

that work with everything

in my closet!

-KENDALL, 17

^L I start myshopping at Forever 21

andHSMsothat anbuildmy

wardrobe without spending a ton of

mon 8 y Once I've got all the basics covered,

I'll splurgeon afew nice things. Trust me—
if you sta rt at the pricier stores, AA
yourmoney never stretches as far!

seventeen.com | September 2011 ;;• SEVENTEEN.COM
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Discover backstage beauty secrets made easy at

Now, define, color

| and highlight in just

one sweep.

NEW

Achieve a beautiful, professional look

from our one-of-a-kind applicator.

In Natural, Playful, and now Smoky,

12 expertly coordinated palettes enhance

eye color like no other shadows can.

Mistake-proof results have never been easier.

SWEEP DOWN .'.[ r ; RMSI-6D100K

Because you're worth it.'

BA\ A*W
Srnoky forA Eyes (908).

L'OREAL
PARiS
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SAVE
$3.00

: io

sallyhansen.com/
coupon

Hair Remover
WAX STKIP Rir

1,2,3

Hair Free!

HAIR REMOVER
WAX STRIP KIT

Quick, easy, and convenient.

Just press on, then pull off.

Pre-cut, pre-waxed strips

are ready to use wherever,

whenever you need them.

Beautiful results that can

last up to 8 weeks."

AMERICA'S #1 WAX'

Beauty that Works

•Based on Symphony/IRI Group data

"Regrowlh time varies from area

to area and person to person.

sticky notes
Office Depot,

$L per pad.

Office Depot

stores

ba llpoint, pens
Campo Marzlo,

$16 each

Kate's Paperie

stores and

katespaperie

.com

binder clips

Baumgarten's,

$9 per pack.
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One Stroke.

One Coat.

Done.

INSTA-DRI
FAST DRY NAIL COLOR

#1 IN THE U.S.A.*

Sally knows time is precious.

Nail color covers in just one coat, brilliantly.

The Perfectionist Brush™ contours to any

nail, so color always glides on precisely,

quickly, flawlessly. And, the exclusive

Flexiglass Complex combines beautiful,

brilliant shine and super strong wear.

So simple, so Sally.

Dries in 60 seconds V
One coat coverage w

32 instantly irresistible shades V

Beauty that Works

Dries in

NSTA-
DRI
FAST DRY

NAIL COLOR

Sally Knows
or more go to sallyhansen.

•Based on IRI Panel data

DBR Toluene and Formaldehyde Free



^etashley's

flirty look
She has a fun personality—and
a playful look to match! Steal

her pretty little style.

blush
Revlon Powder Blush

in Berry Rich. $10,

drugstores

-*~fn

mascara
Revlon Grow Luscious

Plumping Mascara in

Blackest Black, $8,
drugstores

Dress by Philosophy dl Alberta Ferretti. Earn™
Jewelry. Chain and crochet necklace by Venessa Arizaga.

Bow necklace by Alexis Bittar. Fashion Stylist: Lara Backmender.
Hair: Campbell McAuley. Makeup: Mylah Morales.
Manicure: Klmmie Kyess. Photographs: Matt Jones.

eyeshadow pencil
Revlon Luxurious Color

Smoky Crayon in Steel

Smoke, $10, drugstores

lip gloss
Revlon ColorBurst Lip

Gloss in Sunset Peach

$8, drugstores

SMilfmi reader reward

FREELOTION II
from Bath & Body Works!

Bring this issue to any
Bath & Body Works store

to receive a free bottle of

Paris Amour Body Lotion!

Begins August 9, 2011. No purchase necessary. Excludes Bath & Body Works deaiance

stores. Show the September 2011 issue ot Seventeen, a printout of the seventeen.com

home page, or the Smntten September iPadapp to receive your free gilt, ten-thousand

(10,000) gilts willbegivenaway through September 12, 20H,orwhilesupplieslast.0ne

per person Onceall body lotions have been distributed, there will be no substitute

product given away. Go to sevenleen.com/lieebies or see page 212 lor more details.

SEVENTEEN.COM sevenleen.cora/ashley
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So many boys, so little time. Can't decide on just one? Try them

all out! Use the FriXion erasable pen to doodle in your initials

alongside those of your current crush. Not a match made in

heaven? The FriXion pen will erase his name completely

so you can move on without a trace left behind!

*

+
V

lki/i uu£La£& J-JlA Wfiuofa,

f3e, (Hie otj/tfct {it&t 100
to scan this code with your smart phone

and get a FREE FriXion! www.notjustapen.com/teen2
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The wait is almost over! One of

these amazing girls-Nina Montgomery,

Shannon Mcintosh, Ann He, Lauren Lindberg,

or Zoe Damacela— is about

to become a cover star and win a

$10,000 scholarship from Neutrogena!

Who will be our first Pretty Amazing

Real-Girl Cover Contest winner? Find out

next month!
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1 WINNER/

GRAND PRI2E:

V

Get a doseiful of fun

new things from

MakeMeChlc.com,

and look amazing all

season long!

[blazer] *

It's a fashion blowout! Visit seventeen
.com every day in September for a chance
to win the cutest clothes and accessories! H *

SI NDA^ \IO\l)Vi ti esdav w i-:d\i:sd,\y n tiii rsday

HOW TO ENTER'. Starting September 1 , log on to seventeen

.com/freebies every day and type in the Freebie Phrase of the

Day [in i < < I ] to be eligibleto win that day's prize. But hurry-

each Freebie will be live for just 24 hours beginning at 12 a.m. n.

Winners will be posted online the next weekday by 10 a.m. et. Go to

seventeen.com/freebies or see page 212 for details.

i »

I winner scores a Kutabo
chambny tunic

[classic]

svn m>\v

Th

1 winner gets a Stripes and
Tassels poncho

[aztec]

m>

I : )

1 winner snags a Classic

Trucker jacket

[distressed]

•bye thfs

calendar for
* chance to

M?l everyfay
wlnner^sadrape ,H September'



grances.com

dillord's

forbidden euphoria
a new fragrc

Calvin Klein x.
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m F HIGH SHINE
_

l

phisticated. . . it 's sensational.

'..l"lli

:•LORsensational
HIGH SHINE V
H *3#fc ?? fM

R-LIKE COLOR only from our micro-mirror pigments.

MIER FEEL only from our luxurious honey nectar.

Now lips flaunt the most spectacular shine.

In 10 lush lip shades.

2i. M

(VYBELLINE.COM NEW YP
Emily is v Vbelline LLC.



Stuff you're talking about right now!

IT WORKED!

^^ I've neverbeenable to stickto

aworkout plan—until Iwas

flippingthrough the June/July issue

and saw '5Weeks to Total Body

Confidence!' 1was nervous at first,

but I started theplanthenextdayand

gave it myall. I immediatelybegan to

feel healthier. 1 lost io pounds,my
mood has improved,and I get fewer

headaches. Plus, 1 feelmore AA
confidentthan ever!

-lynzee, 15, haslet, mi

fromfling to real thing

Ml took the June/July quiz 'Summer
Fling or Real Thing?' It was right:

just a fling! Right before college, I met

a guy from Oregon. We hung out, we
made out, and then we Facebooked

for a while until I realized that we didn't

have all that much in common. Now we've both

met people who are much better for us!

-AMEUA, 21, COWICIIE, WA

love to lauren

MISSING

LAUREN SPIMW

Everyone has been talking about Lauren Spierer, the 20-year-old Indiana

University student who went missing in early June.

"Lauren Spierer's disappearance is terribly sad. To

\
know that she had goals and was going to college

breaks my heart. My prayers are with the family. It

makes me afraid to be alone in places, and I think

more about keeping safe."

-emma ann, via facebook.com/
seventeenmagazine

:: SEVENTEEN.COM seventeen.com/mail

Maybelline New York is

your backstage pass to

the season's most

inspired looks.

Check Out

youtube.com/liverunway

^

MAYBELLINE
OFFICIAL MAKEUP SPONSOR OF

MERCEDES-BENZ
FASH ION WEEK



SHARPIE8 PEN
THE POWER AND PASSION OF
SHARPIE MARKER. ..IN A PEN!

NO BLEED PENS IN

ORIGINAL, RETRACTABLE
AND GRIP.

START SOMETHING NOW AT
WWW.SHARPIE.COM

H"H

il you nailed it!

fit
The bold and funky nail

designs in '10 Hot Trends (for

$10 or Under!)' in the June/July issue

were great. I love doing nail art, and

I have a few tricks I thought I'd share:

1) Put scotch tape

around your nail if

you're doing something

messy; 2) use stripers—they come
in tons of amazing colors, and the

thin brush lets you create almost any design you want;
!

and 3) be patient! The worst thing is smudging

your hard work because you're rushing!

-KELCEY, 18, SOMERSET, NJ

'&?

if

free stuff!

"I learned about

@heyitsfree on

1^ ™ Twitter after

reading 'Followers Get Free

Stuff! in the June/July

issue. Now I've

gotten stuff like

Herbal Essences,

Pantene, juice, and

even cheese

snacks! Following

@seventeenmag has its

perks, too. I got a reminder

about the Freshman 15

program and was able to

apply, something I've always

wanted to do!"

-olivia, 18,

lincolnshire, il

SHE'S A STYLE STAR!
TheSeventeen

'•'• Ultimate Guide to

Style inspiredme to

stepupmystyle.Check

oiilmylookbased on

page 1 6. It's put together

but still feels casual £}A
for school!

-cassie, 16, lansing, ks

SCAM ALERT!
WARNING: Some of our readers have been receiving e-mails from
people pretending to be from Seventeen. They claim to be looking

for new models, but they're really just looking for money. These are

not legitimate Seventeen representatives! If you receive an e-mail

claiming to be from Seventeen that looks suspicious to you or asks

for money, please delete it— it's probably a scam.

Wl 2
- r

o
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IT STARTS I

WITH SHARPIE.

COFFEE CUP TO CANVAS. WITH SHARPIE* PEN.

ALL BOLD. NO BLEED.
CHEEMING BOEY TOOK SHARPIE PENS AND PAPER CUPS AND TURNED THEM INTO
AN ART FORM. NOW HIS 4-CENT MASTERPIECES FILL GALLERIES.

WHAT ARE YOU GONNA START?

W04503 ©2011 Newell Rubbermaid Office Products sharpie.com



TEXTURE
COAT

Black Texture
on Positive Energy

Silver Texture
on Razzle Dazzler

Red Texture
on Razzle Dazzler

Turquoise Texture
on Razzle Dazzler

White Texture
on Razzle Dazzler

Gold Texture
on Razzle Dazzler

Find us on:

Try it on at

nicolebyopi.com
CONTAINS NO DBP, TOLUENE, OR FORMALDEHYDE

800.341 .9999 ©201 1 OPI Products Inc.
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Staples. $1 for pack

of two. Staples stores

and staples.com

cheetah pen
Zebra Z-Grip,

$4 for five
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staples.com
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COAT

TREND ALERT
TEXTURE

\ i

Nicole by OPI's new Texture Coats create a trendy "two-textured" effect when applied over nail lacquer.

Try it on at

nicolebyopi.com

CONTAINS NO DBP, TOLUENE, OR FORMALDEHYDE
Available at ULTA and ulta.com

800.341.9999 ©201 1 0PI Products Inc.

Find us on:



Cleaa ,

Clear *
ADVERTISEMENT

iIJl'NI I I'D NATIONS
•ii^y + Ol M>\1 ION

RIGHT NOW
There is a 1 5 year old girl in Africa about to give birth

to her second child. Another in Central America who has

never spent a day in school. And somewhere, a girl

has to walk 1 5 hours a day to collect water for her family.

YOU CAN HELP HER
If you have the will to organize and the heart to make

a difference, your friends at CLEAN & CLEAR®
can help you succeed.

Be a HERo
Apply to be an official Girl Up HERo. Many are needed
and one HERo will be selected to travel to NYC
with her BFF for a:

• Visit to the United Nations

• Two-day mini-mentorship at the offices

of Seventeen and Cosmopolitan Publishing

• $500 grant to continue her work in the community

You have the power to change the world

The journey starts here:

facebook.com/cleanandclear

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN. CLEAN & CLEAR* and Girl Up HERos
Contest. Sponsored by Hoars! Communications, Inc. Contest begins on 8/1/201 1 at 12.01

am and ends on 10/16/201 1 at 1 1 :59 pm EST. Go to facebookcorrVcleanandclear (the

-Contest Site"). Cbck on the Girl Up Tab and entrants can then enter the Contest through the

application located in the Girl Up Tab by filling out and submitting the entry form provided

Video upload required tor entry. Videos must be at least 1 minute and no more than 3

minutes. Videos may be no larger than 1 00MB in file size and must be in one of the foUowmg
formats: avi, .mov. wmv, mp4, .mpeg. or .flv. One grand prize winner and best friend

will receive a 3-n|ght trip to New YorK City, recewe a 2-day mini-mentorship experience at

Cosmopolitan Publishing and Seventeen magazine, and a S500 grant to be used toward the

winner's cause The winner and best friend will afeo recer/e a 1-day vert to the United Nations

(provided by G*1 Up). Musi be female, 1 3 years or older, and a resident of the 50 United States,

District of Columbia, or Canada. Void in Quebec Province and where prohibited by taw.

Contest is subject to complete official rules available at faceboc4ccom/cleananciclear



lUU of people had
clearer skin in just 1 day

i

12-WEEK _CLINICAIi nCTORT

d0 otir people «***^ , .^ *^ **•* S
u D AJc -

To get results like this, you need the

CLEAN & CLEAR' ADVANTAGE*

ACNE CONTROL KIT

A unique combination of advanced

skincare technologies that fight the

multiple causes of acne:

Hf clogged pores

Hf bacteria

Hf oil

Use only as directed.

Message and dala rales may apply.

SAVE $5
text CLEAN
to 467467



' dove.com/deodorant

CWtuw

discover how well

sakura blossoms

BE53
T)ove

ultimate

)ove '^n

CL^
rub and smell here

stay fresh all day with new Dove* go fresh Rebalance, infused with

the fresh scent of succulent plum and sakura blossom, discover this

perfect match in your deodorant aisle.
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tee

SizesS-XL.Simdog,$66,
shopsimdog.com,

skirt

Sizes XS-L. Belsey

Johnson Pink Patch. $79,

macys.com.

socks
American Apparel, S9,

American Apparel stores

and americanapparel.net.

sneakers
Sizes 6-10, Gravis,

$89, lulus.com.

The countdown to your firs

day is on! But thanks to these

awesome looks, you won't

waste a minute of it worrying

about what to wear.

0#fiSS*
sweater
Sizes 2-10. H&M.
S40, H&M stores.

dress
Sizes S-XL, Love. Fire.

$42. firela.com.

ring
Sanrio, S^O, select

Sanrio boutiques and

loungefly.com.

heels
Sizes 5V4-11, Jessica

Simpson Collection. S98,
jessicasimpsoncollection

.com.

.'I h|-»l

035

\
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masha,18

tee

Sizes S-XL, Simdog,

$71, shopsimdogxom.

shorts

Sizes 0-10. French

Connection. S98, French
1

Connection stores and

frenchconnection.com.

hat
Spirit Hoods, S129,
spirithoods.com.

belt

Diana Montenegro, $79,
dianamontenegro.com.

boots

Sizes 5Vi-10, Urbanog,

$29, urbanog.com.

dress

Sizes S-L, Gracia,

$60, shopgracla

.com.

cardigan
Sizes XS-XL, O'Neill

$70, shoponeillusa

.com.

tights
Sizes XS-L,

American Apparel,

$25, American

Apparel stores and

americanapparel

.net.

sneakers
Sizes 5-11, New
Balance. $60.
newbalance.com.

palge, 18

f T-SH«T
Duns

a

So

jacket
Sizes S-XL, JouJou,

$45, select Bon Ton

and bonton.com.

dress

Sizes XS-L, Sauce,

$79, karmaloop

.com.

necklace
Janessa. $97,

janessaonline.com.

boots
Sizes 6-10. Material

Girl, S59, Macy's.

^5

ox

So

11
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MAYBEL

BEYOND MATCHING, SKIN THE WAY IT WAS
MEANT TO BE: FRESH, BREATHING, NATURAL.

Introducing FIT ME. Never masky or one-dimensional.

Our translucent base and ultra-lightweight pigments create

our most natural coverage. In 18 shades. With SPF 18.

New FIT ME. The first shade-aligned system of foundation,

powder, concealer and blush. Find your fit.

EMI AY
DISCOVER THE NEW MAYBEL

LINENEW YO R K
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PATrewet) show;
turtleneck
Sizes XS-XL, Emu
Australia, $79,

emuaustralia.com.

shorts
Sizes 6-18. Asos.

S54, asos.com.

belt

Lulu's, $14,

lulus.com.

sneakers
Sizes 5-18,

Converse,

$46, converse.com

(§)8QJMr PfACbArT

jacket
Sizes S-XXL.

Southpole, $40,
Against All Odds
stores.

shirt

Sizes XS-XXL,

Mossimo for Target,

S33. Target stores

and target.com.

jeans
Sizes 2-18,

Mossimo for

Target, $28,
select Target stores

and target.com.

hip pack
Lulu's, $21,

lulus.com.

boots
Sizes 6-10,

Mixx,

S43,
Iulu5.com.



THE NEW FRAGRANCE FOR WOMEN

DAISY
MARC JACOBS

EAU SO FRESH

DAISYMARCJACOBS COM HANNAH PHOTOGRAPHED BY JUERGEN TELLER

SEPHORA
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Boden, $48, bodenusa.com.

jeans
Sizes 0-13. Daang Goodman
for Tripp NYC, $68.

Itashandvaudeville.com.

top
Sizes S-XL, Sportiqe Apparel,

35, sportiqeboutiqe.com.

sneakers
Sizes 5-11, Pastry, S60, Finish

stores and lovepastry.com.

(jpOe-OPToP

PAtfTS

top
Sizes S-L, Heritage

1981, SI 7, select

Heritage 1981 and

Forever 21 stores and

heritagcl981.com.

pants
Sizes 0-12, Rachel

Rachel Roy, S139,
select Macy's.

heels
Sizes 5Vj-10,

Make Me Chic,

$26, makemechic.com.

shirt

Sizes S-XXL, Moods of

Norway, $98,
moodsofnorway.com.

sweater
Sizes S-L, AMI Clubwear,

$27, amiclubwear.com.

jacket
Sizes XS-XL, Aeropostale,

$45. Aeropostale stores and
aeropostale.com.

shorts
Sizes XS-XL. Guess. $69,

Guess stores and guess.com.

tie

Ben Sherman, S50. Ben

Sherman stores and

benshermanusa.com.

sneakers
Sizes 6-10, Sperry Top-Sider,

$70, sperrytopsider.com.



FAMOUS
footwear
MAKE TODAY FAMOUS'

69"
'. $79 99

Speffy D p I

18172

go coastal in

BOAT SHOES
Set sail for style with a preppy cool vibe in

aid-back boat shoes.

Head back to class with the
hottest footwear fashions
from Famous Footwear!

famousfootwear.com/bts

fierce and feisty buc^ for your

.^__ * best vear vet in

BOOTIES
year yet ir

short and sweet

booties.

keep your cool in

CONVERSE
Kick it up a notch in Converse Chuck Taylor

All Star sneakers in cool prints and colors.

$fo
AoKs EXCLUSIVE SAVINGS

-r high school?

Enter to win at

facebook.com/famousfootwear

Presents fcf*HSS
S COnVERSE

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. LEGAL RESIDENTS OF THE SO UNITED STATES (O.C.). AGE 13 AND OLDER. VOID WHERE
PROHIBITED. Contest ends 9/24/11. For Official Rules and prize descriptions, visit www.facebook.com/famousfootwear

Sponsor: Brown Group Retail. Inc. d/b/a Famous Footwear. 8300 Maryland Avenue. Saint Louis. MO 63105.

Valid 7/30-9/12/11. Coupon may be used only once

in Famous Footwear. Famous Footwear Outlet or

Factory Brand Shoes stores, or online at

famousfootwear.com. Not valid in Mind Body Sole

stores. Not valid on Skechers Shape-ups, Reebok

EasyTone. Reebok RunTone. Reebok RealFlex or

Reebok ZigTech. Not valid for cash or cash

equivalent on purchase ofgift cards or previously

purchased merchandise. Other exclusions may

apply, ask store associate for details. Offer may not

be combined with any other coupons (other than

Rewards certificates!. Photocopies or reproductions

of coupons will not be accepted. Items purchased

with certificates, coupons or special promotions will

result in adjusted refund or exchange amounL To

redeem online, enter promotion code 17BTS in the

promo code box at checkout-
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trench
Sizes S-L, Urbanog.

$28. urbanog.com.

pants (come with
suspenders)
Sizes 24-30. Silver

Jeans Co., $8)3. Macy's

and macys.com.
vest
Sizes XS-XL, Bisou

Bisou for jcpenney, S50.

jcpenneyandjcp.com.

button-down
Sizes XS-XL. American

Eagle Outfitters, $45,
ae.com.

boots
Sizes 6-11, Bass Loves

Rachel Antonoff, $129,
bassshoes.com.

C/fcX>l

cardigan
Sizes XS-XL. Uniqlo.

$70, Uniqlo stores.

mini
Sizes XS-M, 579,

$17. 579 stores

and 579.com.

top
Sizes S-L, Simdog,

$66, shopsimdog

.com.

hat
Nobis, S38,
Bloomingdale's and
nobis.ca.

bracelet

Lulu's, $14,

lulus.com.

sneakers
Sizes 5-18,

Converse, $46,

converse.com.

5 < rawe ntreirC
jeans
Sizes 24-32, Daang Goodman
for Tripp NYC, $66. select

Urban Outfitters stores and

urbanoutfitters.com.

heels

Sizes 6-10. Sam Edelman.

$200, bloomingdales.com.

top
Sizes XS-L. BCBGeneration,

$98, Macy's and amazon.com.

I

i



WHO SAID TAMPONS
CANT HAVE STYLE?

—^1

BREAK THE CYCLE* m
GREAT PROTECTION JUST GOT BETTER LOOKING.
Introducing this season's hottest colors from U by Kotex:

Find out more about our new look at ubykotex.com.

%3

Trademark ol Kimberly-Clark Worldwide, Inc. ©201 1 KCWW
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shorts
Sizes 00-14. Aeropostale,

$22. Aeropostale stores

and aeropostale.com.

socks
Adidas, $10,

Adidas stores and
adldas.com.

top
Sizes S-XL. Love. Fire.

$40. firela.com.

shirt
Sizes XS-L, American

Apparel. $40, American

Apparel stores and

americanapparel.net.

sneakers
Sizes 5-18. Converse.

$46, converse.com.

3

sweater
Sizes XS-XL, Kensle Girl, $88,
Macy's and kensie.com.

blouse
Sizes S-L. AMI Clubwear, $29,

amiclubwear.com.

skirt

Sizes 2-10. H&M.S18,
H&M stores.

socks
We Love Colors, $4,
welovecolors.com.

boots
Sizes 6-11. Hot Kiss,

v<:U. Famous Footwear stores

and tamousfootwear.com.

f*



9 essential nutrients.

9 exceptional girls.

That's the power of milk.

From left to ri3ht: Kimberly, Bailey, Michelle, Mina, Lauren, Victoria, AJyssa, Allison and Elaine



See how lowfat milk helps The 9 look and feel their best.

facebook.com/bodybymilk got milk?



PROMOTION

the power ofQ
calcium phosphorus vilommD riboflavin niacin wiaminA protein potassium vitamin 6-1 2 ^m

9 girls. 9 essential nutrients.
BECAUSE THE 9 ESSENTIAL NUTRIENTS IN MILK HELP YOU LOOK, FEEL, AND BE YOUR BEST, WE ASKED

GIRLS AROUND THE COUNTRY TO SUBMIT VIDEOS TO SHOW THAT THEY COULD BE ONE OF THE 9

UNIQUE GIRLS WHO CAN EMPOWER OTHER TEENS TO MAKE GOOD CHOICES, INCLUDING DRINKING

LOWFAT MILK.

meet the power of 9, chosen by YOU.
These girls captivated everyone with their confidence, vibrant personalities, and unique

stories about their lives and why the 9 essential nutrients in milk have been key ingredients

in their success.

"The 9" were invited to a photo shoot in New York City where they met the other winners and
posed together for their Milk Mustache ad - turn the page to check it out!

ifiAGf)
Victoria -14 Elaine -16 Alyssa-13

Mina-14 Kimberiy-17

9THE
POWER

OF - fiflflfi
Bailey -17 Michelle -15 Lauren -17 Allison -14

why 9?
Meet "The 9" individually at facebook.com/BodyByMilk

Milk's such an easy way to get 9 essential nutrients that can provide benefits from head to toe,

inside and out - like protein and vitamin A for healthy skin and calcium and vitamin D for strong

bones and healthy teeth. And along with exercise, the protein in milk can help build lean muscle

to help you be toned and fit. Nobody knows that better than "The 9"!

what's next for The 9 ?
Follow "The 9" through the end of the year at facebook.com/BodyByMilk, and through

September 1 2 on seventeen.com/PowerOf9, where you can also enter for a chance to win

the Power Up Sweepstakes!

They'll serve as milk insiders, attending "VIP" milk events, interviewing upcoming Milk

Mustache celebrities and acting as role models to teens in their communities and across

the country

NO PUBCHftSf Nia'iSAltY TO EWTHl OB WIN Milk "'V -.
imON bitginning 1.

ff r»n 8/?/?0n through 1) S9nm HonV'^W Orjrli °' wmning will dopflnd upon Ills total nwmb«r of oliijibW »i istlw Itimolo. 13-74 yttfln rf oflt ortd legcl

midoius of the SO Med Swim Void In IVrK tun and white prohibited by low SwepstakM subfcci lo lompleW id

Ikm H « promotttnol ojiwiMnl m glui tulwittn J«i»n»motid Mitt rmnw\ Educaimn fioj.om (M.lkPFP) 'O701! AMfltlCA S MUX PSOCKSfXS

go! milk?



REACH FOR
TARS.
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Discover lowfat milk's benefits a
bodybymilk.-com/juliannehough

HEALTHY
LEAN
BEAUTIFUL



PROMOTION

Watch and Win!

Turn to page 134 for instructions on how to download the "Fresh Year, Fresh Start" video on your smartphone, hosted by Seventeen Freshman 15 member,

Janelle. Watch as she shows you how to flaunt a fresh face and have fun Freshman year with Clearasil Ultra" Rapid Action products!

After you watch, enter for a chance to win:

• The ultimate bedroom makeover valued at S1 ,000 to kick the semester off right

• A supply of Clearasil Ultra* Rapid Action products to help you look and feel awesome the entire school year

Don't have a smartphone? Enter for a chance to win the Fresh Year, Fresh Start sweepstakes at seventeen.com/clearasil.

Clearasil,

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN fRESH VEAR, FRESH START SWEEPSTAKES, Scoraored by Hearst ComnuBWalions, Inc. Two ways to oner (i) scan your smartphone over the bar code and complete and submit the entry lorn pursuant to the

on-screen instructions orH qo online to seventeen twn/dearastl to enter Lima one (i ) entry oer person when entering with your smartphone (one [i] entry per video view) or online. Your earner's MMS/plctwe messaging and standard canter rales may apply.

You must have a camera-enabiM p*xne capable ol sending pictures. Program available on most carrier networks and in the U.S. only, for complete mobile terms and conditions, pease log on to MerosoILcom'tag, Sweepstakes begins at 1 2.01 a.m. ET on

August 1 t
20tl and ends at 11 59pm ET on September 12,2011 One |i) vainer will receve a tedroonifi^akaoverfll.OOOlMKja Ooo^otwnnrgv^ depend upon the total number olollrjibie entries received Must ba torn*,

13-24 years old. and a legal resident ol the BO United Slates. Puerto Rico, or District o! Columbia Void where pretexted by law. Sweepstakes subject to compete official rules available at seventeen.com/clearasi.

ESESH!
Be beautifully bold this fall with intense long-lasting eye color

with NEW COVERGIRL Intense ShadowBlast. Get a free

makeup brush set from Seventeen, while supplies last, with

your purchase of COVERGIRL Intense ShadowBlast by texting

COVERGIRL to 467467!

COVERGIRL
•

%>
i
FREE MAKEUP BRUSH SET PROMOTION. Sponsored by Hearst torrmurtcatlorts, Inc. To get

your tree gift from Seventeen, text 'COVERGIRL* to 467467 from your eel phone and be ready

to provide your qualifying UPC code. Only tne first 500 to respondw§ receive a grit shoe only

500 makeup brush sets are available. While supplies last By entering you consent to receve a
turner text message to notify you II you are a winner o- to reoeve a response Dial the Sponsor

has fuHdted all the prizes and there is no longer a chance to receive the prize. Sponsor's order

ol receipt ol entries « final. MoMe phone entrants wfl be darged standard text messaging

rates tor text messages sent and recewed. ShopTeW has a NO-SPAM promise Contact your

earner tor pntiny plans and delate As soon as Sponsor has received (he last eegt&ie entry.

Sponsor wlfl post a notes on savwteen.com/checkitout so that all consumers are notOea that

there Is no longer a chance to receive F« one. Must be a resident ol the 50 United States

Puerto Rca. or District ol Cotumb-a between rjie ages ot 1 3 and 24. Vend where prohibited by

law Limit one grtt per person

It's Back-to-School Glam at Rite Aid

Receive a FREE Glam Camp cosmetic bag, beauty savings book, and cell phone charm by

mail when you purchase $15 of the following brands: Maybelline. Sally Hansen. Neutrogena, gbt2b,

Rimmel, Veet, Dove, Degree, Demeter Fragrance, or Essie. Visit GlamCamp.com for more details.

Offer runs July 27th - Sept 27th.

FREE
• • • .V . - o

EH
f^Tjl

Wr* w, it's penond.

Sharpie Power. In A Pen.

With the passion of a Sharpie marker in a pen, no paper surface is off limits. So put it all out there!

Sharpie Pens always let you go big and bold—with no bleed.

Start something with Sharpie Pens at sharpie.com.

Shojupia

Venus

Every day is another day for your inner goddess to amaze.

To accomplish. To step out and shine. Venus Embrace

leaves you with legs that get your goddess showing.

Embrace has five blades surrounded by a ribbon of

moisture for our closest shave yet.

Check out the "We Dare You" tab

at facebook.com/gillettevenus!

Venus

Vera Bradley "Fun 'N Frill" Sweepstakes

Enter for a chance to win the ultimate Back-to-School party for you and 10

friends including an iPod and dock, manicures, sips and sweets, a Vera Bradley

Frill Tote, a Vera Bradley $500 gift card, $500 shopping spree for the winner, plus

more! Enter to win at seventeen.com/VeraBradley.

Shop 24/7 at verabradley.com.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY 10 ENTER OR WIN THE VERA BfWOlEY 'FUN 'N fflu." SWEEPSTAKES Sponsored by Hearst Communicatora Be. Go
01*0 B£ever,lMnojoi/VeraBraiIl9ylcieiiler.SY«8pstaliei begins 311201 am El on August 2, 2011 and ends at 1t 59 o.m ET on September 12,

201 1 One (I) viewer Mil receive a Fun 'N Frill Party, lolal ARV Sb.OSO Odds at wtrniiirj will a-pea upon tic total number ot negate entries received.

Must be ferule. 1 3-24 years Mo. .lra a legal resident of la SO UtMed Saras. Puerto Rico, or Dlsirct ol Columbia Void where proholteo by law.

Sweepstakes subject to oftca rules available at seventeen com/VeraBrarjIsy



CAHDIR'S-ISM *7

CANDIE'S GIRLS KNOW
SMART IS BEAUTIFUL

1

VANESSA HUDGENS "CANDIE ' S-ISMS

CANDIES-ISM 116

CANDIE '

S

GIRLS
,

KNOW THE
VALUE OF

llll

j

CANDIE'S .

THINK EVERY
AISLE IS
RUNWAY

-«•;

< a

1

ff n

!

DAY'S WORK

.1*
:r
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CANDIE S-ISH .It-
g^-L.X-f-^

CANDIE'S GIRLS
NEVER FORGETj"
TO TREAT"
THEMSELVES !£

<

\ liSJ



CANDIE'S-ISM ft 11

CANDIE '

S

GIRLS
NEVER TAKE
LIFE TOO
SERIOUSLY

(•A

%

I i.

w
AL

M

V ,, / @CANDIESBRAND
I withyour "Ctmdie's-hm"for a (bancs

to-wina%SOQ CANDIE'S
SHOPPING SPREE
£/« baib/ag:# 1 7SPREE

*%'

ONLYAT ft <

ra'crhooh.cnm 'candi

No purchase necessary to enter or win. Void outside the U.S.. & where prohibited by law. Open to legal residents of the 50 United States & D.C.. who are of the age ot

majority in their state ot residence at the start of the Sweepstakes. Sweepstakes begins at 9 a.m. EST on Aug. 3rd. 201 1 & ends at 1 1 :59 p.m. EST on Sept. 3rd, 201 1

.

To enter, tweel your original "Candie's-ism" to ©candiesbrand during the Sweepstakes Period. Limit one entry per natural person regardless of accounts. Certain

restrictions may apply. Sponsored by Iconix Brand Group, Inc., 1450 Broadway. 3rd Floor. NY. NY 10018 Odds of winning the prize depend on the number of eligible

entries received. Full details & complete Official Rules at candies.com.



fashion

* new year, new looks

!

When you burst through those double doors this year, make sure you're

making a major style statement! In these hot trends, you will.



NEW ABC FAMILY OR

FROM THE CREATOR OF PRETTY LITTLE LIARS

Wi

series premiere august 15

mondoys ot 9/8c o new kind of family



fashion

These guy-inspired
finds are surprisingly

feminine!
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MATERIAL GIRL

Kelly Osbo
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jacket
Sizes S-L, Gracia, $100,

shopgracia.com.

tank
Sizes S-L. Forever 21, $15.

,

select Forever 21 stores

and forever21.com.

,e" Paired with usPark/y, studded «
aS

L
Cs

« '"ese

earrings
Forever 21, $S. select

Forever 21 stores and
forever21.com

ft

&
earrings

Low LuvX Erin

Wasson, $85
for pair.

glamhouse.com

K
sweater heels
Sizes S-L. Sizes 6-11

Black Poppy. $35. Xoxo, S60.
Pacsun stores and Macy's /

pacsun.com.

heart necklace
AMI Clubwear. $11.

amlclubwear.com.

chain necklace
Simply Vera Vera

Wang, S30, Kohl's

and kohls.com. y^^H
r-

r

-•'•.

m
ml

II

j&

skirt
Sizes 0-12, Armani

Exchange, $68,
Armani Exchange

stores and

armaniexchange
.com

-V

m
cuff

AMI Clubwear.

$12, amlclubwear

.com

0;
SEVENTEEN.CO

Shop for these
more at (om/backloschool
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Kelly Osbourne

MATERIAL GIRL
only^macys

r
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macys.com/materialgirl
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fashion

DIY runway

!

n expert:
erica Vouesek from the
blog psii«adethis.coin I

You can re-create these amazing designer pieces in just three simple

steps. Consider it the coolest (and chicest!) homework ever. ££.
f ^i^Z

TASSEL BAG

inspired by Burberry Prorsu

IT

© TAKE one piece of

leather and cut thin

strips of equal width,

stopping about one Inch

from the top.

© GLUE the rope to the

uncut strip at the top

near the corner and let

dry. Roll the leather

tightly to form ,i tassel.

©GLUE the end down. Repeat

to form another tassel at

the other end of the rope.

Glue the center of the rope

to the inside of your bag.

©TRACE a circle with a

two-inch diameter on
paper, cut it out, and use

as a stencil to create

circles of fusible fabric.

© PLACE the shirt on a flat © IRON each circle in place,

surface, and position the Once cool, flip shirt over to

circles in a grid pattern. Leave iron down the overhanging

some hanging off the edges edges. Repeat pattern on
to continue the pattern. the front of shirt.

062 seventeen.com
|
SEPTEMBER 2011 I?- SEVENTEEN.COM

>=f|«IS

seventeen.com/diy



rimmellondon.com

*K GET THE
LONDON LOOK
FOR UNDER $5

new STAY GLOSSY LIPGLOSS up to 6hr shines colour

new EXTRA WOW MASCARA 12X more volume

new CLEAN FINISH FOUNDATION 100% poreless look

GET THE LONDON LOOK

RIMM HQiA
OOKS

LONDON
VS/ pharmacy • RITE AID • WALGREENS • KMART • TARGET • WALMART • H-E-B • MEIJER • WEGMANS



fashion

vour ultimate

ACCESSORYGUIDE!
Kick your favorite school outfits into high gear!

These new pieces will add a layer of fun to any look.

x*§

7f~-'

necklace
Nine West,

$34, select

Macy's

c

bracelet
Betsey

Johnson, $38,
select Macy's

earrings
Shock, $14,

shockboutique

bracelet
Simply Vera Vera

Wang, $28, Kohl's

and kohls.com

A
\
NT:

<5
*

»

bangle
Express, SS5,

Express stores and
express.com

-/

&+

necklace
Lulu's, $11.

Iulus.com

'<
earrings

Swarovskl, $85,

"t*

Swarovski

boutiques and
swarovski.com

rings
Betsey

Johnson, $46
for set of three,

betseyjohnson

.com

&*:

If*-
rang

Galibardy, $28.
galibardy.com

r

•3

• t • •

•
,

earrings £
Freedom at

Topshop, $28, Id
topshop.com ,Q

it

V
•



3 FIND US AT FACEBOOK.COM/blORESKIN

mmih.
M CLEA

YOUR FACE.

•

TO GET IT

REALLY
clean/

Biore Blemish

Fighting Ice Cleanser

removes over 99% of dirt

that can cause blemishes.

So get the dirt off. and

get clear skin.

BioreP



flats

Sizes 6-10, Express,

635, Express stores

and express.com



GEAR UP. BOOT UP. REV UP
Vm^tiiit

ENTER FOR
A CHANCE TO WIN &WW FOR 2.

ONE FOR THE

PARENT
ONE FOR THE

STUDENT

EQUINOX
Awarded in its tarn of a Bed Bath8 Beyond' GIN Card.

NOPUFCHASENECESSARYTOEN^RORWIN.APUfiCHASE

WILL NOT INCREASE YOUR CHANCES OF WINNING. LEGAL

RESIDENTS OF THE 50 UNITED STATES IDC) 18 YEARSAND
OLDER VOID WHERE PROHIBITED. Promotion ends 9,-6/11

For Official Rules, alternate method of entry, pnffl descriptions

and odds disclosure, visit www bedoathandtieyond com.

www.delluniversitv.com, or www.dwrolel.com/expenence.

Nsme Removal Notification System: If you would like your

name removed from Sponsor's mailing list, please write to.

Bed Bath & Beyond Inc.. Attn: Marketing-No Snail Mail,

110 Si-County Boulevard, Farminodale. NY 1 1735 and your

name will be removed. Sponsor: Bed Balh & Beyond Inc.

110 Bi-County Boulevard, Farminjdale, NY 1 1 735

DELL BUNDLES WITH
XBOX360 CONSOLES

PLAY THE INSTANT WIN GAME FOR HOURLY PRIZES!
ENTER AT: bedbathaildbeyOlld.COm July 6 -September 6, 2011

CUT COUPON ALONG DOTTED LINE

RECEIVE EXCLUSIVE OFFERS

AND PROMOTIONS.
Already a subscriber?

Tell a friend!

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK
lacebook.com/bedbalhondbeyond

For Students

lacebook . com/campusandbeyond

Email sign up
20% OFf one single item

in-slore Savings Certificate for

first-time subscribers

bedbathandbeyond. com

BED BATH & |

ONE OF OUR HUNDREDS OF
THOUSANDS OF ITEMS.

Take 20% off one single item.

Present this coupon.
Valid for in -store use only.

Coupon Expires 10/3/11

101 531 3000000001 1276

II

Valid (or m-store use only, Copes not accepted. Limn one coupon, Savings Certificate, spaed ofler or discount pet «em. Coupon must be surrendered at lime ot purchase:

any return of purchase wfl reduce your savings proportionaty. The discount cannot be appied to gift cards, shpping, or sales tax Offer ercJudes the Wowing; AD-Ctad, Atessi.

DKNY, Dyson Floorcare, kale spade, Kosta Boda, Lo Creuset*, M»to, Mor»que Lhu**r. Mambo*. Nautica 1
. Orretors. Riedel, Shun, Swarovskt, T-Tach, Vera Wang 1

.

VictorincK Luggage. Vrtami*, Waterford*. Wusthof, or Zw**g: Argngton*. Baby Jogger
1
", BEABA 1

, BOB, Bugaboo, Bumbtonderu
, ERGObaby*. Mountar Buggy, Oeuf.

Orb* Baby'", Peg Perego*', Plan Toys', Svan'. Teutonta'. Under Armour*, Uppa Baby*, baby furniture, dapera. wipes, formula, baby food ot portrait studio services.

I

II
i

I
•9

I
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LIFESTYLE
COLLECTION
JESSICASIMPSONCOLLECTION.COM

AND DILLARD'S





;o behind the
scenes at I

Amp up your look! Lola and Kelly reveal how
they turned up the volume on the Material Girl line.

by neha gandhi

top
Sizes

34B-36C.

Material Girl,

$22, Macy's

STYLE INSPIRATION

*l thinkabout

whatMymom
was allabout

whenshe came
outwith

"Material birl"-

thesone,

the video, the

fashion!"

-Lola

The flirty

lace camis
have an '80s
Madonna
vibe!

"Whenyoulove fashion,yougetinspired
by everything. This line is influencedby the

blogs Iread, streetstyle, andthe looks that
KellyandIput togethereveryday!"

-LOLA

m

sat*

072

jeans
Sizes S-L.

Material

{j«|J Girl. $33.

\ij$J
MaCVS

?• SEVENTEEN.COM

HOTTESTTREND

I loveskinny

(cans!Animal

print is

seasonally chic,

and I love to

incorporate it

into My outfits

whenever I can."

-Kelly

Kelly loves

her skinny
jeans!

MUST-HAVE.

"Biker boots are my number-one fashion

go-to. You can wear them with anything, but

I like them bestwith cutoffs andskirts"
-Lola

MATERIAL
GIRL

[VIVAr
VfVKlLLrV

*/ change my
makeup and

beauty products

based on my
mood-so I made

sure there are tons

of different
scents to choose

from in this line.

"

-Lola

Find out which blogs
Kelly and Lola at nle«n.com/materialgirl

lotion

Material

Girl,$12,
Macy's



FRUITS LOOM.

a fresh collection

Try the Ultimate Padded Push-Up Bra.

Amp up your curves!

ri*}t



et thebodyyou want

!

Love the way you look from head to toe—no workouts, diets, or skinny mirrors required.

YOUR SECRET WEAPONS:

SKINNY JEANS+HEELSx
Jeans that hug your
shape from hips to

heels streamline your
bod, while the shoes
give you a flirty boost
of height.

jeans
Sizes 00-15, Blue Asphalt by

Wet Seal, $27, Wet Seal

stores and wetseal.com.

heels
Sizes 5-11.

Carlos by Carlos

Santana. $89
Macy's.

SHORT SHORTS
s -

An oversize top w -

and tiny shorts E >-

make legs look < f>

like they go on <3

forever. ^ P

cardigan
Sizes XS-XL, Armani Exchange, $110, Armani

Exchange stores and armaniexchange.com,

top
Sizes S-XL, Route 66, $17, select Kmart

stores and kmart.com.

DRAMATIC SCARF
A long, knotted scarf draws
the eye up and down, so you
look longer, too!



BECAUSE A BILLIE CAN BEAT A BOBBY. BECAUSE LIFE CAN BE A LEA
OF FAITH. BECAUSE SPORTS TEACH US ABOUT LIFE. BECAUSE JUMP!
IN MEANS GOING FEET FIRST. BECAUSE TEAMWORK'S AS IMPORTAN
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fashion

skirt
Sizes 12-28. Torrid.

$39. torrid.com.

top
Sizes 12-32,

Denim 24/7. $30,
onestopplus.com.

belt

Ada Collection.

$90,
adahandbags.com.

heels

Sizes 5Va-10, Make
Me Chic, S24,
makemechic.com.

mm
Subtle (and

sexy!) cutouts
narrow broad
shoulders and
a full bust.

;

..1L0VERDARK—

^

Wearing all dark
colors creates a

clean visual line that
camouflages any
lumps and bumps.

sheridan, 18

Siim

Mil

5 **W Mil*»• ••

)

This neckline narrows
to a point at your
waist, highlighting

your smallest part!

«*PBP
This closet staple

Streamlines your
while

still showing off

your shapely legs!

A-LINE SILHOUETTE
This simple shape
shows off your upper
body but floats over
your hips in the most
flattering way!

dress
Sizes XS-XL,

UK Style by French

Connection, S88,
Sears and sears,

com

l

PLATFORM SHOES
Heels make you stand

up straight, which

sucks in your abs and
lifts your tush!

heels
Sizes 6-10, Steven by

Steve Madden, $170,
stevemadden.com

6 f SEVENTEEN* sevenleen.com/backlosthMl
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fashion

A rounded neckline

drops just low
enough to really

highlight your bust

gabby, IS

RUFFLED TOP
This floaty trim

makes your chest
look full, while the

delicate straps show
off some skin.

tank
Sizes XS-XL, ONe

$36, shoponeillusa.com.

shorts
Sizes XS-XL. Buffalo

David Bltton, $69,
buffalojeans.com.

YOUR SECRET WEAPONS-

TIGHT MINIDRESS
A fitted dress hugs
and exaggerates
your curves. (PS:

The exposed zipper

outlines your tush so
it pops even more!)

jeans
Sizes 00-13.

Daang Goodman
for Tripp NYC,

!

trashandvaudeville

DESTROYED JEANS
A roughed-up, ripped
treatment keeps
slender legs from
looking like sticks!

belt

Forever 21, $20,
select Forever 21

stores and

forever21.com

WIDE BELT
Add a mega belt to a dress

to sculpt your middle— it

will amp up your bust and
butt in the process!



^^ AT A MOMENT LlkE %*^ I DON'T (APE IF MY TAMPON CAME IN

wmumnum

TAMPAX PEARL with (LEAN6UARD. protects ap to

®%§ITTI(^ than U by kotexi

i

.

©2011 P«G. U by Kotex Is a trademark of Kimberly-Clark Worldwide, hie.



fashion

shop for a steal

!

Bargain hunting has never been easier! We combed the racks to

find you the most crazy-awesome deals at your favorite stores.

AMBfUCAtf HAGrLE
outfitters F0REVER21

©TARGET

AfRQPDSTAui

WAL*MART

080 seventeen.com SEPTEMBER 2011 ii- SEVENTEEN.COM sevenleen.com/lreebies
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UPTOWN STYLE
DOWN-TO-EARTH PRICES
ROM 994: TO $4.99'

Wu:

NYC

NEWYORKCOLOR
Uu-.~

wwfw.nawyofhcolor.com

Mottal « wftarmo Hirji Definition Separamg. Masca'fi Extreme Stack.

City Duel £/est-3da.v Island Sunset, Smooch Proof *6HR
Lip Sum Smcocn Proof. BMl MMchrg Foundation Meami"

'Price* may vary.



my fave

fall piece

!

Our Style Council reveals the pieces they

can't wait to debut. Start making your list.

"This lace maxiskirt is so different from any thing

I've seen. Il has the sexv effect ofa short skirt, hut it's

morechic—and weather-appropriate!"

kvistin. 11

•
;
ftrigM 1

'
blazer \

blazer

Sizes S-XL,

Bongo, $3£
Sears and
sear5.c0m

082 r SEVENTEEN.COM
Ask the Style Counci

seventeen.com/getadvke
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CHECK HER OUT
IN AMERICAN RAG %
IN VIDEO, PIX ANBSTORIES AT 1

EAOGBDMj^COM
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AVAILABLE ONL\ .

AND MACYS.COM
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fashion

Tt's|

I lie perfect

length forf

layering. Wi|
can dress it upf

withalong!

skirt or go|

more casual!

with leggings.'!

lily, 21

H

tunic
Sizes XS-L,

Rusty, S56.
spydersurf.com

084 seventeen.com
|
September 2on
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fashion

;t -

"Hove]

. how a knit"

sweater cozies up|

fa summeryl
romper— it's suclil

a playful look
|

that will defin itch
I

standout"]
niiiliclh

r duster

086

"I lovethecombo ofhigh socksand boots.

I'm not one lo dress up lor school, so I like

to showrm edginess instead."

elisa, 16
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"sport

TAMPONS J

YOUR WO^LD- OWN IT WITH CONFIDENi

E UNSTOPPABLE
ANTI-LEAK BACKUP LAYER SPORT LEVEL PROTECTION"

JOIN THE MOVEMENT AT FACEBOOK.COM/PLAYTEXSPORT
Playtex is a licensed trademark. The Spun arid Spoit Level I'ltHeUlon trademarks are owned l-y f'laylex Products, LLC.



fashion

7

the greatest stuff in stores right now-before
it's all gone.

Tons
BAir
This cozy

bag is

totally Ivy

League chic.

bag
Asos, S80, asos.com

Shouts
Pair them with a cool

blazer and they're

ready for fall!

shorts
Sizes 24-30. Forever 21,

$18, select Forever 21
stores and forever21.com

Oats
Sizes 5Vj-ll, Target,

flfi, select Target stores

and target.com

Love this graphic print-it adds

instant boho to any look!

Fringe is having

a major moment

right now!

jacket
Sizes XS-L,

Material Girl,

$68, Macy's

wBmMr '

,

necklace
Freedom at

Topshop, $30,

jf topshop.com

KNfTFtAK
Score! Italian mega-designer

^ Missoniataminiprice!

top
Slip on this super-sparkly

sizesTio, knit and you can leave

h&m,$6o, yourjewelryathome!
H&M stores ' ' '

088
;:- SEVENTEEN.COM

le. Hot new stuff bet,

our editors' haul vide sevente«n.com/(asliionhaul
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Belts and bags and shoes... oh my!

American Rag has you covered from head-to-toe. Check out

the brand-new line of accessories at Macy's and macys.com.

Our Style Council girls got a sneak peek at American Rag's

new line. They rocked their accessories while reporting from

the summer's hottest music festivals! We'd be super jealous,

except they share their experiences (and white-hot style

on raggedmag.com.

There s a pioirotona agreeoiett in ptoce benwen Se/enteen and American (lag

•11

tsSSis
MKWWH**6

"How Do You Kick Up Your Converse?" Contest

There Is no wrong way to rock Converse's classic cool sneakers. This versatile wardrobe

must-have is a staple in all the Seventeen Style Pros' closets, and now it's your turn to show

us how you use this iconic shoe to express your own unique individuality!

Visit seventeen.com/converse to upload a picture of yourself in your most fashionable

ensemble wearing Converse sneakers for the chance to win an all expenses paid trip

to NYC including a Si ,000 Back-to-School shopping spree, personal consultation

with a Seventeen Style Pro, $250 Journeys gift card, and more!

Check out Converse at journeys.com.

xoxCl***

COnVERSE
TTierH s 3 pronwiDnai agreement m prace Oaftwan SevettteenanO Cowerse.

WPIJV,HASEISECE5SARV 10EN7WOHWW
(fcl> ttirough 9/1 2/1 1 at l1:MF^1(U}go toftV/wsewilemconVcaiver^

rtgh<rtK)luDon cow prists of thflmsetos showcasing ttwir most stylish enssmbto wearing Converse sneakers, totw ARV tor prize awarded $4,250. Must oe female. 13-24 years of age

and a resident of the 50 Unfed Sales. Puerto Rfco, Destrtcf o' Columbia, or Canada, \toid in Quebec P*ovince and where prtftoted oy law. Contest is subiect to complete oflidal rules

avallattt at MvertBrjaOTnrconwn*

L'OREAL True Match Naturale Challenge

Take the True Match Naturale Challenge and discover softer, smoother,

and more luminous skin in 4 weeks. Guaranteed.

True Match Naturale nourishing mineral makeup precisely matches skin's

tone and texture for a natural, healthy glow.

lorealparisusa.com/TrueMatchNaturale

TRUE MATCH
NATURALE

The Latest Milk Mustache Celebrities!

Congratulations to The 9, the latest Milk Mustache celebrities! Chosen by you, the teens embody the power of

milk's nine essential nutrients and are the first real teens featured in the campaign. Check out the latest news with

the Milk Mustache celebrities at Facebook.com/BodyByMilk, including behind-the-scenes videos, tips, and more!

got milk?

T77

xoxoA»tf*

There s a promotional agreement m place between Se&Meeit and M*.

PROMOTION

Give&Get!
Purchase any Neutrogena' Acne,

Facial Cleansing, or Cosmetics product

in August, activate your UPC at

Neutrogena.com/waveforchange

by August 31 , 2011 , and Neutrogen

donate $1 per product to GlobalGwing.
-

Plus, if you purchase two Neutrc- .:

products" at Target", you'll receive

an exclusive Wave for Change™ tote

bag designed by Neutrogeni,

ambassadors.

Hayaen Panetliere

environment

Miranda Cosgrove

Education

Vanessa Hudge s

Disaster Reliel

Send your Target" receipt along
with your name, address, phone
number, and tote choice to:

Seventeen Magazine

Neutrogena-- Promotion

300 W. 57th Street, l7thR
New York, NY 10019

NMMLAMJ AT

©
Neutrogena* target
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fashion

the best new skirts!
A body-hugging skirt

with an oversize

graphic sweater is a

comfy-flirty mix that's

perfect for a party!

metallic
skirt Sizes XS-L, The Limited, $80, The Limited stores and thelimlted

xom.jacketSizesXS-XL.Daang Goodman for Tripp NYC. $64,

trashandvaudeville.com. top Sizes S-XL, Sportiqe Apparel, $30,

ugpmichiganapparel.com. belt Brave Leather, $60, braveleather.com.

clutch Forever 21, $ 1 5, select Forever 21 stores and forever21.com.

heels Sizes 5V2-10. Make Me Chic, $31, makemechic.com.

mini pleats body-con
skirt Sizes 2-10, H&M, $20, H&M stores, sweater
Sizes XS-L, American Apparel, S7'0. American Apparel

stores and americanapparel.net. sunglasses Giant

Vintage. $20, giantvintage.com. belt Forever 21, $6,

Forever 21 stores and forever21.com. heels Sizes 5-11,

Nine West, S69, ninewest.com.

skirt Sizes XS-L. Obey Clothing, $60,

obeyclothing.com. sweater Sizes S-L. Betsey

Johnson Pink Label, $98. macys.com. tights

DKNY, SIS, Bloomingdale's. boots Sizes 6-10.

Wet Seal, $38, WetSealstoresandwetseal.com.



Stand out in a sea of jeans! Good Luck Charlie's Bridgit Mendler slips

on the hot new shapes that show off your style—and your great legs!

An artsy print

makes a full skirt

a little less sweet.

Aslouchycardi

keeps it cool.
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The shorter

front is perfect

to draw

attention to

killer booties.

I

paper bag
skirt Sizes 00-18. American Eagle Outfitters. $45. skirt Sizes 2-14. Asos. $63, asos.com.

ae.com. shirt Sizes XS-L, B.D. Baggies. $98. Fred Segal cardigan Sizes XS-XL, Rachel Rachel Roy. $109.

store and fredsegal.com. bag Cleobella. $99, cleobella select Macy's and rachelroy.com. tee Sizes XS-L,

.com, heels Sizes 5 -11. Nine West, $59, ninewest.com. Sauce. $58, karmaloop.com. booties Sizes

36-40. H&M. $70. H&M stores.

" SEVENTEEN.COM seventNn.com/dressupgamesmakeover

high-low
skirt Sizes S-XL, Lily White, $29, select Dillard's and dillards

.com. tank Sizes XS-L, David Lerner Collection, $79,
dlcollection.com. tube top Sizes S-XL. American Apparel, $15,

American Apparel stores and americanapparel.net.

booties Sizes 6-10, BCBGeneration, $139, BCBGeneration

stores and bcbgeneration.com. _ - _-

091



fashion

hello, hot deals

!

Whether you want to play it super-chill or mega-sexy, there's a great

store—and an awesome coupon!—for you. Start shopping now.

20%OFF
Coupon Code: 050141
tue2l Disclaimer: Valid August 2, 2011-Seplember 12, 2011. Amount ol deduction will be given at the

point ot sale pretax and net of discounts, limit one coupon per customer. Coupon must be turned in at

time ol purchase. Not valid with any other coupons. No cash value. Excludes40% oil or more and buy

one get one free items. Some price points lower than

40% off excluded. Only original coupons will be accepted.

Duplicate copies not accepted. Not valid on gift cards or

previous purchases. Not valid for associate use. rue 21

booties

Sizes 5-11. Bakers,

$99, select Bakers

stores and
bakersshoes.com

20%OFF
In-Store Coupon Code: 1717

Online Coupon Code: 1720
Bakers Disclaimer: Offer valid August 2, 2011-September 12, 2011, at Bakers stores and

www.bakersshoes.com only. Coupon may only be used once, and may not be combined with any other

coupon, oiler, or discount. Not valid toward previous purchases, the purchase ol a gilt card or B Card.

Void where prohibited, taxed or rx * m* mm •-» ^
res tdbyaw BAKERS

092 seventeen.com | SEPTEMBER 2011
SEVENTEEN. Shoo all the fall trends at efl.com/shop
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and create cool new looks

to add to your wardrobe,

get connected with Twitter

updates and the scoop

on the latest fashion tip;

Visit macys.com/mstylelab

so mu

New & only at Macy's.

Piied blazer. $99. Sequined tee. $34.

id shirt. $54. Plaid short. $59.

MACYS.COM/
ELAB AND TUNE
WENDY,

MIERINGSEPT. 15

producers of The Vampire

reaking new series about a girl

must choose between the boy she loves

and the boy of her dreams. WATCH the music

video premiere August 1 5 & download the first

single from the WENDY soundtrack!

Advertised merchandise may not be carried

at your local Macy's and selection may vary

by store 1070078.

nw."^

'I m ^ m> I ,he magic



fashion

find anew jacket

!

The silver lining to all those fall clouds: the super-cute new coats you get to wear.

motorcyclejacket

Sizes S-L. Grass, $99, Macy's

and grassclothlng.com.

jeanjacket

Sizes XS-L.Mavi, $98,

Mavi stores and mavi.com.

tee

Sizes S-L. Local Celebrity, $33,

localcelebrity.com.

jeans

Sizes 29-38. Levi's, $96, Levi's

storesandlevi.com.

heels

Sizes 5VJ-10. Make Me Chic, $28
makemechic.com.

s -h
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jacket

Sizes S-L, Grass.

$119, Macy'sand

grassclothing.com.

skirt

One size, H&M, $13,

H&M stores,

socks

Hue, $7. hue.com.

boots

Sizes 5-10,

Forever 21, $28, select

Forever21 storesand

forever21.com.

pinkjacket

Sizes S-XL, Zero Xposur,

$99, Kohl's.

orangejacket

Sizes S-XL, jcpenney, $90,

jcpenney and jcp.com.

shirt

Sizes S-L. Grass, $49, Macy's

and grassclothing.com.

jeans

Sizes 23-32. Guess, $108,

Guess stores and guess.com.
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JESSICA SIMPSON
Navajo fringed vest XS-XL S79

Tamara embroidered dress XS-XL. S79

Kiss Me rinsed jeggings.

25-32. $59

FREE SHIPPING AT MACYS.COM
with $99 online purchase ($8 flat-fee

shipping with purchases under $99)

No promo code needed, exclusi'

mstyl lab
Visit macys.com/mstylelab

for the ultimate back-lo-school wardrobe

everything you warn 10 Know
about fashion at your fingertips

Advertised merchandise may not be
carried at your local Macy's and selection

aiyby store. 1070137



fashion

kathryn, 22 *
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jacket

Sizes S-L, Hazel Clothes.

$150, Macy's and myhazel

.com.

dress

Sizes S-L. Line and Dot, $ I IS,

thelineanddot.com.

clutch

Express, $ 1 18. Express stores

and express.com.

tights

We Love Colors, $10,

welovecolors.com.

boots

Sizes 5-10. H&M.

H&Mstoi

by bett\ng
» lo "

jacket

Sizes S-L, Urbanog.

$25, urbanog.com.

shirt

Sizes XS-L. American

Apparel, American

Apparel stores and

amerlcanapparel.net.

jeans

Sizes S-L, AMICIubwear,

$29, amlclubwear.com.

sneakers

Ash.

096 J:- SEVENTEEN.COM
Which celebs weart
Pick your faves I

jacket (comes with belt)

Sizes S-XLJouJou, $90,

select Bon Ton andjoujou.c

dress

Sizes S-L. Lulu's, $61,

lulus.com.

necklaces

Yellow stone necklace,

Allison Daniel Designs, S4S.

alllsondanleldeslgns.com;

glass bead necklace. Vanessa

Mooney, B50 T
atrlumnyc.com.



starting at
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JEAN JACKJACKET!
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updateyour
basics!

You don't have to buy new pieces to

get a whole new wardrobe. Here's

how to work what you already own.

TRANSFORM A

CARDIGAN!

I'll II

I
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'D YOU v

A FASHIOi
SCHOLARSHIP
IN FASHION DESIGN OR FASHION MANAGEMENT

Who will create tomorrow's fashion? Predict tomorrow's trends?

Or bring you tomorrow's collections? With a focused degree that

prepares you for the creative world, it could be you.

To learn more about The Art Institutes Passion for Fashion Competition visit:

Artlnstitutes.edu/passion4fashion
MThe Art Institutes"

CREATE TOMORROW

See alp'ograms.mio h' program dural'O". tuWon, fees, and Other costs. 'ned«an debt, t-dera! salary daw. alumni success, and oihei •npertani Info, The An Institutes ts a system ot over 45 schools. Ptt
.

credential lava's, technology, and scheduling options vary by school. Administrative office 210 Sixth Avenje, 33rd Floor, Pittsburgh, PA 15222 ©201 1 The An Institutes International LLC 272r



Available at Sephora, Ulta, Sephora inside JC Penney,

Massage Envy Spa, Fine Spas and Salons & Murad.com

Get Clear.

^B Cleanse I Tone
Live Clear:

Clarifying

Cleanser

1 i*. SSCytc AcW Acne Tr.

Mura

ito I Protecl

Treat i Repair

Skin Perfecting
Lotion

Murad
Exfoliating Acne
Treatment Gel

Acne Spot
Treatment

v.-t^^H

Murad »*

<3

"Individual results will vary. Sludy results on (lie. O Murad. Inc. 2011

Murad lets you face the world

with confidence, because when

your skin is clear, so is your future.

Clinically Proven: 92% of

users experienced a reduction

in acne breakouts in just

3 days*

Clearing Acne through

The Science of Cellular Water''

FREE BONUS GIFT with purchase!

Visit Murad.com/seventeen1
to claim your reward. Don't delay,

special offer expires 10/31/2011

.

Murad, **v

Transforming Skincare
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Consider this

.looking pretty easier than ever! by

fiy/fWAWll

ids— it makes

y
HOT HAIRSTYLES • COOL NAILS • FUN MAKEUP



nails
TAKE NOTES LIKE YOU

MEAN IT! THESE
MANIS GRAB MAJOR

ATTENTION.

BOLDBOW TIE
A black-tie design gives

formalwear some extra edge!

try: Kiss Nail Artist Fine Art

Pen in Black, $6 tor pack of

two, Walgreens stores



AVAILABLE AT CVS/PHARMACY, RITE AID, TARGET, WALGREEN'S AND WALMART. II
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\CAT-EYES
HOW-TO: When
your eyes are your

I favorite feature.

I framing them with

a clean, glossy black

line is all you need

to show them off,

"fe^

try: Sephora Smoky
Kohl Eyeliner in N°l
Black, $12, Sephora

stores

DON'T BE AFRAID TO
COLOR OUTSIDETHE

LINES ONCE IN A WHILE.

i

try: Make Up For

Ever Aqua Cream fn

#7 Fuchsia. $23,
Sephora stores

.OKE
llde a creamy

per iround top

bottom lids— the

y lines make
erious. Then

gold on inner,

corners to create a*

pop of light,

try: Urban Decay

24/7 Glide-On Shadow
Pencil in Rehab, $20,
Sephora stores: Milani

Liquif'eye Metallic

Eyeliner Pencil in Gold,

S8, Walmart stores

\ moi>i( \l
PUNCH

I HOW-TO: Light up
your lids with a blast of

-
1

fruity color! A simple black

line along the bottom
keeps the look defined.

£»

try:NYX
Cosmetics

Jumbo Eye

Pencil in

Orange,

$5,
nyxcosmetics

.com
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THE NEW STANDARD OF SLEEK: WEIGHTLESS.

48-HR FRIZZ CONTROL,
100% FREE OF HEAVY SILICONES.

"THIS IS THE ULTIMATE DONT-MESS-WITH-ME SLEEK.

JENNIFER LOPEZ

INTRODUCING

EVERSLEEK SMOOTHING SYSTEM'
100% SULFATE-FREE

"Unlike other smoothing products with

heavy silicones that can weigh your hair

down, EverSleek is made with precious

natural oils, so no matter the weather, your

hair stays beautifully, weightlessly sleek."

JOHNNY LAVOY
L'Oreal Paris Consulting Stylist

Because you're worth it.'

PARiS
lorealparis.com seon Loreai usa,

Sleek System nxludes a shampoo, a ccnditbner



FLIRTY
FLYAWAYS
The roughed-up

texture gives this girly

style more edge,

try: Phyto Matte

Texturizing Paste, $24,
phyto-usa.com for

salons

SO/ TL) °§fc>
smi ( tl m:i)\
HOW-TO: Dress to impress on JfJ
a college interview with this i

polished look: Separate the top I

halt of hair, then brush the restl

back into a twist and secure with

bobby pins. Tease the top, and i* <

then pin the ends into the twist.

try: Conalr Styling Essentials Matte Minis

Bobby Pins. S2 for pack of 36, drugstores

'hem

'errtfookjr

PRETTY
poiffs

THESE POLISHED, VOLUMINOUS STYLES
ARE LESS SNOOKI, MORE BOOK-Y!

FLUFFY
TWIST
Tease out a twist with

a boar-bristle brush

to create a cotton

candy-like texture,

try: Spornette Big

Wonder Brush, $8,
ULTA stores

/

z

s

is- SEVENTEEN.

FcRYSTAL
^TOPPER

Make a sweet

style extra girly

by finishing with

a glam Jeweled

headband.

Find hundreds of hair Ideas for ev

school day at J
s

*r

\TOP-NOTCH\
HOW-TO: Get just the

I

right amount of height with
|

|
a blast of powdered root I

booster on dry hair. Lightly

tease the section at your

crown, then gently push It up'

and pin against your head W
for a subtle bump. Pull out a

few face-framing pieces to

soften the style. \
'

try: Alterna

Bamboo
Volume

Uplifting Root

Blast, $24,
ULTA stores

' E7.13
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beauty

tones
SHOW EVERYONE WHAT A GEM YOU ARE

THESE GLITTERING FALL SHADES.

/// //) UPS
HOW-TO: Grab a deep
pink gloss with silver

flecks for sparkle

—

you won't need much
else to shine!

try: Victoria's Secret

VS Makeup Sparkling

Lip Gloss in Electric.

$ 1 2, vlctoriassecret.com

I*
EMERALD EYES
Deep forest green is a

cool update to the

traditional black smoky
eye, while a champagne
highlight on inner comers
builds shimmer,

try: Jane Iredale Mystlkol

in Aquamarine, S20. shop

.janeiredale.com

swpiuim
S Ml IH.IA
HOW-TO: Like its|

namesake stone, 1

this wash of rich
'

royal blue with a
|

touch of gold will •

look exquisite on you.. -
|

try: Wet n Wild

Shocking Sha
Pigments
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YOU CANT FIGHT YOUR HORMONES, BUT YOU CAN DO SOMETHING ABOUT THE ACNE BREAKOUTS THEY CAUSE. SO BLAME BIOLOGY? THEN 1 . CALL YOUR

DOCTOR. AND 2. ASK ABOUT PRESCRIPTION EPIDUO* (adap3lene andbenzoylperoxide) GEL 0.1%/2.5°/o. IT'S THE FIRST (AND ONLY!) ONCE-A-OAY TOPICAL GEL THAT

COMBINES TWO OF THE MOST WIDELY PRESCRIBED ACNE MEDICATIONS TO WORK ON THE BREAKOUTS YOU HAVE AND HELP PREVENT NEW ONES. EASY.

//YOU ZOWJt NV HO MORE YKfMI $39" FOR YOUR EPiD'JO PRESCRiPYiOA. Bo to E0uo.com to titiD'out how.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION: Epiduo" Gel is indicated for the topical treatment of acne vulgaris in patients 12 years and older. Apply to affected skin

once per day, avoiding the eyes, lips and mucous membranes. The most common adverse events associated with use of Epiduo
1

" Gel are redness, scaling, dryness,

stinging and burning. In addition, you may also experience contact dermatitis and/or skin irritation. These side effects typically resolve during the first four weeks

of treatment, but speak to your doctor if they persist. You should avoid excessive exposure to sunlight and sunlamps while using Epiduo " Gel, and using sunscreen

products and protective clothing is recommended. Do not use irritating topical products that contain resorcinol, salicylic acid or sulfur when using Epiduo
1,

Gel.

Epiduo* Gel has not been tested in pregnant or nursing women, or with the elderly. Pregnancy Category C.

You are encouraged to report negative side effects of prescription drugs to the FDA. Visit www.fda.gov/medwatch, or call 1-800-FDA-1088.

Epiduo
peraxide)Gel0.1%/2.5%

s see Briel Summery ol Prescribing Information an n

' fa mast warns/patients. Restrictions mar apply. See lpiduo.com/te6ste for details. Mot nlid tor /inscriptions reimbursed onter Federal/Stale pragmas.

j to [piduo.com/rebate tar mare iolormilion.

Gsldenttt is 3 registered tiartemarii c Mil GaUeinu Liowatows, LP. EPI-650A Printer! In USA 3/11

GAIOERMA
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EPIDUO™ Rxonly

(adapalene and benzoyl peroxide) Gel 0.1%/ 2.5%

For Topical Use Only

Nol For Ophthalmic, Oral, or Intravaginal Use.

BRIEF SUMMARY

INDICATIONS AND USAGE
EPIDUO Gel is a combinalion ol adapalene, a retinoid, and benzoyl peroxide, and is

indicated for the topical treatment ot acne vulgaris in patients 12 years of age and

older.

CONTRAINDICATIONS

None.

WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS

Ultraviolet Light and Environmental Exposure: Avoid exposure to sunlight and

sunlamps. Wear sunscreen when sun exposure cannot be avoided.

Erythema, scaling, dryness, and stinging/burning may occur with use of EPIDUO

Gel.

ADVERSE REACTIONS

Observed local adverse reactions in patients treated with EPIDUO Gel were

erythema, scaling, dryness, stinging, and burning. Other most commonly reported

adverse events (21%) in patients treated with EPIDUO Gel were dry skin, contact

dermatitis, application site burning, application site irritation, skin irritation.

DRUG INTERACTIONS

Exercise caution in using preparations containing sulfur, resorcinol. or salicylic acid,

medicated or abrasive soaps and cleansers and products with high concentrations

of alcohol or astringents in combination with EPIDUO Gel.

Concomitant use of topical products with a strong drying effect can increase irrita-

tion. Use with caution.

Pregnancy

Pregnancy Category C. There are no well-controlled trials in pregnant women
treated with EPIDUO Gel. Animal reproduction studies have not been conducted

with the combination gel or benzoyl peroxide. Furthermore, such studies are not

always predictive of human response: therefore, EPIDUO Gel should be used during

pregnancy only ff the potential benefit justifies the risk to the fetus.

No teratogenic effects were observed in rats treated with oral doses of 0.15 to 5.0

mg adapalene/kg/day, up to 25 times (mg/mVday) the maximum recommended hu-

man dose (MRHD) of 2 grams of EPIDUO Gel. However, teratogenic changes were

observed in rats and rabbits when treated with oral doses of > 25 mg adapalene/

kg/day representing 123 and 246 times MRHD. respectively. Findings included

cleft palate, microphthalmia, encephalocele and skeletal abnormalities in rats; and

umbilical hernia, exophthalmos and kidney and skeletal abnormalities in rabbits.

Dermal teratology studies conducted in rats and rabbits at doses of 0.6-6.0 mg
adapalene/kg/day [25-59 times (mg/m!

) the MRHD] exhibited no fetotoxicity and

only minimal increases in supernumerary ribs in both species and delayed ossifica-

tion in rabbits.

Nursing Mothers

It is not known whether adapalene or benzoyl peroxide is excreted in human milk

following use of EPIDUO Gel. Because many drugs are excreted in human milk,

caution should be exercised when EPIDUO Gel is administered to a nursing woman.

Pediatric Use

Safety and effectiveness of EPIDUO Gel in pediatric patients under the age of 12

have not been established.

Geriatric Use

Clinical studies of EPIDUO Gel did not include sufficient numbers of subjects aged

65 and over to determine whether they respond differently from younger subjects.

Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis. Impairment of Fertility

No carcinogenicity, photocarcinogenicity, genotoxicity, or fertility studies were

conducted with EPIDUO Gel.

Carcinogenicity studies with adapalene have been conducted in mice at topical

doses ot 0.4, 1.3, and 4.0 mg/kg/day (1.2, 3.9, and 12 mg/m2
/day), and in rats at

oral doses of 0.15, 0.5, and 1.5 mg/kg/day (0.9, 3.0, and 9.0 mg/m2
/day). In terms

of body surlace area, the highest dose levels are 9.8 (mice) and 7.4 times (rats)

the MRHD of 2 grams of EPIDUO Gel. In the rat study, an increased incidence of

benign and malignant pheochromcytomas in the adrenal medulla of male rats was

observed.

No significant increase in tumor formation was observed in rodents topically

treated with 15-25% benzoyl peroxide carbopol gel (6-10 times the concentration

of benzoyl peroxide in EPIDUO Gel) for two years. Rats received maximum daily

applications of 138 (males) and 205 (females) mg benzoyl peroxide/kg. In terms

of body surface area, these levels are 27-40 times the MRHD. Similar results were

obtained in mice topically treated with 25% benzoyl peroxide carbopol gel for 56

weeks followed by intermittent treatment with 15% benzoyl peroxide carbopol gel

for rest of the 2 years study period, and in mice topically treated with 5% benzoyl

peroxide carbopol gel for two years.

The role of benzoyl peroxide as a tumor promoter has been well established in

several animal species. However, the significance of this finding in humans is

unknown.

In a photocarcinogenicity study conducted with 5% benzoyl peroxide carbopol gel,

no increase in UV-induced tumor formation was observed in hairless mice topically

treated for 40 weeks.

No photocarcinogenicity studies were conducted with adapalene. However, animal

studies have shown an increased tumorigenic risk with the use of pharmacologi-

cally similar drugs (e.g., retinoids) when exposed to UV irradiation in the laboratory

or sunlight. Although the significance ol these findings to humans is not clear,

patients should be advised to avoid or minimize exposure to either sunlight or

artificial irradiation sources.

Adapalene did not exhibit mutagenic or genotoxic effects in vitro (Ames test,

Chinese hamster ovary cell assay, mouse lymphoma TK assay) or in vivo (mouse

micronucleus test).

Bacterial mutagenicity assays (Ames test) with benzoyl peroxide has provided

mixed results, mutagenic potential was observed in a few but not in a majority of

investigations. Benzoyl peroxide has been shown to produce single-strand DNA
breaks in human bronchial epithelial and mouse epidermal cells, it has caused

DNA-protein cross-links in the human cells, and has also induced a dose-depend-

ent increase in sister chromatid exchanges in Chinese hamster ovary cells.

In rat oral studies, 20 mg adapalene/kg/day (120 mg/mVday; 98 times the MRHD
based on mg/m'/day comparison) did not affect the reproductive performance and

fertility of Fo males and females, or growth, development and reproductive function

of Fi offspring.

No fertility studies were conducted with benzoyl peroxide.

PATIENT COUNSELING INFORMATION
- Advise patients to cleanse the area to be treated with a mild or soapless

cleanser; pat dry. Apply EPIDUO Gel as a thin layer, avoiding the eyes, lips and

mucous membranes.
- Advise patients not to use more than the recommended amount and not to

apply more than once daily as this v/ill not produce faster results, but may
increase irritation.

- EPIDUO Gel may cause irritation such as erythema, scaling, dryness, stinging

or burning.

- Advise patients to minimize exposure to sunlight, including sunlamps. Recom-

mend the use of sunscreen products and protective apparel, (e.g., hat) when

exposure cannot be avoided.

- EPIDUO Gel may bleach hair and colored fabric.

Marketed by:

GALDERMA LABORATORIES, L.P.

Fort Worth. Texas 76177 USA
Manufactured by:

Galderma Production Canada Inc.

Baie d'Urfe. OC. H9X 3S4 Canada

Made in Canada.

GALDERMA is a registered trademark.

Revised: December 2008

P51 356-0



PROMOTION

FLIP FOR FALL/
Find your perfect styles for Back-To-School

This month, we've got all new tops, bottoms,

shoes and accessories to fit every vibe. Plus, check out

party styles from Flirtby Maggie Sotteroio find dresses

for homecoming, formals and more!

jSBSfBW-

IPhone Is a trademark of ADpie Inc.

App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY 10 ENTER OR WIN SEVENTEEN'S ULTIMATE FASHION FLIPBOOK SWEEPSTAKES. Sponsored by Hearst

Communications, Inc Go online to seventeen.com/Plipbook to upload image and to enter pursuant to the on-screen instructions.

Sweepstakes begins at 12:01 a.m. ET on August 2, 2011 and ends at 11:59 p.m. ET on September 12, 2011. One (1) winner will

receive $1700. Must be lemale, 13-2-1 years old and a legal resident of the 50 United States, Puerto Rico or District of Columbia.

Void where prohibited by law. Sweepstakes subject to complete official rules available at seventeen.com/flipbook.
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lot Your Books?

Get your looks at

STKP 1

"»4»,

Clean, clear skin
earns an A+ for beauty.
Being beaubful starts with c ear skin—
Neutrogena* acne scrubs & cleansers help

clear oil, breakouts, and blackheads in one

simple step. These cleansers contan maximum

strength salicylic acid that penetrates deep

into pores to light acne where it begins. Use

the #1 dermatologist recommended Oil-Free

Acne Wash Gel Cleanser or Oil-Free Acne

Wash Pink Grapefruit Foaming Scrub daily lor

clearer, healthier skin. Remember to follow with

Neutrogena' Oil-Free Moisture.

'-it

STKP 4

m BEAUTY MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE'"

STEP JJ

Colour your lips while
reducing lip dryness.

Rimmel's Moisture Renew Lipcolour ard Lip Gloss not only

deliver high shine n great Glam shaoes, they contain a sell-

adapting moisture complex packed with moslure-boosting

collagen ard Vitamins A, C and E, revealing smoother lips lor

better colour and shine. Moisture Renew Lipcolour with

SPF 18 reduces lip dryness by up lo 65% so lips are left with

a smoother surface for better colour application and wear.

Available in 24 creamy., moisturizing shades Moisture Renew

Lip Gloss reduces lip dryness by up to 95%, while shielding

^3 ''PS ,rom Ite sur
'

s damaging rays with SPF 15.

Available in 14 hydratlng hues.

Enter to WIN the 20 12
Glam Camp Model Search!

r Ifs oli ft) change your mind here

STKP 7 Try anything.

Risk nothing.

Rite Aid's Risk-Free Beauty Guarantee.

Return any used or opened beauty product for a

full refund. Original register receipt required. Valid

on in-store purchase only. See www.riteaid.com

for complete details.

This could
be you!

Become the face of Glam Gamp 2012!

Upload your picture 8e bio at GlamCamp.com 8e

you could become the 2012 Glam Camp model!*

Grand Prize includes a trip to New York City
for a "Get The Look" makeover & photo shoot

Vote on the models & enter to Win other prizes!

Visit www.GlamCamp.com for details.

'Erta bv ta'figrtawQarCarpccifli — ioImo you pfctiue ara coniMlsd entr, totr reiofe ft'lo^i 1

ruii ,«i-;i4)S«n-'nilBsolibecNM»iHgnrwijAugi«'Sh,?,i'' to SBml li"«1tl»«l Wdicw
&Er.*e*unSSec»riref ^efr 301' anaooBteo!c»aftHifiilewiie'eo'tenm«woisorireni. ^enia

rxroenttpqursd. (kmclele'iies wp avalabe ui «\v*Glat" an

Participating Brands

MAYBELLINENEW YORK Sct&ftfG*se«~ got2b. Rl M MEL Neutrogena-



Rite Aid in easy steps!

STEP 2
Look your best while
fighting breakouts.
Neutrogena SkinClearing*

maketp gives you a beautiful,

flawless look, while undercover our

proven blemish-fighting formula

works to dear breakouts Begin

with the SkinClearing Blemish

Concealer to conceal and treat

blemishes. Next, use SkinClearing

Oil-free Makeup lo beautifully cover

your skin while working to clear

breakouts Finish with SkinClearing

Mineral Powde- lor a flawless finish

and clearer looking skin.

STEP J|

Dress your lashes
for the occasion.

You wear something different to cheerlead rg

practice than what you wear to prom, so why

shouldn't your lashes get the same attention''

Maybelline's Volum' Express One by One

Mascara is great for daly use because its

patented Lash Catcher
7" brush provides bold

volume withou! the bulk. For that special date.

Falsies Mascara provides false lash Giam,

instantly. And for those days you need a quick

makeover, try Colossal which provides 9x the

volume in just one coat.

STEP 5
Make the grade
with volumized hair.

'r's a game changer A how u style! got2b

POWDER'ful volumizing styling powder

will take your volume to new heights! This

innovative, weigntless 'ormula texturizes

hair to create maximum volume a: the

roots. Apply anytime, anywhere to dry

hair lor instant volume in 10 seconds.

STEP ft

Let your legs keep
the summer look.

Sally Hansen Airbrush Legs is a spray-on water-

resistant, skin perfectng leg makeup that stays fresh

and natural looking all day, The breakthrough lormula is

weightless, transfer resistant and enriched with Vitamin

K to help cover and fade freckles and imperfections—
making legs look healthy and flawless.

www.GlamCamp.com

STEP 9 J

Buy $15 of the featured
products & get a FREE gift!

Get Your Looks & Get A Glam Pack!
Purchase $15 in product from the participating

brands &• receive a Glam Pack from Rite Aid."

The Glam Pack includes:

Makeup Bag, Cell Phone Charm
Se the "Get the Look" book filled

with beauty tips and savings

Hurry! Supplies are limited!

STEP 10
Get more Glam Camp online!
Check out Rite Aid online for more tips and savings

I

IteAid
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With us, it's personal.



seventeen^
BEST BEAUTY^

AWARDS!

Make the most of every back-to-school beauty purchase! Thousands of

readers (and beauty editors!) picked their all-time favorite products to make
this your prettiest year ever, by meredith gray

hpplyadab
aftergym
class to

ca\w\ frizz!
,

BEST
FRIZZ

aussie
BEST
STYLING
CREAM
Pantene Pro-V
Medium-Thiok
Hair Style

Straighten &
Smooth Creme,
$6. drugstores

WIZZ-lASt

EI3E3

FIGHTER
John Frieda
Frizz-Ease
Hair Serum
Original

Formula,$10,
drugstores

BEST XOUSSE
Aussie Catoh the

Wave Mousse +
Leave-In Conditioner,

$3, drugstores

RsDcns
STYLE

\j -» j

WITH (RUII MICRO WAXES

curl
scrunch
CEL

BEST
GEL
Gamier
Fruotls Style

Curl Scrunch
Gel, $4,

drugstores

YOU 4? IT

bapalmfulof this

mousse from roots to ends to

get the best beachy

waves-plus it detangles at

y the same time!

-SERENA, 16, LAGUNA,
'

N1GUEL, CA

BEST
SMOOTHING
SHAMPOO fr

CONDITIONER
L'Oreal Paris EverSleek
Sulfate-Free Intense

Smoothing Shampoo and
Reparative Smoothing
Conditioner, $7 eaoh,

drugstores

BEST
HAIRSPRAY
Tresemme Tres

Two Extra Hold
Hairspray, $5,

drugstores

114

WHYYOn^IT

uirt of this

gel transformsm
frizz into def i

Taylor Swift cur

-LAUREN, 21,

k MONROE, CT

CURL DFFINITIOV

S CONTROL

IttifftiiHa

BEST
HYDRATING
SHAMPOO &
CONDITIONER
Herbal Essences Hello

Hydration Moisturizing
Shampoo and
Conditioner, $3 each,

drugstores

For extra-intense

hydration, coMb
the conditioner

through dry Hair

first, then rinse

andshatupoo.

BEST HEAT
PROTECTANT
Redken Smooth Down
Heat Glide, $15, salons

fifi
I love to

play withV my hair, and I

heat-style it to death! Once I

started using Redken

Smooth Down Heat Glide,

it transformed my frizzy, dried-

1

out strands, making them

smooth and silky.

Plus, it smells amazing!^J
-ERIN, 81, ERINALLISONLOVE

.BLOGSPOT.COM



BEST MASCARA
CoverGlrl LashBlast Volume
Mascara in Black, $8, drugstores

BEST
LIPSTICK
MAC Viva Glam
Gaga Lipstick, $16,

maccosmetics.com

BEST EYE SHADOW
Urban Decay Naked Palette, $48,

Sephora stores

s WHYYOUtUT
,

I like buying this because'

the proceeds go to the

MAC AIDS Fund! So I look

good while I'm supporting

an amazing cause.

\ -ERIKA, 16, A\ CONVERSE, TX, - \

BEST
FOUNDATION
CoverGirl NatureLuxe
SUk Foundation In Flax,

$12, drugstores

BEST LIP
GLOSS
Revlon Super
Lustrous
Lipgloss in Pink
Pop, $7,

drugstores

, why you •# it

I'm all about a natural

makeup look— I hate that

cakeyness. This foundation

goes on smooth and

practically disappears!

-JULIA, 18,
' KENMORE, NY '

If 's really

sheer but

stillgives

you a pop
of color!

BEST NAIL POLISH
OPI Nail Lacquer in Be a Dahlia
Won't You?, $9, ULTA stores

BEST GEL
EYELINER
Maybelline New York Eye
Studio Lasting Drama Gel
Eyeliner In Blackest

Black, $10, drugstores

Apply atkin line,

tHen smudge
wiThyourfinger

for an ultra-

smoky look.

BEST
LIQUID
LINER
L'Oreal Parts Lineur
Intense Brush Tip

Liquid Eyeliner in

Black, $9, drugstores

^^ lama
I huge

cat-eye fanatic, and the L'Oreal

Paris Lineur Intense Brush Tip

Liquid Eyeliner is the best! I

love how easy it makes it to

control the line and shape,

and once it's on, it

doesn't budge.

-STEPHANIE, 81,

SIMPLYSTEPHY.COM

Lineur Intense

115
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"THERE'S ONLY ONE TRUE MATCH FOR ME!'

Beyonce*s True
'

s C6 Soft Sable.



match™
super-blendable M

makeup

Once you find

the one...you
never look back.

MEET
THE #1 AWARD-WINNING*
MAKEUP COLLECTION

With 24 shades
and cool undertone
you're guaranteed"
to find the one you've been
looking for all along.

/

Because you're worth it."

LOREAL ©
PARiS

Join the millions of women who
have found their one True Match.

www.lorealparis.com

face maKeup collections sold al food

i-54Q-0923^(ia



beauty

• •••

WHYY0UO#IT

ngthis

face wash for just a month,

it completely cleared up my
acne! I'm hooked.

'

. -EMILY, 18, APEX, HO ,

BEST
FACE WASH
Neutrogena Oil-

Free Acne Wash
Pink Grapefruit
PaoiaJ Cleanser, $8,

drugstores
BEST RAZOR
Gillette Venus Embrace
Bazor, $13, drugstores

•

Use this in

flic shower
to tackle

body
breakout!.,

tool

t'aUurt'

Neutrogena5

BEST
MOISTURIZER
Clinique Dramatically
Different Moisturizing

Lotion With Pump, $25,

clinique.com

•„|„.„,,.,; .,",,...„

..

This icxy
caramel

sccntqives

you a a
boostof
first-day

confidence'.

BEST PERFUME
Juicy Couture Viva La Juicy

Eau de Parfum, $67 for 1 .7 oz.,

Sephora stores

Jergen&
i

natural
GLOW

BEST
BRONZING
LOTION

Jergens Natural

Glow Revitalizing

Dally Moisturizer,

S9, drugstores

BEST BODY
LOTION
Bath & Body Works
Signature Collection

Body Lotion in
Sweet Pea,

$11, Bath &? Body
Works stores

, WHY YOU <P IT .

Every time I use

this scrub, my face feels

squeaky clean. I can

really feel it exfoliating all

of my pores!

-LAUREN, 17, /
MONROVIA, MD/^

BEST

BEST SPOT
TREATMENT
Clean & Clear

Advantage Mark
Treatment, $7,

drugstores

Mi*a drop
"Of this in

with your
base-it's a
sneakyway
to even out
skin all over!

BEST SELF-
TANNER

Dior Bronze Self-Tanner

Natural Glow, $31,

Sephora stores

BEST FACIAL
MOISTURIZER
The Body Shop Seaweed
Mattifying Day Cream, $16,

thehodyshop-usa.com

My skin

tends to get

greasy, so I'm

always worried about clogging my
pores, but The Body Shop's

Seaweed Mattifying Day Cream

helps control the oil while still

giving me moisture. It keeps

me shine-

free all day!

-SAMANTHA, 19,

SAAAMMAGE.COM

$

St. Ives Naturally
Blemish & Blackhead
Control Apricot Scrub,
~|$6, drugstores !;• SEVENTEEN.COM

he Seventeen Beauty Sma
winning Bestles produc sevenleen.com/beautysmarties
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OUR RICHEST
SHINE INDULGENCE.

Supreme creaminess.

Extreme shine.

Rich with vitamin E,

argan oil + omega 3.

"SHINE LIKE YOU MEAN IT."

In 16 sensual shades.

Bec..i
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BEST

4fl I Hailee Steinfeldl^

On days you're dying to switch things

BEST LASHES
Emma Roberts

Long, lush lashes make
your eyes look big and

bright. To get Emma's look,

apply two coats of

lengthening mascara, then

touch the tip of the wand
vertically against each lash

for extra impact.
try: Neutrogena Healthy Lengths

Waterproof Mascara. $8, drugstores

BEST BROWS
Lucy Hale

It's no secret that

Lucy's brows are a

perfect frame for her

pretty face. Play up

yours by filling them
in with a soft pencil,

drawing short

hairlike strokes.

different!) all the time. Use a

hydrating serum to ward off

6, styling damage. *

try: Chanel Crayon Sourclls

Sculpting Eyebrow Pencil in

Brun Naturel. $29,
chanel.com

try: Sally Hershberger Hyper

I

Hydration Super Argan Serum,

615, ULTA stores

r\
'VV

m

BEST BOLD
MAKEUP
Kat Graham

Her makeup looks are

pretty magical; she

loves to play with

brights! When you want
to do the same, choose a

creamy moisturizing

formula—it will keep

the color from cracking.

try: Maybelllne New
York Color Sensational

Lip Color In Fuchsia

Fever, $8, drugstores

FLAWLESS SKIN
Jennifer Lawrence

We hunger for Jennifer's glowy

complexion. Steal her look by

dabbing highlighter on the spots

that catch the light, like cheekbones,

\ andbrowbones. /

try: Stlla All Over

Shimmer Liquid

Luminlzer, $22,
stilacosmetics.com

stila

—. BEST
SHINY HAIR
Kendall Jenner

Get Kendall's

mirrorlike strands

by combing a few

spritzes of shine

spray through damp
hair before you

blow-dry.

try: Gamier Fructis

Brilliantlne Shine Glossing

Spray. S4. drugstores

1!!
si*

s = cJ
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SMALLER PORES + CLEANER SKIN

Make friends with the

magnifying mirror.

DEEP FACIAL CLEANSERS
+ THE SCRUBLET"

Our pore-by-pore cleansers are clinically proven

to clean better than traditional cleansers.' So you

can reveal picture-perfect skin, even up close.

NO MATTER WHAT YOUR SKIN TYPE,

WE'VE GOT YOUR MATCH:

normal • acne-prone + oily • sensitive + dry

daily scrub for all skin types

SCAN TO FIND THE PERFECT GO 360°
CLEAN CLEANSER FOR YOUR SKIN TYPE:

Scan this barcode with your web-enabled camera phone.

Don't have a barcode reader? Text Scan to 43588 to download

a free reader. Standard text and data rates may apply.

"vs. traditional cleansing in a clinical test. ©2011 LOreal USA, Inc.

www.lorealparis.com

Because you're worth it'

LOREAL
PARiS
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nail a

perfect
mam!

Show off your flawless fingers.

(No salon needed!) Here are all the

tips, by molly ritterbeck

step 1: FILE

3

Use a fine file and run it straight

across the tip of your nails with a

back-and-forth motion. Then round
the corners so they don't snag.

*fc*ftPT TRlOCi Don'tfilealong

the sides orbuffthe tops. It will

weaken nails andcause them topeel.

step2: PREP
Apply a cuticle remover with a gentle acid

(such as alpha hydroxy or glycolic) to dissolve

the dead skin around your nails. Then use a

metal pusher to push them back neatly, and
wipe clean with a towel.

%fcVJSPT TElCK i Swipeon acetone after this

step soyourpolish adheres better!

ywfe.Tool.ftr:
<— CUTICLE PUSHER

step3: POLISH

31

- m

$

Make your mani last by starting with

a base coat, then paint on two coats

of color using three thin strokes

(center, left, and right) from cuticle

to tip. Finish with a top coat.

4 €XftPT "lElCK i Place the handyou 're

paintingon a computer mouse— it willail •<

You theperfectposition topaint steadily!

HOTCELEB TREND

Pick up a long-lasting stainless steel

version—it's more sanitary than the

wooden ones, which can harbor

dangerous bacteria.

try: Tweezerman Pushy and Nail Cleaner,

$17, tweezerman.com

CUTICLE REMOVER
This one does all the work for

you! It sloughs away old

cuticles, prevents hangnails,

and hydrates your nallbeds.

try: CND Cuticle Eraser, $11,

cnd.com

A

ONDSHAPE!
tthis rounded pointy look, use

i-on tips for the extra length,

the corners at a diagonal to form a

.nt, then round out the top.

t

/

s



t<my

new
fall

collection

2011

on
has a handle on style."

carry on

\

America's nail salon expert.

Sin< essie.com



ADVERTISEMENT

"Lately I hair been

using the Pantene

Breakage to Strength

andIlave it. ..the

conditioner,just a liny

bit goes a long way."

~Eva

I can't wait to tellpeople how lionest tin's

company is, hozv there were no tricks on set...

We worked hard to get itjust right, but tny

hair was always natural and I love that

I Ieel so good about that.

"

-Eva

THE TRUTH
BEHIND THE HAIR
How does Eva Mendes get her star-worthy hair? We're taking

you behind-the-scenes of the Pantene photo shoot to show

how you too can get stylish and healthy locks!

GET BEAUTIFUL HAIR
INSPIRED BY EVA
No tricks. No tradeoffs. Getting great style starts with healthy hair.

For protection against heat styling damage in her daily life

Eva relies on Pantene.

HELP END SPLIT ENDS
Wash and condition with Pantene
Breakage to Strength Shampoo

and Conditioner to help end split

ends. This keratin protection

system cleans hair and leaves it

strong against damage with

a healthy looking shine.

Apply Pantene Split End Repair

Keratin Protection Creme to damp
or dry hair to help smooth and
protect ends.

For more behind-the-scenes

footage from Pantenes shoot, visit

facebook.com/pantene

TURN UP
THE VOLUME

Help lock in your

voluminous style for

maximum all day hold

with Pantene Lasting

Volume Hairspray.

Help protect hair from combing
damage while preparing hair

for volume & maximum hold

by applying Pantene Root
Lifter Spray Gel to damp hair.



1

\

WITH MY HAIR, IT'S ALL ABOUT GETTING FULL BODY. NO EXTENSIONS.
THEY GAVE ME PANTENE FLAT TO VOLUME SHAMPOO. THIS LIGHTWEIGHT

PRO-V FORMULA IS ilLIC NE FREE. SO I'M ALL BODY. AND IT'S ALL MINE.'

ZE HEAVY BUILDUP
100% BODY

PANT

—Naomi Watts

HEALTHY MAKES IT HAPPEN
Check out facebook.com/Pantene



areyou wearing

the right colors?
Take the guesswork out of makeup shopping! Use this

guide to find your perfect shades, by molly ritterbeck

ia

foundation: Your

pink undertones need
a base with a hint of

yellow so you don't

look too rosy!

try: Lancdme Teint

MiracleLit-From-Within

Makeup in ivory. $37.
lancome.com

shadow: Cool shadows
like steely gray pop
against your light

complexion and give your

lids a metallic radiance,

try: Giorgio Armani Eyes

to Kill Intense in #12. $32,
giorgioarma n ibeau ty-usa

blush: A creamy

peach hue (rather

than pink) plays up

your coloring without

adding any redness,

try: NYX Cosmetics

Rouge Cream Blush

in Golden, $7,
nyxcosmetics.com

lip gloss: A melon
gloss adds Just enough

color to your milky skin

without making you

look overdone,

try: NYC New York

Color Lippin' Large

Lip Plumper in Peach

Parfait, $4. drugstores

\

foundation: Smooth
on a sheer foundation

that's more peachy
than pink to add

warmth to your face,

try: Too Faced

Amazing Face Liquid

Foundation in

Vanilla Creme, $36,
toofaced.com

shadow: Your tone

is the perfect canvas

for neutrals with a little

bit of gray In them.

Try an iridescent taupe

to add a pretty twinkle

to your eyes,

try: CoverGIrl Eye

Enhancers 1-kit in Swiss

Chocolate, $4 , drugstores

blush: A duo of fresh

pink and muted bronze

blend together to

bring out your warm
undertones,

try: L'Oreal Paris

Studio Secrets The One
Sweep Sculpting Blush

in Poppy. $13,

drugstores

lip gloss: Go for a

gloss with pink In It.

Unlike a nude,

which can wash
you out, it will add
life to your face.

try: Dior Addict Crystal

Gloss in Luminescent

Rose, $27,
department stores

125

BEIGE
a 3 <a

shadow: You need
darker shades (with

a little glitter, so they

don't appear chalky!)

to complement your

darker coloring,

try: Maybelline

New York Expertwear

Eye Shadow In

Nutmeg, $4,
drugstores

blush: A shimmering
grapefruit pink with

a touch of sparkle

makes the golden

tones in your skin

stand out.

try: VS Beauty

Hypnotic Luminous

Blush/Highlighter

in Desert Star, $18,

Victoria's Secret stores

lip gloss: Look
for sheer peachy

hues! They

make you look

glowy all over,

try: EJ.fi

Glossy Gloss

In Sweet

Salmon, $3,
eyeslipsface.com

amzc
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beauty

foundation: A sandy

foundation makes
your skin look radiant.

(Avoid pinks, which

can make your golden

skin look Hat.)

try: Rlmmel
London Clean Finish

Foundation in True

Nude, $5, drugstores

shadow: Sparkling

lilac stands out

against your amber
tones to give your

face pretty

brightness,

try: NYX Cosmetics

Single Eyeshadow

in Frosted Lilac. $6,

nyxcosmetlcs.com

> > ;•>,

blush: Dust on a

bronzy blush with

shades of gold and
terra-cotta to play

up your skin's

sunny color!

try: Cargo Beach

Blush in Coral

Beach, $28.
cargocosmetics.com

Up gloss: Frosty

tones can look gray

on your skin

—

opt for a clear

pink to make your

lips stand out!

try: Sally Hansen
12 HR Diamond Lip

Treatment in Baguette,

$7, drugstores

GOLDEN
Christine, 19

foundation: Stick

with warm and deep

caramel shades. The

chocolaty undertones

|
prevent your skin from

looking ashy,

try: Maybelline New York

Fit Me! Foundation in

Coconut. S8, drugstores

128 SEVENTEEN.COM seventeen.com/salon



PROMOTION

Be a HERo
Apply lo be an official Girl Up HERo. Many are needed and

one HERo will be selected to travel to NYC with her BFF for a:

• Visit to the United Nations

• Two-day mini-mentorship at the offices of

Seventeen and Cosmopolitan Publishing

• S500 granf to continue her work in the community

You have the power to change the world.

The journey starts here: facebook.com/cleanandclear J

c
c

eara

eaPf.
giriup
Mini \ urns-.

M>1 \ll\Iln\

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY 10 ENTER OR WIN. CLEAN & CLEAR" and Girl* HERos Cortes! Sponsored D|f Heat* Communcolions, Inc.

Conies: Begins on 671/201 1 al !2:0i am and ends on 10/1 67201 1 al 1 1 .59 pm ESI. Go to lacebooUaiVcieanancfcleaf r^'CertestSlte-i

Ch* en the GUI Up lab and entrants on men enter the Contest through the application located In the Gil Up lab by tiling cut and submitting

the envy form provided. Video upload required for entry. Videos must be at least 1 minute and no more Pan 3 minutes. Videos may be no

larger than 100MB In He size and must be in one otttie Mowing formats aui mcv. .wmv, .mp4, .mpeg.or fk One grand prize winner and

best fnend will receive a 3-mght trip tb New York City, receive a 2-doy mlni-memorshlp ewrerce at CosmopoBtan PuDtslimg and

Seventeen magazine, and a S5G0 giant to be used toward the winner's cause T he winner and best friend will also receve a I -cay visit Id

the Ltvted Nations (ptcMded by Gel Up). Must be female, 13 years or older, and a resident of the 50 Utv»d Slates Dstnct of Columbia, oi

Canada void hi (Xebec Prcvnce and where prohibited by law. Contest is subject to compete official rules avaiable at fanHmrtcOT'dea-ancfciear

Famous Footwear: Free Song Download!
"Like" us at facebook.com/famousfootwear for your

exclusive download of "Famous," the new single by Linnea.

fc
FAMOUS
footwear

Flirtitude®: Fun and Flirty

Flirtitude
05

bras are fun and flirty, and with these prices you

don't have to pick only one... just $14.99 each when you buy

two! Mix and match to fit YOUR personality.

Find the perfect bra and more in-store or at jcpenney.com!

"Show Us Your Prom Style" Contest

With Camille La Vie and Group USAI

Whether you were edgy, Hollywood glam, or something in between—

show Seventeen'* Style Pros your Prom style! Just upload a pic from your

Prom night to seventeen.com/PromStylc for your chance to score:

• A tup for two to NYC
• Two nights at a hip hotel

• A S1 ,000 shopping spree

• A tour of the Seventeen offices

• Seventeen swag

PLUS, the winner will take part in a Camille La Vie and Group USA

photo shoot for an upcoming ad that will be featured in Seventeen

magazine and the Camille La Vie and Group USA online catalog!

xoxo.L**^

GROUP USA

There is a pionwunal agreement « pttcs between Ssvewsen and Cuttle La V<a/Group USA.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY to ENTER Ofl WIN 'SHOW US YOUR PROM STYLE' CONTEST Sponsored

by Hearst Commumcalions, Inc. Go onune Id sevenieencorruPromStyie to enter by uploading your Prom

pholo. Conies begins at 12:01AM ET on August 2, 2011 and ends at 1V59PMET on October 17. 2011

One |l| winner will receve a trip lor wnner and guest b NYC for 2 nights a SI.OOO shoppeig spree. J3C0

cash, a tour or Sever/roans offices a Sevooosn Swag Bag, and a CamillaU Vie/Group USA pnoto shoot

tor an upcamng ad that vjHI be featured .n 5eve/tfeen magazine and the Camille La Vie/Group ISA onfcne

catalog (photo shoot provided by Cammo Lo Vie/Group USA). Total ARV lor winner J2,7fX) Must bo female.

15-21 years rid. and a Bgal resident of Ire 50 Unted Slates. Puerto Pjco, cr District ofOatmba void where

prohibited by law Sweepstakes sublect to complete official rules available at seYBntew.com/ProaiStYie.

Special PARTY STYLE Section

Going to Homecoming, a special party, or event? Check out great party dresses and cool looks from these hot designer

brands—
. fli •!/ Alexu, ninny Mjyuie: fa , I , i ,

.

Moves by Allure, and Terani Couture—when you need a glam dress and cool shoes to make your red carpet entrance!

AND, to get your party on the road, remember you can get your drivers license faster at OrivcrsEd.com.

PARTY<ST
VT FIUU

On-the-Ball Fall Style Sweepstakes

Pilot Pens are the must-have Back-to-School item this year. From the erasable FriXion to the eco-friendly B2P

(Bottle 2 Pen), and of course, the always-reliable G2, Pilot has the styles and colors for you.

Hit the hallways in style! Visit seventeen.com/pilotpen to enter for a chance to win a prize package including:

• A year's supply of Pilot Pens

• Stylish school supplies, including notebooks, binders, folders, and more

• A S1 ,000 fall fashion shopping spree

• A fall fashion style consultation with a Seventeen Style Pro lor the best head-to-toe looks for Back-to-School

Find out more about these great pens and get tips, downloads, and coupons at notjustapen.com.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN ON-THE-BALL FALL STYLE SWEEPSTAKES Sponsored by Hearst Communications, Inc. Go online lo seventeen com/p*5lpen to enter Sweepstakes oeglns

at 1 2:01 a.ra. ET on August 2. 201 1 and ends at 1 159 p m. ET on September 1 2. 201 1 . One (1| grand-prize wirneriv«receW a year's suprtolPiW Pens, stylish schorj sureties including noleb^
c-ndors. lUdere, and more. SI ,000 lal fashion shopping spree, and a fat fashion style consultation with a SeveolsenStyle Pro, Total ARV tor grand-prize winner: SI.5O0 Odds ot winning win depend upon

the total number ol eagSle enlnes received. Must be lenale, 13-24 years Od, and a legal resident of the 50 United Stales, Puerto Rco. or District ol Columbia. Void where profubiled by law Sweepslakes

sublect to complete omcW rules available al sevenieen.ccm'oilotcen.
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standout styles f

You'll own the hallway with these fresh back-to-school looks, by molly ritterbeck

how-to: Loose swirls are

perfect for an early

morning—you prep them
the night before! Apply a

volume-boosting mousse
to damp hair and make
two loose pigtail braids

before bed. In the

morning, undo the braids.

The trick is to brush them
out so they look soft and
effortless.

JOHN FRIEDA
.COON PAt|5 N1W -OH

REPAIR
PEVIVES OVERWORKED H« :

try: John Frieda

Full Repair Root

Lift Foam, $7,
drugstores

with doing
every day for school,

I usually just end up
throwing it in a ponytail.

Now I'm inspired to

switch it up with these

try: Goody Bun Spiral.

$8, Target stores;

Aussie Spray Gloss. $4.

drugstores

PROTECTING

ROOT LIFT

FOAM
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SIDE-PART SLICK
how-to: Close out the week
with a sleek down do! Make a

deep side part and apply gel to »

just the side you're pinning

back. (This gel has reflective

shimmer in it for an extra-wet kit
"p»look!) After pinning, blast

with a hair-dryer for a few
seconds to hold the style! iFgHrjd^^^^^^

CROSS-BEHIND BRAID .

how-to: Keep it low-key when |

you're relaxing with your fam.

French-braid a small section of

hair above your ear back around
your head. When you reach the

other side, continue to braid all

the way down to the ends. Dab on
a sticky pomade to tuck in any
ends that poke out!

try: Gamier

Fructis Stylo

Fiber Gum
Putty, $4,
drugstores

GARNIgg

<J u o



FRESH YEAR. FRESH START
Clearasil Ultra® Rapid Actior has all the products nei

Clearasil
UlTAA-

Rapid Acl

Daily race V

Follow the below steps to help you achieve visibly clearer skin, fasti

Cleanse skin with Clearasil Ultra"' Rapid Action

Daily R -ery morning and night.

As soon as a breakout appears, apply quick

drying invisible Seal-to-Clear
,M
Gel onto the pimple.

Ronoar C°n1inue tnis regim©n daily as you count down to
ixSpcdl

trie start of school, and throughout the semester!

Pre* up these Clearasilproducts for visibly clearer skin!

Clearasil Ultra* Rapid Action Daily Face Wash

Say bye-bye to acne this semester! Ttiis product starts working instantly and gives you visibly clearer skin m 12 hours. Even after nnstng.

to reduce redness and pimple size.

Clearasil Ultra" Rapid Action Pads

io the rescue! The scientific formula helps your skin clear existing pimples fast and prevent new ones from forming.

Clearasil Ultra Rapid Action Seal-to-Clear Gel

ing your pimples? The gel's InvisaSkin technology, a liquid polymer gel matrix, forms a protective seal to continuously release

pore You'll look and feel awesome in as little as 4 hours!

ENTER FOR A CHANCE TO
Watch Janelle, a member of Seventeen Is Freshman 15,

as she shows you how to flaunt a fresh face with

Clearasil Ultra* Rapid Action products!

.ce to win:

• The Ultimate Bedroom Makeover to kick the

semester off right

• Clearasil Ultra® Rapid Action products to help you

'< and feel awesome for the entire school year

Clearasil

Step 1: Download

Hie free app

at http://gettag.mobi

Step 2: Scan this code

Step 3: Watch!

For help visit

seventeen.com/gettag

am more about Clearasil Science @ clearasil.us
d visit us @ Facebook.com/clearasilUS

iEPSTAKES. Sponsored by Hea*5t Communications, Inc. Two ways lo enter: (i) scan your smartphone

,„j Instructions or (li) go online to seventeen. conVclearasIl to enter. Umlt one (t) entry per person when enter-

hone (one |1| entry per video view) or online. Youi carrier's MMS/picture messaging and standard carrier rales may apply, Vou must have a camera/video-enabled phone
capable of sending pictures/playing v,rleo. Program available on most carrier networks and in the U.S. only For complete mobile terms and conditions, ptease log on to Microsoft.com/tag,

August 1 , 20 1
1 and ends at 1 1 :59 p.m. ET on September 1 2. 20 1 1 .

One (
1

1 winner will receive a bedroom makeover (S 1 ,000). and Clearasil products

isr of ehgible eriries received. Musi be female, 13-24 years od and a legal resident ot the 50 United Stales, Puerto Rico, or District ol

Cokin v law. Sweepstakes subject lo complete official rules available at seventeen.com<ctearas8.
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TOP TOUCHING IT?

IT TO CLEAR IT

Qearasil® Science Seal-To-Clear' Gel

seals and protects the pimple to visibly

reduce redness and pimple size You II

look and feel awesome in as little as 4 hours



scents ofstyle
Take your look to the next level— pair your fashion

vibe with the perfect fragrance, by meredith gray

* *

E

i

1

UttlOW«H\tfK»

TRY: Reach for this

yummy combination of

crisp green apple and
earthy sandalwood to

put a little prep in your
step! It's the fragrance

equivalent of your fave
striped rugby shirt,

try: Eau de Prep Tommy Gir

Eau de Toilette. $70 for 3.4 oz..

Macy's (available in October)

TRY: Match this

delicious mix of

orange blossom and
Damascus rose with a

sweet baby-doll dress

or flouncy skirt,

try: Dior J'adore Eau de

Toilette, $65 for 1.7 oz„

dior.com

UttUJW-
TRY: When you're

in the mood to

shake up your
wardrobe, let this

unexpected blend
of pineapple and
banana nectar be
the finishing touch,
try: Harajuku Lovers

Super G Eau de Toilette,

$45 for 30 ml..

Sephora stores

modern

TRY: This medley of iris,

mandarin, and jasmine
complements your most
major outfits. Think bold,

unexpected shapes in

sophisticated black,

try: Chanel No. 19 Poudre Eau

de Parfum, $80 for 1.7 oz.,

chanel.com

* SEVENTEEN.COM

TRY: Set yourself

apart with the
totally unique scent
of tomato, citrus,

and daffodil. It's

like scoring a
one-of-a-kind
piece that no one
else has!

try: DKNY Women
Energizing Eau de

Toilette, $50 for 1.7 oz..

Sephora stores

UKEMICMELKORS

TRY: A burst of luxe

tuberose, magnolia,

and freesia makes you
feel like a movie star

all the time—even
when you're lounging

in sweats.
try: Michael Kors Gold Eau

de Parfum, $75 for 1.7 oz.,

department stores



UNDER ARMOUR DO YOU LOOK?
CLICK. ENTER. WIN.

•

I

ENTER TODAY!

CLICK:
www.seventeen.com/
underarmour

ENTER: Post a pic of your favorite

Under Armour workout look for a shot

to win a custom UA prize package.

WIN". You and a workout buddy

each win an all-expenses-paid trip to

NYC a private workout session with

a UA trainer, and a $500 shopping

spree at Dick's Sporting Goods.

---wry Capri

. r-Tf7ffi I

*
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BACK-TO-SCHOOL

/'

2S..S

Only three weeks of

summer left—which \sjust

enough time to flatten your

tummy, boost your butt,

and tone your legs before

your first day. These moves
from Emma Stone's training

team (Armando Alarcon

and Mari Winsor) got

her fit fasti

*mz

liil

yt ?*
His . s

tisssiSSm



look fierce for you]
You'll have a bangin' bod and crazy confidence in just three weeks if you do this mix of

POWER UP!
Blast through these

energetic exercises to

look lean and toned all over.

YOUR PERSONAL TRAINER

CHS Armando Alarcon

HJ2JJH3 Los Angeles, C

A

lYiiWIiJl we2cando.com

WARRIOR'S SHIELD
Tones lower body and shoulders!

and lacrosse'-

'Keep your abs

squeezed tight

trtA shoulders

back is you lunge.'

^Rewiewber, quality

over quantity! I'd

rather you do six

perfect reps than

2.0 bad ones, hood
foriM is what gets

you results."

a Stand, holding a book at your b Rotate your rightftflBodn ceotEwtendHrntostfflignltiutbflcMiold

chest. Step back into a torso 90°, then straighten abs WRrtotrat<«P3MftGnirfe*ilrt fff*tart.

reverse lunge with right leg. yourrightleg. 30 secon^rt&fl)itMhert^.'ftffWe"ps.

PRONE SWIMMER
Firms chest, abs, butt, and thighs!

5 M

o a
— z
- a

a Stand with feet shoulder- b Squat down to c Jump high, raising right arm

width apart and a book on pick up book overhead. Repeat with left

the floor in front of you. with right hand. arm. That's one rep. Do 20.

a Lie face down with your chest

and toes on the ground, hands

beneath your shoulders.

b Push up off ground, then raise right arm

and left leg. Hold for one count. Return to

start. Repeat on other side. Do 20 reps.

> 4 TEAR OUT HERE!
/ rf.iw \

seventeen



r first day!
power moves and stretches every other day.

Pol down*
Afterahearl-poundingworkout, use these

movestoretover-andgeteven more
defined!

YOUR PERSONAL TRAINER

P!ffl MariWinsor

J Los Angeles, CA

ymma winsorfit.com

WORTH
$235

TOTAL!
These shoes and clothes
help you tone upfaster—
really! Go to seventeen

.com/freebies for a chance
to win this brand-new gear
from Reebok Easy Tone.

ROLL DOWN, ROLL UP
Strengthens back and defines abs!

you can do these

moves withouta

band, but mate
sure you work hard

to keep every

Movementslow and
controlled" .

*Asyourollupand

down, slide or walk

yourhands along

Theband to keep

some Tension'

Sit with resistance band wrapped

around flexed feet. Round spine

over legs and look down at knees.

Slowly roll dotfn,

placing each vertebra on

the mat, one at a time.

c Roll until entire body is flat, then

roll up thesame way. That's one

rep. Start with 5; work up to 8.

SINGLE LEG CIRCLES
Lengthens legs and tones hips!

KNEE OPEN-CLOSE
Shapes thighs and boosts butt!

'Keep your hip

rooted in the mat
Only your leg

should move!'

Lie with left leg straight up in air.

Wrap resistance band around

left foot and hold it with elbows

touching mat.

Make a circle (about the size of a melon)

with your leg: Go right to cross body,

then down and around. Do 5. Repeat in

the other direction. Switch legs.

n
tighter around

your legs as you

gefsfronger'

Sit. Fold band in half, then wrap Roll onto right Open and close

it around thighs and pull loose side, legs bent at knees 10 times.

endsthrough to make a loop. 90° and stacked on Repeat on

Hold ends tightly with left hand. top of each other. other side.

oin Team Seventeen at seventeen.com/team17 for support from other readers and access to weekly training tips from Armando and Mari! 10



bestlunch ever!
Stuck eating the same old thing . . . again? These

lunches are yummier and healthier—but still super-easy to make.

CRUNCHY!
SKINNY COW HEAVENLY
CRISP CANDY BAR,
PEANUT BUTTER FLAVOR
This tastes like a Kit Kat and

a peanut butter cup had a

baby—but with about half

the fat and sugar!

SNACK TIME!
##il SWEET!

FIBER ONE CHOCOLATE
FUDGE BROWNIE
This will kill that intense need for

afternoon chocolate without

making you feel blah. Bonus: Its

five grams of fiber make it more

filling than a typical cake or cookl e!

Don't give in to the junk in the vending machine! These

treats are better for you—and easy to stash in your locker.

SALTY!

FOOD SHOULD TASTE GOOD
,

CHEDDAR TORTILLA CHIPS,
These taste kind of like Dorltos

but are less greasy. They're

perfect for when you get that

craving for something

salty or cheesy!

17 EXPERT: Sarah Krieger, R.Dn M.P.H., a registered dietitian

and national spokesperson for the American Dietetic Association.
••* SEVENTEEN.COM sevHiteen.com/lHcktoHhool



no more
shoppin

meltdowns!
You're excited to hit the mall . . . until that bummer
moment when nothing fits. Here's how to leave

the dressing room with your self-esteem intact.

STOKD VOlirSelf Before a major

topping trip, pay attention to the details

:hat
P
make you feei amazing Put on your

cutest underwear, give your ha.r extra

attention, and cue up positive songs

o blast on your iPod in the f.tt.ng.room.

(Seriousiy! Your favorite^™V^
always makes you feel conf.dent, right?)

Efpack a healthy snack

When you're hungry, you get

cranky-so anything you try on will

set off negative thoughts. Always

eat before you leave and stick a

granola bar in your purse to keep your

blood sugar (and mood) from dipping.

^Eftry a blind size test

Take a few different sizes into the

fitting room and jumble them up.

Then try them on without looking

at the labels. That way, instead of

freaking out about the size, you II

focus on how hot you look!

EfSnaP a PIC Bad lighting

and warped mirrors make everyone

,ook crappy. So step out of the tiny

stall and have a friend take a photo

on her phone. It will soften the

weird mall lighting and you wont

be right up against the mirror, where

everything is magnified.

fitting room fail

Hate everything? Call it a

day! It's most likely your

mood, not your body.

something I

realh love and

it's returnable,

I Imi\ it. Thai \\a\

1 ran move around in il at

home and gel a true sense

ofhow il feels on m\ body.

Plus, I have all ol m\ favoriti

accessories on hand, like

the perfect shoes orthe Ixll

dial shows oil ni\ waist!"

Amber Riley Is a star of Glee and a member
of Seventeen's Body Peace Panel.

Sign the Body Peace Treaty!

Add your signature at

seventeen.com/bodypeace.

4 17 EXPERT: Jess Weiner, an author, self-esteem expert,

and Global Ambassador (or the Dove Self-Esteem Fund.



TODAY IS

ANOTHER DAY
R)K YOUR INNER

GODDESS TO
STEP OUT

AND SHINE.
ON YOUR MARK,

GET SET. CO.

— Jennifer I -opez

Emhrace your tuner goddess wiih

Venn?. Kmliiiici'.' Kiv«' lihidi's

moisture, leaving von with legs

thai sparkle and shine. Legs

1 1 1
.-

1 1 gel \ inn'goddess showing.

( JUIettcN iiiiis.cinn/Sliinc M

ESS SHOWING

fc*W

nus



ADVERTISEMENT

Confidential
Top-secret insider tips on looking and feeling great for Back-to-School
Venus Celebrity Stylists Rob Zangardi and Mariel Haenn work with the hottest stars across the country. From red carpet events to glamorous

photo shoots, Rob and Mariel have taken notes on Back-to-School trends and how to rock them as your most confident self-and now they're

pulling back the curtain on their behind-the-scenes secrets. Read on and get inspired to take Hollywood style to the hallway!

Mix fun items from summer, like flirty skirts, with

fresh fall pieces. Get prepared for this look by using

Venus Embrace. Embrace qets virtually every hair

to leave legs feeling dramatically smooth.

Animal print is hot right now, especially when worn

with a solid hue. Take a flirty piece and pair it with

something school-appropriate, such as a dress with

a high neckline. Think school chic, yet glam.

COr////// &« (&&&& /A//////ry 6> C7%z&ap
Jeans will always be a style staple. Mix it up

this fall by incorporating denim pieces with

flare. We love denim jackets and dresses for i

bohemian chic look.

Fabulous legs are an essential to feeling great

while rocking a runway favorite like tailored

shorts. We love the five-bladed Venus Embrace

for a long-lasting shave.

Whether rocking a new outfit or standing against bullying, your best

Back-to-School accessory is confidence! It takes strength to be nice

when surrounded by meanness and Secret wants to empower you

to take a stand. Go to facebook.com/meanstinks to learn how your

purchase can benefit PACER's National Bullying Prevention Center.

MEAN

\
t

What's your V.
confidence tip

for Back-to-School?
Log on to seventeen.com/confidence and

share your confidence secret. The reader

who submits our favorite tip will have her

quote featured in an upcoming issue of

Seventeen and on the Venus and Secret

Facebook pages. Plus, she'll score a $1,000

Back-to-School shopping spree!

Venus Embrace leaves you with legs that

get your goddess showing. Embrace has five

blades surrounded by a ribbon of moisture for

our closest shave yet. Check out the "We Dare

You" tab at facebook.com/gillettevenus!

eck back in

ituring fine Schwarzenegger

-tallment of Confidence Confidential with more information about Mean Stinks,

venteen Body Peace Council member and bestselling author of Rock What You've Got.

Ienus
NO PUROttSc *=Cc5SWV 10 rtJIER OP WIN IHE "COWDfcNCE CONHDSNTlAr CONTEST. Sponsored by Hearsl Comnx/ieafcris. Inc. Go omne to sftenteencom/conltdence to enter. Contest begins at12:Q1 am
E1iniAuyu5l2,20ii a«JertisaI 1 V59p.m ET on September 12. 2011 One (1)wms wtf receive SlUOCandbffie Iter lip lealwudln SBlMlm4fld00ta'3Ber8£VeMft ant) SnwiiwiSVeP'03 Facebook wges.

Odds ot v*wmg yytt depend upon the total numbe* of elgit* entries received Must be tomato, » 3-24 years ok». wti a loon) rosdont ol the 50 on>ted Stales, Puerto fllco. or Distrc of Columbia Void where prch*i(ec by

law. Contest subject to coropleie offoai r, lei available at seventeen po^'conlidenco-



Secret Scent Expressions ai

izing microcapsules to absorb odor and release a beautiful

scent It, keepir.

Ooh-La-La Lavender • Coco Butter Kiss • Truth or Pear

FEARLESSNESS. APPLY DAILY.

s^r! •.Also in

• matching

: body

/splashes.



the trickiest

hookup
situations

No matter how awkward the circumstances

there's a smooth way to tell him what
you're really thinking, by amber madison

SITUATION fl

What he's doing doesn't feel good.
Even experienced guys need to tweak

their makeout moves! The trick is

telling him without crushing his ego.

£f Move his hand. Ef Speak up gently.

You don't even have Start with a little

to say anything! compliment. Say: "I'm so

Taking control is a into hooking up with you,

gentle way to show but it would feel better if

your guy what you do you used a lighter touch or

and don't like. slowed down a bit."

Ef Be positive too!

Don't just say what

doesn't work-say what

does! When something

feels good or you like

the way he's kissing, pull

away and let him know.

Don't be shocked when a guy throws
an excuse at you—be armed with the facts!

SITUATION #2

You went further than you wanted

to go (but don't want to again).
Just because you've done something once doesn't

mean you have to do it again. Tell your guy:

*l wasn't totally sure I was comfortable

goine as far as we did. -And now that

we went there, I know it's not something

\'wt really ready for. I like you, and

I like hookine up mth you, but \ need us

to back up and take it slower aeain."

HE SAYS:

"It doesn't

feel as good
for me with
a condom."

"What, you
think I have
an STD or

something?"

"Aren't

you on
birth control

pills?"

"I'll just

pull out."

YOU SAY:

"But it doesn't feel as good for

me without one, because instead

of thinking about you, I'll be

worrying about what could go
wrong, like pregnancy or STDs."

II

"Of course not. But condoms
protect both of us from

STDs and pregnancy—which
are things neither of

us wants to deal with."

II

"Even if I take my pills perfectly

every day, there's still a chance

of getting pregnant. That's

why I want to back it up with a

condom to be safe."

II

"The thing is, even if you pull out,

I can still get pregnant from
pre-ejaculate, which comes out

before you finish. To me, that's

just not worth the risk."

"If we're not on the same page about a hookup, it lea

only to regret. Plus, speaking up shows maturity,
which is very attractive."

ds

seventeen.com
|
September 2011

Ask our expertAmber Madison, a Seventeencontributing editorand the author of Hooking Up:

A Girl's All-OvtGuide toSex& Sexuality, your toughest questionsatseventeen.com/getadvice.
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IS

PROMOTION

US YO

CAMILLE LA VIE & GROUP USA AND
SEVENTEEN MAGAZINE ARE CALLING
OUT TO ALL 201 1 PROM-FABULOUS GIRLS!

YOU EDGY, HOLLYWOOD GLAM OR
SOMETHING IN BETWEEN? WE WANT TO KNOW!
SEND US YOUR FABULOUS PICTURE FROM
YOUR 2011 PROM NIGHT AND YOU COULD WIN:

EIGHTS IN A HIP N• 2 NIGHTS IN A HIP NYC HOTEL F

AND A FfUEHD...AIRFARE INCLUD

• $1000 SHOPPING SPREE

• tour of SEVENTEEN
MAGAZINE offices

• SEVENTEEN SWAG BAGS

AND...

A CUSTOM PHOTO SHO
WHERE YOU WILL BE FEATURE

UPCOMING AD IN SEVENTEEN MAGAZINE
k

AND THE
ILLE LA VIE & GROUP USA FASHION CATALOG.

details and to enter, go to seventeen.com/PromStyle
or visit camillelavie.com.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TQ ENTER OR WIN "SHOW US YOUR P°OM STYLE" CONTEST.

!

red bv Hiia<flt on" "i"' tans inc Go
11 One (1) winner will

/PromStyle to enter by
and guest to NYC lor 2 nights

.

: Aiii tM fcsatuiad ' SmvMMfl manaiini anda S 1.000 shopping tpm. $300 cash, a lour of Seventeen% offices, a E>*wtt*n5wag Bog. and a Camle Li V* A Group USA pnoto ihool for an upcoming ad that will be featured in Sevenfeen magazine) and
Ihe Camille La Vie A Group USA online catalog (photo shoot provided by Camille La vie & Group USA). Total ARV for winner $3 .700 Must be female. 15-?J vears o*d, anda legal resident of the 50 United States. Puerto Rwo.
or District of Columbia Void where profubitod by law. Sweepstakes subject to complein official rules available at 8evflntMn.com/PrnmSty1e.

GROUP USA
LA VIE COMPANY

Find Camille La Vie & Group USA on Facebook and Twitte.



Kill me now.

For more information

facebook.com/MTVawkward
©MTVawkward
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ALWAYS INFINITY IS MADE WITH IT'S SO INCREDIBLY THIN AND FLEXIBLE.

A REVOLUTIONARY MATERIAL YOU HARDLY KNOW IT S THERE.

CALLED INFINICEL™

•Versus lln ti i
i pjdwlh wings.
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rwhat he's really trying to say^

u,

HtSMS:

"What areyou
doing this

weekend?"

"I like you, but I

don't want to
rush anything."

"Thatguy is

lame. Why are
you into him?"

"Who will

be there?"

uasasss-

"I want to see
you, but I'm too
nervous to ask."

WHY: This shy guy is crossing his

fingers that your convo will turn

into a chance to hang out. Spare
him the awkward small talk and
say, "I've been craving IHOP.
Want to go?" He'll love you for it!

"I think I can
do better."

WHY: His comment seems hopeful
(like he just needs time!) but really,

it's noncommittal. He doesn't see
you as girlfriend material—he just

wants to string you along until he
finds a new girl.

"Why aren't

you into me?"

WHY: Hearing you gush about
another dude makes him feel

competitive. If he keeps finding

reasons to diss the other guy in

the future, that's more than just

jealousy: He totally likes you!

"Some ofyour
friends suck."

WHY: Harsh truth-one of your
friends drives him crazy, and he's

already dreading spending time
with her. Tell him to bring one of

his friends, so he doesn't feel

overridden by girl talk.

-61

lines he hatesA
Ever wonder what guys think about the
stuffyou say? Our Hot Guy Panel tells all.

;

YOUR LINE: "Where do you see us going?"

.^- "This phrase is a major warning. I immediately thinkthe

girl is too serious and maybe even insane, like she'sgoing

to want to get married next week." -jared, n, Stirling, nj

YOUR LINE: "Does this make me look fat?"

"This question makes girls seem really insecure, like you

need to fish for compliments -which isn't a good look on

anyone." -Irevor. 20, mans licld.tx

YOUR LINE: "Are you mad at me?"

"I can tell she wants to get me talking, but the truth is, I

just had a bad day and don't feel like going into it. The best

thing you can do is jUSt let it go." -alex, 21, south Portland, me

KNOW A CUTE GUYWHO GIVES GREAT ADVICE? Get your BF or bestguy

friend to apply (or next year's Hot Guy Panel at seventeen.com/guypanel.

j
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DUDE DICTIONARY!
you'll

°U' su'det°3«y »ngo, ^you 11 haVe even the biggestPlayers figured out this yea,

WADE
OOiShorttae

grenade," this is the "less
attractive friend"in a group of
g>rls-whoaguywi]]hitonso
his buddy has a better shot
with her cute friend.

PACEBOOKHOT^fw^ „

SEVENTEEN.COM
oyou kn<

Indout

;

seventeen.com/datingquizzes



love life

When you know what dudes are

dialed into, you can use it to

your advantage, by elisa benson

/
STARTHERE!

You never back down
from agood debate-
heated arguments are

kind offun!

YES

I

EiH
You']

Pi

bu're not much of a
planner,yetyour

weekends always end
up totally packed!

YES

I

I

^
You keep up with
new movies andTV

|Tffl_
shows. You're a LiU
cuiturc junKiG!

YES

^^ I ^^^
You loveto discover

Is (and fTfl
admitto obsessively LIU
tweetingatthem!).

YES

^^^^^^
You're always posting
provocative stuff
onyour Facebook.

Bringonthe comments!

YES

You're always on the
lookout for coolnew wjr*
restavirants to try. LiU *

You're food fearless!

You've been told

morethan once
thatyou'i
good listener.

YES

i

On text or IM,
youcan keep

thebantergoing
forhours.

>

YES JM YES

I

C5H

You use the phrase"OMG!
I havethe best idea pn
ever!" no less than LiU *

50thnesaweek.

YES

i

You'dlove to go on a

like skydiving!

YES

EiH

Yourfriends
because

theyknow you'lltake

them to the grave.

YES

i

You needto reallyknowa
guybefore you Jevelop

igs. You'd neverjust
fall for aguy at aparty.

ca YES

YOU CHALLENGE HIM
You're fast-thinking, confident, and
plugged in to everything—and guys
love havingtoworkto matchwits.
Hookyour crush by postinga fiery

commenton hisFB or sparking a

debate in person. You'll let himknow
you're lookingforloveandwar!

YOU SHAKE THINGS UP
No guy can resist your fun-loving

attitude because it brings outhis

adventurous sidetoo! Nexttime
you're heading up agroup outing,

suggest somethingyou've never done
before (like midnightkaraoke!). He

won't be able to sayno!

YOU PUT HIM AT EASE
Thanks to your intuitive nature, you
have the magical ability tomake a
guyfeel like you "get him" afterjust

one convo. Connect withhim even
more deeplyby checking in afterhe
has a rough test or abiggame,when

he'llreally needto spill.

152 seventeen.com September 2011
ji- SEVENTEEN.C

Still can't tell if yo
nel's advice seventeefi.com/hotguvpanel



juicy questions for...

jason
derulo
His songs are burning up

the charts—but his greatest

hits are his hot flirting tips!

by elisa benson

1 7: What kind of girl

instantly catchesyour eye?
Jason Derulo: I'm obsessed with little

black dresses! If a girl has a little black

dress on, it definitely gives her an edge

1 7: Let's saya girl sees a hot

guy at a party.WTiat's the best

way to talk to him?
JD: Keep it subtle. Just go up and ask a

question, then another question. Two
questions, boom. Three questions is a little

much— if he doesn't ask you one back by then,

he's probably over the conversation.

r

' jason s '
,

slats
Age: 22. Hometown: Miami,

FL. You know him from: chart-

topping singles like "Don't

Wanna Go Home" and
"Whatcha Say." Right now:

Catch his album Future History,

out September 27.

PS: He's single! ;)
>

1 7: What givesyou so much confidencewith girls?
JD: I just think, What's the worst that can happen? If it doesn't work out,

then it wasn't supposed to work out, and you can move on with your life.

1 7: Have you everbeen totallyshut down bya girl?
JD: Absolutely. One time I was at the gym, gettin' my abs on, and there

was a girl working out next to me. I overhear her listening to "In My
Head" and I'm like, Aw, perfect. Sol lean over and say, "Hey," but she
wasn't paying any attention. So I say it louder. Finally she pulls out one
earphone, and I'm like, "What are you listening to?" And she's like, " 'In

My Head.' " And I said, "That's cool—that's actually my song. Hi, I'm

Jason." And she's like, "Pfft!" and puts her headphones on and goes
back to her workout. It was ugly.

js- SEVENTEEN.COM

Add a touch of sparkle to any hairstyle

with bendini™ clips.

Hidden combs slip into hair, then bend

and snap into place for a secure hold.

Go gorgeous, day or night!

Fa irtormalion op any scuoc® product,

I

c :0-3-C0NAJR or vtsil www.scund.cofn

©201 1 Conair Corporalon



love life

why he doesn't

want to

be official
Guys are notoriously hard to pin down

once school starts! Here's why.

HEDOESH'TWAHT

TO GETHURT
" £ My last relationship

ended badly, and it's

made me think twice about

getting serious

with anyone new.

When you keep

things casual,

it's safer— either

of you could walk

away at

any minute.

-DAN, 18

UNDERSTANDABLE

I HETHINKlHE THIHKS YOU'REHOTIHTO IT

"W
I really liked this

9 one girl who
I would flirt with me all

the time—then turn

around and flirt with

«s
my friends

-
At f' rst il:

made her seem sexy,

but by the time she

decided she was into me, I was over

it. I want a girl who wants me and

only me. I won't commit if I i§
think she's unsure.

-MAX, 18

HE THOUGHT YOU WERE
FRIENDS WITH BENEFITS

rr I was
•• really

good friends

with this girl

who I started

hooking up

with. But when
she began talking about our

future, I realized it was a

mistake. I just couldn't get

on the same page— I %,%,
still saw her as a friend. -

-ZACH,21

HEJUSTWANTS THECHASE

m^mb ^^ There was this one girl

I ww who always blew off my
I texts—and I admit, I like a

I challenge, so I kept texting her™
• back. But once she wanted to

get serious, I was like, No way. AA
I was only into the game.

-JENS, 18

WAYHARSH!

HE WANTS TOTAL FREEDOM

££ While I'm young, I just want

w1W to have fun! I don't want to

worry about checking in with one

person all the time or committing

my weekends to

[just one girl. I'll

[probably want

la relationship

komeday—
when I'm #}#
ke27.

-BRANDON, 21

HISBROS

DON'TAPPROVE

^^ Once Iww ended

things with a girl

just because my
friends didn't like

her. The way I see it,

girls come and go,

but my friends will be here

forever, so obviously their §§
opinions matter to me.

-FORD, 19

q q

154 seventeen.com
I
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Watch hot guys on th

seventeen.com/guvstalk



SU.NSET»»SUMME
Your (asf getaway before class begins...

Sometimes life

can be found in the

wake of death.

Turn out the lights,

lock the doors, watch

the children.

<$fc»fmf

Available wherever books are sold and as ebooks

A - * -

1 /largot vs. middle

hool. May the best

contender win.

Love is a game

of survival. Watch

the undertow.

MISSION
3.Popular
^

Si 3
Be part of a Massive cover-up!

READING
invites you to put your
design on our books.

'

Your,

Oco.GN

GOES

Visit Un-RequiredReading.com for all the details.



From2004to
2009, there was a

53%
increase in

first-time heroin IB>
users over age 12 /f^

in the US.

#»
lost loved ones
Brlona, left, and
Erika. below, died

within two days

of each other.

Eg something risky may seem exc t,ng at

fis?. But Brandi, 20, and her »-*•«"*

quickly saw their lives spiral out of control.

As told to jane
bianchi

i \ \ \\\
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I'll
always remember driving

around my Michigan suburb

with Briona and Erika, my two

BFFs. We'd blast Sara Evans's

"A Little Bit Stronger" and sing

at the top of our lungs. Then we'd go to

the mall to try on the most expensive

clothes and take funny pictures of

ourselves. Those were our favorite

things to do—besides heroin.

BAD HABITS
I met Bri during sophomore year of

high school. At the time, I was a

B student and an all-league cross-

country runner. We became close

when we started dating guys who

were best friends. Her boyfriend

and mine were the coolest, most

powerful guys at school. We knew

they were drug dealers and thought

that made them bad-a**. They got

us into the best parties and bought

us jewelry. They made us feel popular!

After a few months of dating, my

boyfriend offered me heroin at his

house. Like a lot of kids at school, I

had smoked pot and taken prescription

painkillers on occasion, but heroin

seemed scarier. Still, I was afraid that

if I said no, my boyfriend would leave

me and find another girl who'd say yes.

I trusted him and figured that he'd never

do anything to hurt me.

Heroin made me feel numb to my

problems. It made me stop worrying

about getting good grades or running

faster. While I was getting hooked,

Bri's boyfriend was introducing her to

heroin at his house. And when Erika, a

cute hippie girl in my math class, and

I became friendly, I told her that I had

tried heroin. She asked if she could

try some too. Within months, she, Bri

and I were getting high together every

day—before school in the car, in the

bathroom at lunch, and then after

school at the guys' houses. It became

a fun, secret escape that bonded us

together. When we were high, nothing

bothered us—we felt free.

But when you're on heroin for a

while, you look like a zombie. I lost color

in my skin, my eyes became sunken

in, and I was emaciated. It's so hard to

stop, because it's so addictive. If I didn't

find a way to get high, I'd go through

withdrawal—the worst sickness I've

ever experienced. I'd get the chills, the

shakes, and nausea until I shot up again

to make those feelings go away. That's

when I'd truly feel gross, like an addict.

Our habits got so bad that we'd each

spend $140 a day to stay high and

avoid withdrawal. We did grimy things

to get money. We'd steal jewelry from

•• We knew

we needed to

stop, but we didn't

know how.^
friends' houses and pawn it. One time

I stole $3,000 from my twin sister's

college savings fund! As punishment,

my parents kicked me out of the house

for a little while. I am deeply ashamed

now, but back then, I didn't care. My

only focus was getting more drugs.

DOWNWARD SPIRAL
By junior year, my life had fallen apart.

I quit running, I lost any friends who

didn't do drugs, and my family was fed

up with me. I got kicked out of school

for skipping class, and then I got kicked

out of an alternative school for drug

possession. Next I got kicked out of

rehab for breaking rules and went to

jail for six months. When I was lying

on a concrete bench in jail using a

toilet paper roll for a pillow, I felt like a

criminal. During that time, Erika was

also in and out of jail, and Bri did some

time in a juvenile detention center. We
had no choice but to get clean. The

withdrawal was horrible, but it was a

relief to wake up and not need heroin.

But the moment we all got out,

we fell right back into our old habit of

getting high together. We had no idea

how to be around each other and not

do drugs. About once a month, one of

us would overdose and get rushed to

the hospital. Doctors always brought

us back, though. We felt so invincible

that even before we'd leave the hospital

parking lot, we'd do heroin again.

Last February, I went into withdrawal

and decided to quit—and I wanted to

convince Bri and Erika to quit, too. But

then I got a call from Erika. "Bri died!

She overdosed last night!" she said,

hysterical. I didn't believe her at first. I

kept calling Bri's phone over and over,

just to hear her voice on the message.

Slowly it sunk in. She wasn't going to

answer the phone. Erika and I hung out

two nights later, and she said, "Do you

want to use just one more time?" I said,

"Absolutely not." And she shrugged and

said, "One more time won't kill me."

But she was wrong. Just when I

thought life couldn't get any worse,

Erika died from an apparent heroin

overdose, too. After I had gone home

that night, she used in her bedroom.

LEARNING FROM LOSS
It's been months, and I'm still figuring

out how to live without my BFFs. At first,

I thought it was a crazy coincidence. But

now I think: No, this is what happens

when you do heroin. People die.

I broke up with my boyfriend, and I

haven't touched drugs since. I'm not

clean because rehab or jail forced me
into it. I'm clean because I want to be.

I've been volunteering to tell my story

at high schools, drug courts, and juvenile

detention centers in my county. I want

teens to know that this drug doesn't

care how old you are or what you have

going for you—it just wants to kill you. I

somehow survived, so I want to tell Bri

and Erika's story to make sure they didn't

die for no reason. ©

800-662-HELP
That's the number to call if

you or a friend is battling a

drug addiction. The free 24/7
hotline run by the Substance

Abuse & Mental Health Services

Administration will help you find

a treatment center near you.

-
-

SEVENTEEN.COM seventeen.com/mylife

SPECIAL THANKS TO: H. WestIffy Clark, M.D., J.D., director of the Center for

Substance Abuse Treatment at SAMHSA. 157
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for colle
Whether you're filling out applications or

already on campus, we'll show you how
to save more and stress less, by catey hill

how much does

it really cost?
You have to pay for more than tuition!

Cristina, 20, a junior at Syracuse University,

breaks down her expenses each semester.

5XV

food:$l,DD0m

The average

rgivate collegej

f^itionjs about

|j5o,6qOper yearj
of Seventeen readers

are about how

to pay for college

l

)

"FYI, the school meal plan can be a rip-off—it's $25 a day

at my school! So I go grocery shopping for stuff that's

quick and easy to make, and spend about $70 a week."

clothes: $3SD
"I don't have much time to shop (who knew?!?), but

each semester I buy a few new shirts, a pair of jeans,

and a pair or two of shoes so I can rock new looks."

school supplies: $400
"Besides books, I didn't know I would have to pay

30 cents a page each time I print or make a copy!"

Jffiftt
going «»t: $200

%-MTC®
,-.'

i
^t6,*

ii»,
—• parties, but I look out for free events on posters

around campus and through local venues' Web sites."

"Sometimes I have to pay cover charges at off-campus

parking: $3SD
"My school charges you for an on-campus parking

pass. If you need to drive to class, it's unavoidable."

=*2#>o

"I'm in collegeand
I'm broke, so I

needtowork. But since
I'ma student, I can't get

ajob withtoo many
hoursormygrades will

slip.What should I do?"

Your school might pay you
for stuff you'd want to do

anyway! Some jobs like tutoring,

working at sporting events, or

editing for the newspaper allow

you to earn money, so ask your

adviser. Also, check out snagajob

.com for part-time opps that will

suit your busy schedule, like

waitressing. But limit yourself to

working 12 hours a week or less so

you have time to have a life, too!

St 3

;3«

«' SEVENTEEN.COM sevaiteen.com/colk



how do i save?

IN HIGH SCHOOL:
The earlier you start saving,

the less stressed you'll be!

$ USe faCebOOk! Spend less on stuff you do with

friends, like eat out at restaurants, by checking out the
new site facebook.com/deals. Every time you score a

discount, put that extra cash into your savings account.

$ aSk for giftS! Have your parents set

up a college-specific savings account at 529.com.
Then share the link with loved ones and
ask them to donate on birthdays or holidays.

IN COLLEGE: It's not too late! These tips will

make your wallet fatter.

$ snag student
Savings! Pay S20 a year

for a discount card at

studentadvantage.com.
You'll save 10 to 20 percent
at sites like target.com and
beauty.com.

$ get cheaper
textbooks! che^k
out gutenberg.org, which
offers 36,000 free e-books
Or try renting textbooks at

chegg.com.

WIN A SCHOLARSHIP!
Your fun hobbies could get you major cash for college.

DlOgging The College

Scholarships Foundation is

giving S10.000 to a college

student who writes an

amazing blog (on anything

—

so be yourself!).

fashion design
Sew clothes? Get up to

$45,000 in tuition to one

of the over 45 Art

Institutes nationwide (and

a $500 shopping spreel).

volunteering
The Lowe's Scholarship

will award $2,500 to

140 high-school

seniors for community
service work!

For more info on these and other scholarships, visit seventeen.com/scholarship.

r

yc'HpOy!
INTER FOR A CHANCE TO WIN

CASH!
cost or your

road! Enter for your

chance to win at seventeen.com/
freecollege. For details, see pg. 212.

t
4 17 EXPERT: Catey Hill, the author of S/ioo. Jimmy Cftool The Modern

Girl's Guide to Spending less and Saving More (Sterling, 2010).

Go Back to

School m Style

From book bags lo personalized

notebook cow*, vou can create almost

anything with Duck"brand duct tape.

Over 20 prints and colors make

the possibilities endless.

Get the Puck to do it?

DuckBrand.com 1-600-321-0253

< facebook.com/ducktape

Twltter.com/theduckbrand

Whurlech Brands. UC 201 1 M573I



your life

et killer
confidence!

Start the school year with your head held high!

Use Taylor's confidence-boosting tips so you
can walk into any room and feel like you own it.

My #1 confidence

trick is: Throw your
shoulders back!

When I was 17, my dream
was: this—the way my life is

right now!

The first step toward
making your dream a
reality is: realizing what
that dream is. It will be
the one thing you never
want to stop doing.

The best way to get what you
want is: not to yell.

160

I feel my best when:
Iwear red
lipstick, because
it's a one-step

trick to looking
likeyou put
makeup on.

r SEVENTEEN.COM sevenleen.com/quizzes

Being "

fearless isn't

being 100 percent

not fearful. It's

being terrified

—

and jumping
v anyway.

The best piece of
advice I ever
received was:

fromthe
Alanis r^w„

Morissette
rou

^^j
song "You Learn."

\»« 'we y0u,,.—

1"Uer.K)ou /earn

Never, ever, ever: compare yourself

to beautiful girls. There's always
someone gorgeous who will make
you feel like you're not. It's a total

confidence buster!

One risk that's always worth
taking is: falling desperately,

stupidly, hopelessly in love.

The thing that
cheers me up

when I'm
discouraged
is: food!
Cupcakes, are

one of Taylor's

favorite Treats!

5 LQ

S3

II

u
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ADVERTISEMENT

Ijast finished reading Lauren

Oliver's Delirium, and yOOyQ-what

a captivating [ove storyl I carried

this book around with me everywhere

this summer, from the beach to the train and back

to my bedroom- I couldn't put it down for a second.

Lauren Oliver completely captures the essence

of teenage love while making you believe in the

impossible. After all, love is something we can all

relate to, fight? Head on for more detailsl

XOXO,
Vana

d
>*

.riirillin is a stunning

tale of a forbidden romance.

Lena Haloway has always looked

forwara to the day when she'll

be cured of the ability to love.

But with ninety-five days left until

her treatment, Lena does the

unthinkable: She falls in love.

that the

will make me
happy and naff, form <

And I've always believed

them. I "id now. Nov

clianged.

Void, I'd rather '» infected

uilh lovefor the tint

slit i nil than

Hi e a hundrt

smothered /n a i

-Lent

Want to know the best part?
Delirium is the first book in bestselling author

Lauren Oliver's teen trilogy, so the next

installment of the series, Pandemonium,
will follow shortly! Pick up the special edition

of Delirium to get an exclusive sneak peek
at Pandemonium and a Q&A with the

author—how cool is that?

Looking for another great read7

Check out Before I fall. This was

the first Lauren Oliver book I

read, and I was instantly hooked.

This story twists and turns in so

many directions, pulling you in

fiQht from the beginnmgl

February 1 2th should have been
just like any other day in Samantha
Kingston's charmed life. But instead, it

turns out to be her last. Then she gets

a second chance. Reliving her last

day during one miraculous week, she

untangles the mystery surrounding her

death—and discovers the true value of

everything she is in danger of losing.

Check out epicreads.com for more information on Delirium and Lauren Oliver.

HARPER
An imprint of HarperCoUinsPublishers

There * a promotional agreemertf in place Oetween Seventeen and HarwCoiins



PROMOTION

What are your party plans?

Homecoming, sweet 16,

a dance or social event?

Check out this ultimate glam
guide and you're sure to

rock every occasion.

From left:

DRESS

Flirt by Maggie Sottero, sizes

0-28, S280, flirtprom.com.

HAIR BOW
Jane Tran, $40, janetran.com.

BRACELETS

Chan Luu, $170 each, chanluu.com.

SHOES

Marichi Mani, sizes 5 1/2-10, $45,

marichimani.com.

DRESS

Blush by Alexia, sizes 0-18,

$358, blushprom.com.

NECKLACE

Adia Kibur Accessories, $32.50,

www.lifemix.net.

SOCKS

We Love Colors, $6,

welovecolors.com.

SHOES

Marichi Mani, sizes 5 1/2-10,

$40, marichimani.com.

DRESS

Evenings by Allure, sizes 0-32,

$239, nightmovesprom.com.

HEADBAND
Jane Tran, $95. janetran.com.

BRACELET

Adia Kibur Accessories, $70,

www.lifemix.net.

SHOES

Marichi Mani, sizes 5 1/2-10, S39,

marichimani.com.
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RING

Sassy South Jewelry,

$17.50, sassysouth.com.
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PROMOTION

DRESS

Blush by Alexia, sizes 0-18,

$278, blushprom.com.

DRESS

Terani Couture, sizes 0-16,

S178. teranicouture.com.





POP
PROMOTION

From left:

DRESS

La Femme, sizes 00-10, S258,

afemmefashion.com,
BUZER

Bongo, sizes S-XL, $34.99, sears.com.

NECKLACE
Oanika, S113, danika-bxny.com.

PIN

Tarina Tarantino, $140, tarinatarantino.com.

RING

Danika, $43, danika-bxny.com.

TIGHTS

We Love Colors, $9, welovecolors.com.

SHOES

Marichi Mani, sizes 5 1/2-10, $55,

marichimani.com.

DRESS

Jovani, sizes 0-14, $440, jovani.com.

NECKLACES

Adia Kibur Accessories, $32.50,

www.lifemix.net Venessa Arizaga, $375,

venessaarizaga.com.

BELT

213 Industry, $59,

diamondsandpearl.com.

8AG

Sassy South Jewelry, $40, sassysouth.com.
TIGHTS

We Love Colors, $9, welovecolors.com.

SHOES

Marichi Mani, sizes 5 1/2-10, $35,

marichimani.com.
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PROMOTION

DRESS

Terani Couture, sizes 0-16, S250,

teranlcouture.com.

EARRINGS

Tarina Tarantino, $95,

tarinatarantino.com.

BAG

Sassy South Jewelry. S

5assy50uth.com.

SHOES

Marichi Mani, sizes 5 1/2-10, $45,

marlchlmani.com.

SHIRT

Urban 1972, sizes S-L, $38, urban1972.com.

TOP
Gracia, sizes S-L, $88, shopgracia.com.

SHORTS

Jou Jou, sizes 3-13, $29.99, joujou.com.

NECKLACE

Adia Kibur Accessories, $120,

www.lifemix.net.

BELT

Make Me Chic, $7, makemechic.com.

TIGHTS

Merona, $8, target.com,

SHOES

Wild Rose, sizes 5 1/2-10, $39.99,

barefeetshoes.com.

DRESS

Evenings by Allure, sizes 0-32, $298,

nightmouesprom.com.
HEADBANDS
Jane Tran, $80 and $62, janetran.com.

RING

Make Me Chic, $7. makemechic.com.
SHOES

Wild Rose, sizes 5 1/2-10, $29.40.

urbanog.com.
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ANIMAL
PROMOTION

TOP
Kvd Los Angeles by Kat

Von D, sizes XS-L, $75,

kvdlosangeles.com.

DRESS

Flirt by Maggie Sottero,

sizes 0-28, $500,
flirtprom.com.

BRACELET

Tarina Tarantino, $395,

tarinatarantino.com.

RING

Tarina Tarantino. $195,

tarinatarantino.com.

BAG

Make Me Chic, $23,

makemechic.com.

TIGHTS

We Love Colors,

welovecolors.com.

SHOES

Night Moves, sizes 5-11.

$50, nightmovesprom.com

DRESS

Jovani Couture, sizes 0-14,

$750, jovanicouture.us.

SHOES

Lady Luxe, sizes

5 1/2-10, $35.

marichimani.com.

Photography: Christopher Kilkus at alyssapizer.com. Fashion Stylist: Cassey Sawhill, sassycassey.com. Hair: Sienree

for Rene Furterer at Celestine. Makeup: Geoffrey Rodriguez for Tarte at Ford Artists. Photographed at Off Pico

Studios, Los Angeles, CA. Still photography: Dimitri Newman, dimitrinewman.com.

WANT TO DRIVE TO A PARTY? But need your driver's license? Make it easy! Take your

driver's ed course online at DriversEd.com/Seventeen, and get ready to drive your way to fun.



www.teranicouture.com
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INSTRUCTIONS: Fill in your name

and pay attention. Concentrate. No, that's

not the bell. Focus. Don't think about yourself

on the open road, wind in your hair, sun on

your face, freedom at your fingertips...

If driving is the only thing on your mind, we can help.

DriversEd.com gives you everything you need to get your

license. Take DMV-approved online drivers ed on your own

time (like when you get grounded for failing this test) and

you'll be in the fast lane before they can say "pencils down."

FILL IN YOUR DREAM BUBBLES
@ DriversEd.com/Seventeen
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Available at

>Anvw.macys.com

JOUJOU
Vegan Leather Aviator Jacket

with Faux Fur Trim



SET THE TOME!

After a summer apart,

you need to bond with your
V

best.es. The bloggers

atl Heart Daily have your

perfect night planned.

Gear up for a girly-silly night by stocking

your place with hilarious goodies.

usmoQTHPhSttl I I NOSE CUPS!

toothpaste
Fred Flare Cupcake
and Bacon Flavored

toothpastes,

S8 each,

fredflare.com

ii

11

4 4 ; 4
paper cups

Fred & Friends Pick Your Nose party

cups. $ LO for 24, spoonslsters.com

;£££



LATE-NIGHT
SNACK!

Create the cutest gummy
candies with this easy recipe!

1

.

Mix 1 pack of Jello. 1 pack of unflavored gelatin, and

/.cup of water in a small saucepan.

2

.

Place pan on stove over medium heat. Stir until it

liquefies, then pour (Careful: It's hot!) into mold.

3. Let it cool, then place mold in fridge to solidify.

In about 20 minutes, pop out slowly and enjoy!

candy mold
Silicone small

heart mold, $25,
nycake.com

CONFESS YOURSECRETS!
You'll have plenty to gossip about with these awesome apps.

<*n0UL,
FRIEHDSTO SPILL

A digital version of the classic icebreaker,

the Truth or Dare app will help

you learn a whole lot about your girls.

DECODEYOUR

LOVE LIFE

Download the Luck Scanner, which tests

your compatibility and love attitude.

Find out if your crush is a match!

FIHDOW

YOURMM*

Gather around Fortune Teller-it will

"read" yourfingertips to answer

your most random questions.

17 EXPERTS: Anne Ichlkawa and Melissa Walker, editors of I Heart Dally. Sign up for their free newsletter at Iheartdaily.coni.
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CO CRAZYATBREAKFAST!
Start your day in the most fun way—with dessert!

1 . Bake refrigerated biscuits 2 . Prepare your own breakfast "shortcake" by setting up a bar with

(like Pi lis liu r y Grands). toppings and fillings: strawberries, blueberries, bananas, yogurt,

Slice them in half. chopped nuts, Nutella, whipped cream, and chocolate chips!

h- SEVENTEEN.COM seventeen.com/movies

so you;

Use your QR reader

to see these sticks

strut their stuff on the

red carpet.



Now You Can
Read marie claire

Anytime. An

powered by

Access your digital subscription on any device.

Click Here to Order Now



NOW YOU CAN READ

BAZAAR
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE!

Get the latest on:

• FASHION
• BEAUTY

• CELEBRITIES

• & MORE

powered by ^ zinio

Access your digital subscription on any device.

CLICK HERE TO ORDER NOW



.EARN FILMMAKING
& ACTING FOR FILM

'fit

NEwyccr
FILM ACADEMT

SCHOOL OF FILM & ACTING
The Most Hands-on Intensive Programs in the World

i

ONE & TWO-YEAR CONSERVATORY TWO-YEAR ASSOCIATE OF FINE ARTS

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS MASTER OF FINE ARTS

( SHORT-TERM HANDS-ON INTENSIVE TOTAL IMMERSION WORKSHOPSALSO AVAILABLE YEAR-ROUND)

NEW YORK CITY • UNIVERSAL STUDIOS, CALIFORNIA • ABU DHABI, UAE • AUSTRALIA

HARVARD UNIVERSITY* • DISNEY STUDIOS* • PARIS* • FLORENCE* • JAPAN* • KOREA* • CHINA*

All credits and degrees are solely granted by the New York Film Academy California. All degree programs take place on the backlot ol Universal Studios. Hollywood.

All workshops are solely owned and operated by the New York Film Academy and such workshops are not affiliated with Universal Studios, Harvard University, or Disney Studios. 'SUMMER ONLY.
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KNIT
DRESS
dress
Sizes XS-XL, Victorias Secret,

. victoriassecret.com.

shirt

One size, American Apparel,

1>58, American Apparel

stores and amerlcanapparel

.net.

bag
Olivia and Joy.

58. Macy's and

ollviaandjoy.com.

socks
We Love Colors,

$7, welovecolors.com.

booties

Sizes 6-11, American

Eagle Outfitters. $60,
American Eagle Outfitters

stores and ae.com.

IF YOU'RE LOOKING TO HAVE
A MAJOR BACK-TO-SCHOOL
FASHION MOMENT,
WE'VE GOT YOUR NUMBER.
PHOTOGRAPHS BY NICHOLAS ROUTZEN



TIERED
SKIRT,
skirt

Sizes 2-10. H&M.
$40, H&M stores.

sweater
Sizes XS-L, Splendid.

$78, Saks Fifth Avenue.

shirt

Sizes S-L, Lucca Couture.

$70, luccacouture.com.

necklaces
Pink necklace, Old Navy,

$13, select Old Navy

stores: Love necklace, Wet
Seal. $7, Wet Seal stores

and wetseal.com.

belt

Lacoste, $85, Lacoste

stores and lacoste.com.



PORTFOLIO
BAG
bag
Chocolate Handbags.

$105,
chocolatehandbags.oom.

sweatshirt
Sizes S-XL, Love. Fire.

$40, firela.com.

skirt

Sizes 2-10. H&M,
$50, H&M stores.

bangles
Multicolor bangle, $19,

and gold and purple

bracelets, Slo for set of

five, all Bombay Jewelry,

bombayjewelry.com.

belt

Kristin Kahle.

$78, krlstlnkahle.com.

*.



BASEBALL
JACKET
jacket
Sizes XS-XL. Delia's.

$70. dellas.com or

800-335-4269.

sweater
Sizes 2-10. H&M.
$25. H&M stores.

skirt

Sizes 2-12. Topshop,

$75, topshop.com.

sneakers
Sizes 5-11. Keds.

$40, keds.com.

171



PEEKABOO
LACE TOP
top
Sizes XS-XL, American

Eagle Outfitters, $25,
ae.com.

pants
Sizes 3-13. Jou Jou,

$48, joujou.com.

belt

Make Me Chic.

$6, makemechic.com.
bangle
Monique Leshman.

$38, monlqueleshman.com.



PRINTED
PANTS
pants
Sizes S-L, Lulu's.

S34, lulus.com.

sweater
Sizes XS-L,

BCBGeneration.

$118, Macy's.

hat
Nobis, SS5,
Nordstrom and nobis.ca.

necklace
AMICIubwear. $21,
amiclubwear.com.

heels
Sizes 5-11, Jessica Simpson
Collection, $98, Dillard's and

jessicaslmpsoncollectlon.com.



CAPE
JACKET
cape
Sizes XS-L, Victorias

Secret, J

victoriassecret.com.

top
Sizes S-XL, Element.

$35, Bloomlngdale's and
elementeden.com.

skirt

Sizes S-L Make Me Chic.

$15, makemechic.com,

necklace
Kenneth Cole,

i

select Macy's.

belt

Armani Exchange,

$48, Armani Exchange

stores and
armaniexchange.com.

shoes
Sizes 5-10. H&M.
$55, H&M stores.



TAP
SHORTS
shorts

Sizes XS-L, BCBGeneralion,

$108. Macy's.

hoodie
Sizes S-L, Forever 21,

$20, select Forever 21 stores

and forever21.com.

tank
Sizes XS-XL. Daang Goodman
for Tripp NYC, S43,
trashandvaudevllle.com.

sneakers
Sizes 5-12, Nike,

$120. nike.com.



FLARE
DRESS
dress
Sizes 0-12. Armani Exchange.

$98, Armani Exchange stores

and armaniexchange.com.

necklace
Tuleste, $70,

tulestemarket.com.

belt

AMI Clubwear.

$11, amlclubwear.com.

tights

We Love Colors,

$15, welovecolors.com.



STUDDED
SHOES
shoes
Sizes 6-10. Sam Edelman.

$150, zappos.com.

top
Sizes S-L. Love. Fire,

$48, tirela.com.

jeans
Sizes 00-15. Blue Asphalt

by Wet Seal. $27, Wet Seal

stores and wetseal.com.

headband
American Apparel,

$ L<! , American Apparel stores

and americanapparel.net.

watch
Nixon, $100, nlxonnow.com.

Fashion Stylist: Susan Joy. Hair: Staci Child at De Facto tor Cutler/Redken. Makeup: Kyrlaki Savrani tor Dior Beauty at Factory Downtown.

Manicure: Sofia Shusterov for Essie at Judy Casey. Inc. Still Lifes: Jesus Ayala/Studio D. Still Lifes Stylist: Claire Tedaldl for Halley Resources.
177



MORE HOT
KNIT TIERED

SKIRTS
PORTFOLIO! BASEBALL I PEEKABOO

BAGS JACKETS LACE TOPS

IKIIIIIIl,

Sizes XS-XL, Missoni for Target

$55, targel.com

Sizes XS-L. Express.

$50, Express stores

and express.com



NUMBERS!
PRINTED
PANTS

CAPE
JACKETS

TAP
SHORTS

FLARE

ill.

*
Sizes 5-L, Line and Dot.

$88, thellneanddot.com

STUDDED
SHOES

Sizes S-XL. Dollhouse.

$54, Macy's and macys.com
Sizes 6-10. Steven by Steve Madden.

$130, stevemadden.com



ON ASHLEY: Dress.

Asos; ring, Belle Noe



MEET THE GOOFY GIRL WITH
THE CRAZY CONFIDENCE.

photographs by matt Jones by amy spencer



ON ASHLEY: Cardigan,

Alexander Berardi: shirt.

Chelsea Flower; shorts. Porter

Grey; hat. Moon Shadow;

Buffalo nickel necklace. Lulu

Frost; metal feather necklace.

House of Harlow 1960; ring,

Tarina Tarantino.



very girl should have a friend like

Ashley Benson. While she may play the

stressed-out and sarcastic queen bee

Hanna Marin on Pretty Little Liars, in

real life, "I'm just really weird," she

says—and hanging with her is pure

caffeinated fun! For one thing, she will

literally do a?iything to get a laugh. "I love messing

with people," she says. "As a joke, one of my favorite

things to do when I meet a new person on-set is to act

like a total diva. Shay and Lucy [her PLL costars]

always make me do it, because I'm the one who sticks to

it." She'll also inspire you to

take the right fashion risks.

On the day she met up with

Seventeen, Ashley was

dressed in black—skinny

black jeans, black suede

stacked heels, and a black

leather jacket—and she

couldn't stop talking about

her new safety pin necklace

with little skulls on it. "I

love edgy stuff," she says.

"Skulls are my favorite."

And wherever she goes,

the guys follow. "I'm a total

guys' girl," she says as she

runs pink leopard-print

nails through her hair.

"I'm not afraid to be really

weird in front of them."

(Wait until you hear her

killer flirting secrets!)

But this 21-year-old has a

sensitive side too—and you

can see it in the tenderness

she brings to Hanna's

overweight former self,

Hefty Hanna. Growing up in

Anaheim Hills, California, Ashley was pretty enough

to be a model and talented enough to be a competitive

dancer, but girls were constantly trying to bring her

down. "I was in the popular group in school," she

explains, "and then I got knocked down to nothing. No
friends, nothing—they would just make fun of me."

Now that she's on a hit show (PLL's fans range from

rock royalty, like Madonna's daughter, Lola, to Oscar

darlings like Hailee Steinfeld), she's choosing her

friends more wisely. "You need only three or four really

close ones and you're good," she says, counting Shay

Mitchell as one of her besties. "Shay's my dancing

••
I'M NOT

AFRAID TO DO
SOMETHING
INSANE AND
MAKE FUN
OF MYSELF.

99

partner," she exclaims. "We just do weird things. We
dance in our apartments, on-set, in our cars. We make
all these ridiculous videos!" These days, Ashley is

totally cool with being the butt of the joke. "Everything

I do is embarrassing," she says, laughing. She explains

how embracing her true self gave her the confidence

that changed her life.

17: Of the PLL girls, who's the queen bee?

Ashley Benson: Honestly? I'd probably say me. Not

"queen bee" exactly, but I'm very much the loudest. I

love to make jokes. And I'm a really blunt and honest

person. I'm never afraid to

say what's on my mind. All

of us are so different. I

mean, Shay is the girliest

person ever, and she's also

the goofiest. Troian's really

serious but sarcastic, and

Lucy's just Lucy. I was one

of her first friends in L.A.

when she moved out here.

17: How did you guys
meet?
AB: I've known Lucy since

I was 15. Our story is really

creepy. We met on Myspace.

We messaged each other

because we had mutual

friends, and we just started

talking every day. And
when Lucy told me she was

moving to L.A., I invited

her to my friend's birthday

party at Disneyland. We
decided to meet there for

the first time ever. But I

didn't tell my mom that

I met her on Myspace, and

she didn't tell her mom either. And we just clicked, and

from that day on, we were best friends.

17: Is it difficult to find people you connect with?

AB: I put up a lot of walls. I don't let a lot of people in.

I'm more of a shy person if I don't know you. But if I

know you, I'm the most outgoing and talkative person

ever. I don't let a lot of people be my very close friends.

17: When it comes to guys, would you rather be
single or in a relationship?

AB: I don't like being single. I've always been a

183



relationship girl. I'm not getting married for a long,

long time [laughs], but I still find myself looking at

wedding dresses, and I'm always thinking, This is

how I'm going to have my wedding, and this is my
reception . . . the whole deal!

17: There was a flirtation between you and Joe
Jonas on Twitter. Who started it?

AB: He tweeted me! We know each other just from

hanging around. It's so funny because once you tweet

someone, everybody sees it. And they're like, "Oh, my
God, is she going out with Joe Jonas?" I got so many
messages, and the next day it's all over these gossip

sites, "She's going out with Joe Jonas! " I was like,

"Oh, no! I'm not going out with

him!" We're just very friendly.

17: Have you guys ever

hooked up?
AB: Nooooo! No. No.

17: Lucy Hale told us that she

thought you guys would
make a cute couple. Do you
agree?

AB: I think we could make a

cute couple, definitely. I could

definitely see us being more

than friends.

••

in love with you!" That's not me. I'm hard to please.

That's what a lot of boys like about me. And I like that.

[Laughs.] I like it a lot.

17: What's your type?

AB: Someone older and someone who's got their life

together and has goals and is not lazy. I want

someone who is hard-working, because I am. I cannot

be with someone who doesn't make me laugh. They

have to be really fun and not shy at all because I'm

just a crazy person. I like to have a lot of fun. I'm not

afraid to do something insane and make fun of myself.

I don't need to date the most beautiful guy in the

world. Not to stereotype them, but I feel like a lot of

pretty boys have egos, and

they are more likely to cheat.

I tend to go for the goofy guys.

17: You seem like a super-

confident flirt! In NLT's

music video for "That Girl,"

you play the girl all the guys
are after. In real life, are you
that girl?

AB: Yes. Only because all my
friends are guys, and I'm

naturally a flirt. I don't mean to

be. But I'm just very touchy

—

I'm always slapping them and

hugging them. But you can't always be that way,

because they get the wrong idea. A few of them have

said to me that they like me. It can be totally awkward.

17: What's your best flirting technique?

AB: To be really mean and sarcastic. Boys like it when

you're mean. That's what I'm best at. I make them feel

so bad about themselves, all out of fun. If they're trying

to be funny, I'll say, "Wow, you're really not funny

—

nice work," They know that I'm joking, but I think it's

really fun to toy with them. Because boys think they

can get any girl anytime. And there are girls who are

like, "Oh, yay, you picked me. And now I'm going to fall

I'M HARD
TO PLEASE-
THATS WHAT
BOYS LIKE

ABOUT ME.
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17: Your character

struggles with her body
image and weight. Have
you ever struggled or

worried about yours?

AB: I've been told I need to

lose weight multiple times.

There's definitely pressure.

All the time. But you just can't

let it get to you. So many
teenagers go through a hard

time because you're constantly

being told you're not pretty

enough, you're not skinny

enough, you're not this, you're

not that. That's why it's good

to stay grounded, just to love

yourself and to love your body,

because you're beautiful the

way you are.

17: When do you feel

most confident?

AB: Right when I wake up I feel the most confident,

because I have no makeup on, I'm in sweats and a

T-shirt, and if I have friends over, I don't care. I have

really bad eyes, so I wear glasses. And I just think that

the more natural, the better for me.

17: Have you ever felt pressure to fit in?

AB: When I was younger, I tried to be like everybody

else and I would copy everything! But I've learned to

stop trying to be somebody that I'm not. And I've had

so much success just being me and not what other

people wanted me to be. Now I'm just completely and

really true to myself. My weird, weird self.©

184 Fashion Stylist: Lara Backmender at Kate Ryan. Inc. Hair: Campbell F. McAuleyatSoloartists.com/Sydney Hair Care.

Makeup: Mylah Morales for NARS/Celestine Agency. Manicure: Klmmle Kyess for Elegant Touch at Celestlne Agency.



ON ASHLEY: Dress.

Philosophy di Alberta

Ferretli; shirt. Porter

Grey; ring. Alexis Bittar.



Take the timeless combo of lush las

and red lips to the exlreme! Swipe

on a rich cherry lipstickand lop vvilh

a cranberry gloss. Then switch things

up with faux lashes along bottom

lashlines for mega-impact.
try: Maybelline New York Color Sensational Lipstick in Very Cherry, $6,
drugstores; Giorgio Armani Gloss d'Armanl #400, $£8. select department

stores: Ardell Fashion Lashes Lower Lashes in Black 112, $8, ardelllashes.com
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As the stars of the hottest shows

on TV, these girls know drama. So who
better to show off the dramatic looks

you'llwant to try this fall?

photographs by michael wirth

BY YESENIAALMONTE <fc KAITLINMENZA
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eyes: Sonia Kashuk
Blink of an Eye Penc

Set, $13 for set of

three, Target stores

cheeks: NARS Blush

In Amour. $27,
Sephora stores

silver
streak

Show everyone how fierceyou are

with frosty cat-eyes. To keep

the lookwearable, pairyour strong

eyes with soft peachy cheeks.

eyes: Urban Decay

24/7 Glide-On Shadow
Pencil in Mercury, $20,
Sephora stores
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You may recognize Skyler, 17, from

Wizards of Waverly Place, but

this summer she grabbed the

spotlight playing a girl with catlike

powers in ABC Family's The Nine

Lives of Chloe King. Her secret

weapon behind the scenes?

DiorShow mascara. "It's my own

little religion in a tube," Skyler

says. "You can put on mascara and

nothing else, and still look alive."



CRYSTAL
REED
When it comes to beauty,

Crystal, 23, has eyes for only one

thing: lashes! She even carries

two eyelash curlers on her at all

times. "They're like a push-up

bra for your face!" Crystal says.

The look clearly works for the

star of MTV's Teen Wolf—her

on-screen love interest Tyler

Posey barely has to act to be

entranced by those eyes.

Watch the drama on Mondays

on MTV at 10 p.m.

s



Strong brows define your face, but when you

amp up the contour with a sweep of rose

underyour cheekbones and a dab of lip stain

at the center ofyour lips, you bring every

feature into fo<

lips: LOreal Paris

Colour Riche

Le Gloss In Blushing

Berry. $8, drugstores
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v %fe . i eyes: Make Up For Ever
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Turn cotton-candy pink from sweet to

chic by pairing it with luxe caramel eyes

for a look that's totally delicious.
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ARIEL
WINTER
There's a theme to Ariel's giant

makeup bag. "I have a lipstick

fetish ," the star of Modern Family,

13, admits. "Bright pink is my

favorite shade!" She doesn't

get to play with such bold hues

on the set, so she was psyched

to add a squeeze of orange to

all that pink!

See more of Ariel on Modern Family,

Wednesdays at 9 p.m. on ABC.



Fox's new drama Terra Nova is set

in the future—Naomi, 18, is part

of a crew from 2149 sent back in

time to start a new civilization, so

she felt comfortable in this full-on

futuristic look. But in reality, her

show films on the sunny Gold

Coast of Australia, making for

some seriously sweaty beauty

struggles. "It's boiling hot there,"

says Naomi, "so I use a hydrating

rosewater mist to refresh my face.

It smells yummy!"

Catch Terra Nova on Mondays at

8 p.m. on Fox.
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eyes: Mitani Baked

Eyeshadow In Melange, "*^
S. Walmart stores *

>

^fe«4fc.

me^a

eyes:Shlseido

Shimmering Cream Eye

ColorlnGD803,$26.
department stores

Add extra intensity to

metallicswiih a shot of

24-karat gold to just the

center of eyes and lips-

it's a gleaming look that

commands attention.

Fashion Styltel: Beau Quilllan (or Celesllneagency.com. Hair: Charles Baker Slrahan using Herbal Essences for Arllslsbytimothyprlano.com. | (\ jX
Makeup: Mylah Morales lor NARS at Celestlnwjgency.com. Manicure: Michelle Saunders tor Orly Internatlonal/Celestine Agency. A t/ tJ

?

Makeup: Mylah Morales tor NARS at Celestln«|
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Q&A
Q: How do I know if I'm

a good kisser without asking?

A: "It's all about the lean-in.

If your guy leans into you, that

means he's passionate about
kissing you and can't get enough!

If you're doing the leaning,

you might need to add
a little more sizzle."

..-JACOB, 18, NEW YORK, NY

7*.
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Want to give him the most mind-blowing smooch of his life? The secret
is knowing the best moves for every fr/ssuation. BY ELISA BENSON

He's standing so close, you can feel the heat of his body, smell his cologne, see his chest rise and fall

with each short breath. Your own heart is fluttering so wildly, you swear he can hear it, and your

whole body is tingling with anticipation about what will happen next. When you're one half-second

away from a major kiss, not even one tiny part of your brain should be freaking out about making the wrong
move—so we put together all new tricks just for you. You might be good now, but you're about to be epic.
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what iisyour smooch style?
Which kiss gets your heart racing? Your answer tells all!

!«IIM

gentle caress

SWET!
To you, a great kiss

is so romantic and
melt-y that it makes

time stand still. Try planting a

trail of slow, tender pecks from

your guy's ear to his lips—it will

make the moment last forever.

full-body embrace

fljTfTTTl You love pulling

B^if,%F^ out your hottest^•m moves—it's a thrill

to know you're wowing him!

Halfway into a makeout, run

your lips across the soft skin on

his neck. He'll melt instantly.

carefree moment

^^ff^W You think kisses are

3 1 1 iVI like a present: an

amazing surprise! Try

brushing your lips across his

—

without kissing him—and then

pause to give him a flirty look. A
little tease is deliriously playful!

HANDS ON]
Here's your "hand" book.

Q&A
Q: How much do guys
really tell their friends

about a hookup?
A: "Guys definitely brag about their

hookups. We like to exaggerate,

usually about how much the girl

liked us—like saying she was
totally into it and couldn't get

enough. Girls shouldn't worry,

though—we always make
sure you sound extra hot!"

-Will, 18, MADISON, NJ

IF K...

wraps
his hands
around

vour waist

W/V YOU...

hook your arm around his neck.

Your sweet move matches the

intimacy of his gesture and lets you

pull him as close as you want.

puts his

hand
in vour

I

gently place the warm palm of your

hand on his neck, then run your

fingertips up through his hair. He'll

go crazy for the mix of sensations.

awkwardly trace your fingers slowly down his

keeps his arm, and then give his hand a little

hands squeeze. It will reassure him that

at his sides you're into it and help him loosen up.

gets

super-

handsy

place your hand on his chest— it's

like putting up a barrier between

you. Feel free to push him away
if you need more breathing room.
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Q&A
Q: When is the right

moment to use tongue?

A: "After you've been making out

for a bit, slowly move your

tongue into his mouth, working
your way up to more passionate

kissing. Just don't move
it around too fast—that can
get weird and slobbery.'

-GREG, 19, CHICAGOJL
cute move
Kiss Ihe corner of

his mouth before

you hit the center.

Spread the love!

kissme
already!

Ask him to kiss you without saying a word.

•PLAY WITH YOUR NECKLACE. Toy with a

delicate piece of jewelry absentmindedly, and

his eyes will be drawn to the soft skin on your

neck . . . just inches away from your lips.

•LEAN RIGHT. When you're facing a guy, tilt

your head slightly to the right (his left) as you

listen to him. The subtle gesture activates the

part of his brain that's all about passion and

taking risks (like going in for a kiss!).

'LUUrv UUWIN. Break eye contact for a second

and glance at his lips, then look back at him
flirtatiously—as if he told you a juicy secret.

Purposefully sizing up his lips is the clearest

way to signal that you want a kiss—now!

You tend to be

a no-holds-barred

kisser, so look for

a guy who's just

as adventurous—

or you'll be bored

in a second!

Not even a

steamy makeout

makes you lose

control. Your secret

weapon is knowing

it's hot to leave your

guy wanting more!

17 EXPERTS: Jilly Eddy, the creator of Llpsology. the art and

science of reading lip prints; Janine Driver, the author of You Say

More Than You Think (Crown Publishing, 2010), )aninedriver.corn.
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The weather is

getting cooler—but
you can turn up
the heat with these
fashion secrets.

photographs hy amandapratt



layer textures
Fall for your summery maxidress all over
again—when you layer it with nubby shearling

and wool boots, your whole look feels fresh.

vest
Sizes S-L, Grass.

$79, Macy's.

sweater
Sizes S-L, Grass,

$59, Macy's.

maxidress
Sizes XS-L, Jack BB Dakota,

$90, dakotacollective.com.

necklace
Lulu's, $37, lulus.com.

boots
Sizes 6-10, Sugar,

rnppos.com.



give apeek: Don't hide yourself away for the season. Pile

on the sweaters, but let a little thigh subtly

show between shorts and toasty knee socks.

sweater
Sizes 2-10, H&M.'SSO.
H&M stores.

top
Sizes XS-L Splendid.

$68. revolveclothing.com.

shorts
Sizes 0-13, Paris Blues,

$18, call 310-605-2000

to order.

scarf
Artisan de Luxe, $62,
artisandeluxe.com.

socks
Hue. Iiuecom.

boots
Sizes 5-11, Dav, $95,
davrain.com.



mix prints:
Stripes, plaid, and denim can work
together when they're all in the same
yummy hot-cocoa palette.

scarf (worn as poncho)
Obey Clothing, $45.

obeydothlng.com.

jacket
Sizes S-XXL Levi's. $1

levi.com,

lace top .
Sizes S-L. Urban 1972,

$40, urbani972.com.

skirt
Sizes 2-10. H&M
$">;". H&M stores.

bat
Vans, $34, vans.com.

boots
Sizes 5-11, Jellypop Shoes.

$100, Famous Footwear

stores.



add a bit offur:
All it takes is a tiny touch of faux

fur—like a cute cropped vest—to wrap
your entire look in woolly warmth!

vest
Sizes S-XL. Buckle,

S36, select Buckle stores

and buckle.com.

shirt

Sizes S-L, Trash and

Luxury, $57,

trashandluxury.com.

pants
Sizes S-XL. Love. Fire.

S42. firela.com.

bag
Pendleton. $78,
800-760-4844.

moccasins
Sizes 5-11, Minnetonka.

S4U. shoebuy.com.

Fashion Stylist: Vanessa Packer. Hair: Staci Child at De Facto for Cutter/Redken. Makeup: Nick Barose at Exclusive Artists for Dior. Manicure: Jackie Saulsbery at De Facto for Chanel.



get cosy,
An oversize Fair Isle sweater is not

only snuggle-worthy, but it also helps pull

together a bundle of different layers.

sweater
Sizes XS-XL, DKNY Jeans,

$98, Bon Ton and
800-777-4524.

button-down
Sizes S-L. Domino Jeans.

$120, dominojeans.com.

tank
One size, American

Apparel, $<;2. American

Apparel stores and
americanapparel.net

pants
Sizes 00-13, Bullhead

Black, $40, Pacsun stores

and pacsun.com.
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I easier than ever to get close to your teacher or coach,

thanks to Facebook and texting. But what happens
when friending turns to flirting ... or worse? / JANE BIANCHI

ou see your teacher in class every day.

He seems so cool and funny and easy to

talk to, and that makes you wonder
what he's like outside of school. Does

he go to movies and parties on the

weekends? When he friends you on

Facebook, of course you accept, because

have your answer—and the chance to look

d giggle about his status updates. It was like

ae, 19, from Greensboro, North Carolina, who
was FB friends with her economics teacher senior year. "In

class, he'd talk only about school stuff," she says. "But on

cebook, I knew if he had a headache or if he went on a fun

ith his wife. I respected him more, because I realized

iad good days and bad days, like me." Plus, having

online access to your teacher can also make it easier to get

an answer if you ever have a question about class. "My
history and science teachers keep me posted about tests and

homework'on Facebook, and if I need help, I can send them

a quick message," says Kristin, 16, from Houston, Texas.

For most girls, that's as far as it goes. But what if, one

night after school, your teacher sends you a flirty message

about how hot you looked that day? That's what happened

to Alyssia, 19, from Fayetteville, North Carolina (pictured

at left). She was flattered by her math teacher's compliments

and kept talking to him online, enjoying the attention. It

made her feel like she was his favorite student. But then

their relationship got complicated. The flirtier he got, the

more Alyssia felt like what they were doing was wrong. But

by then she was so attached to him that she couldn't resist

when he pushed her into a sexual relationship. (Turn the

page for her story.) Michelle*, 19, also felt confused when
her psychology teacher started Facebook messaging her

every night, using smiley and winky faces. He would listen

to all of her problems, and then tell her how pretty she was.

"I thought of him as a good friend. He'd act like we were

boyfriend and girlfriend, father and daughter, and teacher

and student all at the same time," she says. After a month
of chatting, he invited her to his house and then kissed

her—out of nowhere. "I was totally stunned," she says.

While Aria's relationship with her teacher, Ezra, on
Pretty Little Liars makes the idea seem sexy, the reality is,

if a teacher or coach hits on you, it's sleazy . . . and sometimes

even illegal. When he has access to you 24/7 and convinces

you to share personal info, the line between friendship and

something inappropriate can get very blurry. You don't

know if he's crossed the line because you don't even know
where the line is anymore.
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y 33-year-old precalc teacher,

Mr. Coffelt, was cute and funny.

(He'd always joke, "I drink so

much, I'm surprised I don't have

liver failure!") My class liked his

sense of humor, because he acted

like one of us. He and I didn't

have any mutual friends online, so when he friended me
on Facebook in November of my junior year, I knew he'd

made an effort to find me. I accepted his request

because I thought it would be fun to

get to know him better.

At first, he'd private message me on

Facebook in the evenings and ask

about school, like if I was having

problems in class (which I was,

because I sucked at math!). But our

convos quickly got personal. One day

when my mom got into a fight with

someone at my house, I had to stop

responding to deal with it. He asked

what was wrong, so I let it all out.

Talking to him felt incredible. He was
an amazing listener and gave me good
advice. And he was so much more

mature and wise than people my age!

nonstop attention
Soon we were IMing for hours every

night. I loved it. He made me feel less

alone. He'd tell me I was the most

beautiful girl in class—nobody else

had ever said stuff like that

to me before. His flattery

made me feel special. Then

he said, "I'm sorry this

flirtation can't go on outside

the Internet." I wasn't sure that I wanted things to go

farther, but I definitely didn't want our convos to stop.

So I said, "It's okay if it does." Then he said, "If anyone

finds out, I'll get in trouble. Don't tell anyone." So I kept

my mouth shut. I was attracted to him but also nervous.

He started flirting with me in school by winking at

me in class. And once while he was standing at my
locker, I bent down to pick up a book and he joked,

"While you're down there . .

." and pointed to his crotch.

I laughed it off and ignored a voice in the back ofmy
head that said things were going too far, since I didn't

want Mr. Coffelt to stop talking to me.

getting physical
After we'd been IMing for several months, Mr. Coffelt

said I should come over to his house to talk one

Saturday. I said I'd go, but then that uh-oh feeling came
back. So that Friday, I texted him, telling him I was

having second thoughts. He made me
feel guilty, saying how much he was

looking forward to it, so I felt

obligated to go. When I got to his

house, he hugged me and said, "I've

been lusting after you since October."

I felt so mature knowing that an older

guy wanted me. We started talking

and then he pressed me against the

kitchen wall and kissed me. I was
half-expecting it, but it

was still surreal. On the

one hand, it seemed right,

because I thought he was

someone who deeply

cared about me. But on

the other hand, he was

my teacher, so I knew it

was wrong. We were

moving" way too fast.

"I don't want to do this

anymore," I said. He
stopped, but then said,

"I'll keep trying until

you say yes." I laughed it off then,

but when I went to his house weeks later, I gave

in and slept with him. It was exciting in the moment,

but afterward, I thought: What in the world did I just do?

control freak
We had sex twice more after that, and then Mr. Coffelt's

attitude changed. He started getting really controlling.

He'd say, "Come to school in a dress without

underwear." I did it, but it made me feel disgusting!

He was treating me like a sex toy, not a person.

. „cUer
charged

FayettevWem^^ student

CROSSING THELINE It's important to remember that most teachers and coaches aren't

But as Alyssia discovered, the sketchy ones can push the boundaries

E3EHS5B
"Your grades are down.

Have you tried our school's

tutoring program?"

nnrra
"Yourgrades are down. Are
you not gettingalongwith

yourboyfriend? Want to talk?"

WHAT 10 DO: Say, "I'm not comfortable talking about that."

You'll send a clear message: Anything personal is off-limits!

Baaaasa
He leaves an article on

your desk about something

he knows you're into.

mnsn
He slips agold necklace or

bracelet intoyourbackpack
when nobody is looking.

WHAT TO DO: Bring the gift to your guidance counselor, tell her who
it's from, and say, "I don't know if I should accept this present."
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It was starting to get really uncomfortable, so I

began to pull away from him and we talked just

twice a week instead of every night. That summer, I

even started dating a guy my age, who I'd met at the

mall. When I told Mr. Coffelt, he said, "Tell him he

has to share you with me." But I told him I wasn't

going to cheat on my boyfriend.

At the end of the summer, when my boyfriend

and I broke up, Mr. Coffelt kept wanting things to

go back to the way they were. I refused. I got sick

to my stomach every time I thought about hooking

up with him, because he had turned into a jealous

jerk rather than the compassionate guy that he had

appeared to be. Not to mention that he was 16

years older and my teacher] I figured that what we
were doing was probably illegal, but worse, deep

down I knew I was being manipulated and used.

I couldn't sleep or eat. I was angry all the time. I even

began cutting myself. My mom noticed how depressed I'd

become and I eventually spilled my guts to her. She

flipped out at first—crying and screaming at me. I was

. so ashamed. But she

hot for teacher
Aria and Ezra's

behavior on Pretty Little

Liars Is only fun on

Against ~me

calmed down when she

realized how much pain

I was in, and then brought

me to the police station so

I could report him. It was a

relief to lif t that burden off

my shoulders. I knew he

was taking advantage of my
low self-esteem to get me to do what he wanted, and I was
so tired and stressed from feeling forced to keep it a secret.

Mr. Coffelt was arrested and word spread, so senior

year was rough. Kids at school called me a whore on

Formspring. But in time, the comments faded and I was

vindicated last December when Mr. Coffelt pleaded guilty

to sexual battery. He no longer teaches at that school and

had to register as a sex offender. I'm happy that he was

punished for what he did, because I don't want him to be

able to violate other girls.

Now I'm in college, so I've had a chance to start over,

and I've been going to therapy to work through my
feelings. His texts and FB messages made him seem like a

friend, then a boyfriend. But because he had secret access

to me and we got so close so fast, it allowed him to

manipulate me for his own twisted purposes. At the time,

I really thought we had a connection. Now I see how wrong
I was. -alyssia, 19, fayetteville, nc

sexual predators—their goal is to help you, not hurt you.

faster and farther than you might imagine.

E3EEBB
You're raisingyour hand.

He taps your shoulder and

says, "Just a second."

EE3I3
While talkingone-on-one after

class, he rubsyourlowerback-
almost touchingyour but t .

WHAT TO DO: Say, "I don't like it when you do that" right then and
there—even if you were too afraid to say it other times before.

girls learned firsthand how to
spot red flags from a teacher or coach.

f»
His messages get personal
Vanessa*, 19, called the cops after her high school

track coach became sexually aggressive, especially

over text. "In the beginning, he texted me only to

remind me about meets," she says. "But as time

went on, he'd ask me about my day. Eventually,

he sent me a text that read: 'We could play games.

You could be Jane and I could be Tarzan and

we could play 'Find the banana.' It was so gross!"

ip He deletes your convos
When her llth grade psychology teacher sent her IMs

telling her how pretty she was and then kissed her a

few weeks after that, Michelle*, 19, was panic-

stricken. But just before she pressed charges, he

made sure that there wasn't enough proof to convict

him. "He said he loved me and to protect our

relationship, he had to delete our convos from my
computer. I never should have let him," says Michelle.

fft He tries to getyou alone
When her 36-year-old soccer coach offered to drive

her to practice, Katherine, 17, of Bellaire, Texas,

thought it was a kind gesture. But once they were in

the car, where nobody could see them, he suddenly

pulled over and kissed her. "I couldn't stop staring at

his wedding ring, thinking, He's married! It was wrong

on so many levels," says Katherine. "But since we
were by ourselves, it was my word against his."

*Names have been changed.

17 EXPERTS: Nan D. Stein, Ed.D., senior research scientist at Wcllcsley College, in Wellesley, MA, who has written curriculum for schools all over the US on sciual harassment;

Michael Simpson, assistant general council ol the National Education Association: Pamela Rutledge, Ph.D., director of the Media Psychology Research Center, based in Boston, MA;

Jack Tuckner, Esc^, cofounder ofTuckner, Slpser, Weinstock & Sipser, LLP, a women's rights law firm in New York, NY. 209



somethings fishy

^^ I went home from school sick
' one morning and ended up

being out for a week. The day I came
back, the principal was holding a

mandatory locker check because
there was a horrible smell in the

hallway. I slowly opened my locker

and there was my tuna fish sandwich

from the day I left early! Everyone

started gagging—even the teachers.

To be safe, I always buy my
lunch at school now. 99

eryone has had humiliating momei

MAIN SQUEEZE
"My crush invited me to hang out

with him and some friends, and of

course I said yes! We went
skateboarding and were joking

around, Crying to see who could

fit into an opening in a fence.

I managed to slip my head through

and it got stuck! They had to call

the fire department, and it took

them 25 minutes to pull me out!"

Tlilfi

l ft"* SMOOTHNESS
i

THAT LASTS

Experience moisture and smoothness
that lasts up to twice as long as shaving

with new Veet®Hair Removal Cream.

\£et
What beauty feels like"

What will you do with smoothness that lasts? Tell us at facebook.com/veet B 2011



9A DAYS of

BEAUTIFUL

Now you can have touchably smooth skin

for up to 4 weeks with new Veet®Wax Strips.

m

What will you do with 28 days of beautiful?

Tell us at facebook.com/veet
\€et
What beauty feels like:W

u =r
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ace ofcakes
"I work at a bakery decorating cakes with an airbrush.

Sometimes it's hard to control the spray, so it gets all

over me. One day, this really cute guy came into the

shop. I was flirting with him and didn't

understand why he kept chuckling

under his breath. Later, I looked in the

mirror and saw the insides of my
nostrils were bright green from the

frosting! I called in sick the day he
picked up his cake."

THAT STINGS!
"I was at the beach when I saw two hot guys. Hoping to

impress them with my surfing skills, I started showing off.

Right when I was about to turn for a wave, I noticed a

stingray! I screamed and paddled as fast as I could to

shore. But when I turned back to look, I realized I

was screaming over an umbrella. One of the guys
picked it up and flung it at me. I

blew my chance with them over a

'killer umbrella'!"

H- SEVENTEEN.COM seventeen.com/dailytrauma

SOUND CHECK
"For my drama club play, we use clip-on

microphones, even during practice. One
day, I went to the bathroom and flipped

nute' so no one could hear

me peeing. But I guess that function was
broken because when I got back to the

theater, the entire crew was cracking up
and telling me to lay off the liquids! Now I

hold it no matter how bad I have to go!"

the naked truth
^^ "Freshman year of high^^ school, I invited friends

over to my pool for my birthday,

including a bunch of girls I'd just

met. We were all sitting in the

Jacuzzi when my best friend

came over and pulled my
pants down! I wound up
flashing all these people

I barely knew two weeks^

into school."

-Tyler Hoechlin from
Teen Wolf

99- TRAUMA!
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Giveaway Rules
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Sponsored by Hearst

Communications. Inc. Must be female, between the

ages of 13 and 29. and a resident of the 50 United

States or District of Columbia. Void where prohibited

by law,

HOW TO PARTICIPATE IN PARIS AMOUR GIVEAWAY
(page 20): Beginning August 9, 2011. bring the cover

of the September 2011 issue of Seventeen, a printout

of the seventeen.com home page, or your (Pad with

the Seventeen September 2011 Issue app to any Bath

& Body Works store (excluding clearance locations) to

receive your free gift, a Paris Amour Body Lotion

(approximate retail value: Sll). Ten-thousand
(10,000) gifts will be given away. One per person.

Giveaway ends September 12, 2011. or while supplies

last. Once all body lotions are distributed, there will be

no substitute product given away.

Sweepstakes Rules
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN.
Sponsored by Hearst Communications. Inc. Must be
female, between the ages of 13 and 29, and a legal

resident of the 50 United States, District of Columbia,

or Canada. Void in Quebec Province, and where
prohibited by law. unless otherwise noted. Odds of

winning depend on the number of eligible entries

received.

HOW TO ENTER THE SEPTEMBER DAILY FREEB1ES
(page 24): Complete and submit the online
entry form at seventeen.com/freebles beginning

at 12:01 a.m. et. September 1. 2011, through
11:59 p.m. et, September 30, 2011. Daily
sweepstakes will be held each day starting at

12:00 a.m. et and ending at 11:59 p.m. et for 30 days.

Sweepstakes subject to complete Official Rules

available at seventeen.com/freebies.

HOW TO ENTER THE SEPTEM8ER ALL ACCESS
SWEEPSTAKES (page 140): Go to seventeen.com/

freebies to enter, beginning at 12:01 a.m. et,

August 2, 2011. through 11:59 p.m. et, September 12,

2011. One (1) winner will win the following prizes:

Short Sleeve Top (approximate retail value: S55),
Capri Pants (approximate retail value: S80), and
Reenew Sneakers (approximate retail value: S100)
from Reebok EasyTone. Total approximate retail value

for all prizes awarded: S235. Sweepstakes subject to

complete Official Rules available at seventeen.com/
freebies.

HOW TO ENTER THE WISH COME TRUE
SWEEPSTAKES AKA FREE COLLEGE GIVEAWAY
(page 159): Go to seventeen.com/freecollege. and
complete and submit the entry form pursuant to

the on-screen instructions. Beginning February 1,

2010. at 12:01 a.m. et. through January 31, 2012. at

11:59 p.m. et. one (1) Grand Prize Winner will win

S250.000. Twenty-four (24) First Place Winners will

receive $1,000 each. Twenty-four (24) Second Place

Winners will receive S100 each. Odds of winning will

depend upon the total number of eligible entries

received. Must be 13 years or older and a resident of

the 50 United States or District of Columbia. Void In

Puerto Rico and where prohibited by law.
Sweepstakes subject to complete Official Rules
available at seventeen.com/freecollege.

Contest Rules
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN.
Sponsored by Hearst Communications. Inc. Must be
female, between the ages of 13 and 29, and a legal

resident of the 50 United States, or District of

Columbia. Void In Canada and where prohibited by

law, unless otherwise noted. Odds of winning depend
on the number of eligible entries received.

HOW TO ENTER SEVENTEEN'S ULTIMATE BACK-TO-
SCHOOL OUTFIT CONTEST (page 38): This Contest
is in no way sponsored, endorsed, or administered by.

or associated with, Facebook. Go to facebook.com/
seventeenmagazine, beginning at 12:01 a.m. et,

August 1, 2011. through 11:59 p.m. et. August 26.

2011. and upload a picture of your ultimate back-to-

school outfit. Every Friday at 2:00 p.m. et. Seventeen
will collect the top 10 entries, and publish them Into

a Facebook photo album. Users will click the "like"

link on their favorite photos. Each week for four (4)

weeks, the three photos with the most "likes" in the

album will each win a S50 Target gift card. Beginning

at 12:01 a.m. et. August 29, 2011, through 11:59 p.m. et.

September 5. 2011, the winning 12 photos will be
combined in a Facebook photo album, and users will

"like" their favorite photo to choose the grand prize

winner, who will win a $500 Target gift card. Contest

is subject to complete Official Rules available at

seventeen.com/rules.
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Aug23-Sep22
For a planner like you, back-to-school is a

super-fun time of year. Unfortunately a

bitchy girl keeps shooting down your best

ideas! On the 16th, Pluto will urge you to

confront her to see what's really up. Turns

out, she's feeling left out and wants to

help. Will you let her? That's the real Q.

libra

Sep23-Oct22
It's hard to admit, but you've been feeling

a little bored with your usual crew. When
the sun moves into your sign on the 23rd,

you'll try hanging out with another clique

at school. It may feel weird at first (and

your old friends Will get jealous), but this

year is all about making new connections.

y sally brompton

HiiYuM r
Oct23-Nov21
You've been getting close with a cool new
girl at school, but near the 27th, you'll be

itching forsome "me time." At the last sec,

you'll bail on plans with her to do your own
thing. Your longtime pals are used to your

independent streak, but she'll be confused

and hurt. Explain yourself or she'll bolt.

sasittarms /
Nov 22-Dec 21

Although you're competitive, you normally

laugh it off when things don't go your way.

But on the 3rd, a situation will bring you

thisclose to acting nasty when you don't

finish first. Before you get all diva-ish, be

aware your crush will be watching and it

might not be the best way to Impress him.

canncorn G)
Dec 22- Jan 19

You and your BFF are usually in synch, but

lately it's as if you barely know her! Her

emotions are all over the place and she

won't say why. When you uncover her

secret on the 12th, you'll be shocked

—

and kind of judgmental! Be careful what
you say, or you may lose her trust forever.

E?EHE3i^
Jan20-Feb18
Sporting events are so not your thing, but

near the 23rd, your friends will drag you to

a big game at school. You'll be tempted to

slip in your earbuds and tune out, but

know there will be a guy on the sidelines

who'd be a fun fling for you. You and a

jock?!? Weirder things have happened.

f
JMMJ l

1

Feb19-Mar20
Thanks to Mercury, you'll be mega-chatty

this month, texting and tweeting up a

storm. Your girls will find your posts

hilarious, but around the 25th, someone
will find your gossipy comments totally

offensive—and could retaliate by

spreading dirt about you online. Beware!

EHH#
Mar 21 -Apr 19

Aries girls are born risk-takers, but when
Mars moves in your favor on the 19th,

you'll approach Gaga levels of boldness.

You'll finally go forward with the huge

makeover you dreamed about all

summer: new wardrobe, new makeup,

new everything. The results will be major.

EH3E3#
Apr20-May 20
You're determined to get fit this year, and

with Venus in the well-being area of your

chart on the 15th, you'll get a strong burst

of workout motivation. The problem?

Once you set a goal, you want to achieve it

instantly. If you don't give yourself time to

recharge too, you'll burn out—fast!

nemint &
May21-Jun20
Gems saved a chunk of change over the

summer and are having lots of fun BTS
shopping—too much fun: You'll have to

skip a few events the first week back due

to lack of cash. But on the 16th, Pluto will

give you the willpower to start saving

again, so the month won't be a total wash.

fJ/DliWJ qg

Jun21-JuI22
Your social life has been in a slump, but

that's about to change, Cancer! As the

moon turns full on the 12th, you'll break

free from a blah routine and hit a few cool

spots you've been dying to try. Bonus:

You'll meet a cute new guy who'll love your

newfound sense of adventure.

BH/-Q?
July 23 -Aug 22

A friend will need your love smarts on the

28th ! After she and her BF get into

another fight, she'll ask for advice. You'd

love to tell her to dump this jerk, but the

stars will urge you to avoid being brutally

direct. If you point her in the right direction,

she'll get there on her own and stick to it.

J^J^)= girl talk -'jj|gj}: = hot parties ^^= flirty fun tj/ = crazydrama #~amazing; makeoverizing
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MAYBE

Exquisite color. Igniteq by light.

Explosive eyes
are born.

INTRODUCING

EYESTUDIO
COLOR EXPLOSION
LUMINIZING EYESHADOW

Sweep on our sophisticated pigments.

Then glide on our exclusive luminizing

topcoat to unleash a surge of multi-

dimensional color. Prepare for impact.

5 shades that will blow you away.

MAY BELLI NE
COVER THE NEW MAYBELLINE.COM NEW YORK

Jessica is wearing New Eye Studio '
Color Explosion™ Luminizing Eyeshadow in Amethyst Ablazed ©2011 Maybelline LLC.


